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Richard Rorty, in Philosophv and the Mirror of Nature, claims
that there has been a revolution in contemporary thought consisting
in the rejection of the idea that philosophy is, or can be, the
foundational discipline of culture. ,,phiIosophy", Rorty writes,
"can be foundational- in respect to the rest of culture because

culture is the assemblage of claims to knowledge and phirosophy
adjudicates such claims. "

itself, due to its privileged understanding of the nature of
knowledge, as the ultimate arbitrator of cu]tura1 claims insofar as

it has attempted to "underwrite or debunk cl-aims to knowledge made

by science, morality, art, or religion."' Rorty's judgment is that
previous foundationalist projects have consistently faíIed to
achieve an adequate rational ground that could legitimate cultural
claims and that consequently such a project ought to be abandoned.

A similar conviction is found in rr{ans Al-bert's Treatise of
Critical- Reason where foundationalism is argued to resul-t in what

ís termed a "l'funchausen Trilemma". After faL1ing fi'om his horse,
j-t j-s fabLed, the Baron Munchausen, having recourse onl_¡,: to his own

ì^^--1 ^E L- j _ 1^^.i ^+^ t^.:_^^l € !:=^1, E:â+^t_1.: ^¡^.;ñ_ ã +_rr^ ^^l s¡¡Equ vr ¡rq!!, ¡¡v¿ÈL- i¡iii.ilSeii ÐciUi{ iìP. ì1ÍSI'ô'ÐiiSiìing A L!uç Ðç!r-

sufficient ground, according to Albert, is as likeIy as the Baron's
trick. In fact, such an attempt leads "to a situation with three
arternatives, â11 of which appear unacceptable; that is, it leads

to a tril-emma. "2 The triLemma forces one to accept one of the
foJ-lowing: firstli;, êñ inf j-nite regress required by the necessity
^¡ -f-..---^ -^:-.- 

€:!r+l^ô* h-^!. ia ¡a1-^L E^* 
-^ ^A^*if--v! qrwqyÈ :,vrrrv !ui Lrr€i ¡jcii-^ i¡i sÊciii-lì Ioi iecisülìs; or secoiìci!-, a

ïntroduction

Traditionally philosophy has seen
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logical circle in the reasoning that results from presupposing that
which has already been shown to be in need of justification; or
finally, ceasing to present reasons and merely asserting the ground

as inexplicably given.

The inability of foundationalism to attain self-transparency
concerning íts ground threatens the possibility of legitimate
normative theory and culturar criticism. rn this case, theory is
at a l-oss to validate the ultimate críteria upon which its
judgments are ground; leavíng little option but to embrace

dogmatism, or admit the irreducibly conventional- and conditioned
character of knowledge and social activity, relativism. Further,
this inability to demonstrate "social- practices of justification as

more than just such practices"3 (in Rorty's words) has led some --
Nietzsche, Heidegger, Derrida, to mention the most profound -- to
perceive the need for an ídeologica1 critique of t¡lestern metaphys-

ics; where the exclusionary practices, prejudices, and valances at
work in the "wil-l to truth" are unmasked from behÍnd the facade of
disinterested contemplation.

understanding or corrsensus, not objective and timelessly valid
truth, is the real purpose of argument.

I¡lhat follows is an examination of Hegel's strategy for
grounding right. Specifically we shall address his attempt to
establish the Philosophv of Riqht as a true or perfect phí1osophi-

ca1 science i.e. as a presumptionless and self-Iegitimating
discourse that offers a sophisticated solution to the diffículties
of foundationalism. The problem is to determine both the normative

From this postmodern perspective,



intention of the philosophv of Ríqht

of justification that serves as the

intention.

Just so ingrained in the present intellectual landscape Ís the
Rortian revol-ution and Hegel's historical place ín it, that the
very suggestion of the plausibility of his rationalist strategy
immediately strike the contemporary reader as suspect. Nonethe-
Less, Hegiel's positíon, however problematic, is defensible to an

extent not usually recognized. It is not susceptible to the types
of attacks found in Rorty and Albert. Like many, these eval-uations
are based largely on the questionable interpretations of Hege1's

greatest 19th century critics Kierkegaard and Marx. Thus the
standard picture portrayed of Hegel as the philosophical Christían,
uncritically tracing the temporally developing Absolute Spirit or
hlorld-Soul coming to complete actualization with the advent of
modernity. There is littre doubt that Heger can be read and

dismíssed this way for who today courd genuinely entertain
beriefs such as these: "the History of the hJorld with arl the
changing scenes which its annals present, is this process of
deveropment and realization of spirit this is the true
Theodicea, the justification of God in History", "philosophy
concerns itself only with the glory of the Idea mirroring itself in
the History of the l,riorld"; where the legitimacy of the mod.ern state
finds its "authority" in the "consciousness of the Spiritual", "the
essential basis of the poritícal fabric" (pH, pp. 457, 446).

Little promise here, it seems, to find a serious solution to the

and Hegel's unique methodology

final ground validating that
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perennial problem of normative justifícation; rather found ís the
disappointment of fantastic speculative metaphysics, full of
abstract sound and fury.

And the problem is Hegel's metaphysics. For it is only there
that Reason's sovereignty over the world is no mere "conviction",
" intuitioD",

explains:

rn that of Philosophy it is no hypothesis. rt is thereproved by speculative cognition, that Reason issubstance, as well as rnfinite power; its own rnfiniteMaterial underrying all the natural and spiritual 1ífewhich ít originates, as also the rnfinite Form thatwhich sets this Material in motion. on the one hand,
Reason is the substance of the Universe; viz. , that bywhich and in which all rearity has its being and subsis-tence- on the other hand, it is the rnfinite Energy ofthe universe.... rt is the infinite complex of thiñgs,theír entire Essence and Truth. rt is its own material
which it commits to íts own Active Energy to work up; notneeding, âs finite action does, the conditions of an
external- material of gíven means from which it rnay obtainits support, and the objects of its activity. Itsupplies its own nouríshment, and is the object of its
own operations. hlhile it is excrusively its own basis ofexistence and the absolute final aim, it is also theenergizing power realizing this aim; developing it notonly in the phenomena of the NaturaL, but al_so of thespiritual universe the History of the l¡Jorld. Thatthis "Idea" or "Reason" is the True, the Eternal, theabsolutely powerful essence; that it reveals itserf inthe l¡lorId, and that in that l¡iorld nothing else isrevealed but this and its honor and glory is thethesis which, as we have said, has been proved inPhilosophy. (PH, pp. 9-10)

or presupposition, but "demonstrated"

According to Hegel, the Idea or Reason is alone what is truly
real or present, the "absolute foundation and ultimate truth" (SL,

p. 826) of anything whatsoever such that what is, only ís, through

"the determÍnations of thought and the Notion" (sL, p. 833). The

Notion is the Idea abstracted from its embodiment in the world in

As HegeI
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the form of pure thought, and the rdea is fully revealed in the
worl-d, the telos of Absorute spirít, when specuJ_ative philosophy
furfils its abstracting, Notion-specifying task. rn other word.s,

the world ís nothing but the medium through which the Notion comes

to comprehend itself. And where, via spirit, what it truly comes

to know itself as is the Notion self-actualized, or the absolute
Idea. Thus "the true is the whole", both the ideal eternal Notion
and its manj-festation in the world. For only through the latter
does the Notion posit, recollect, and comprehend itself; only
through the latter does it become actual. The whole is literally
the truth of truth, "the true shape in which truth exists", for it
is both the knowledge of the Notion and the process that produces

thís knowledge.

Hegel's metaphysics, however, is not merely a theory of the
Notion's ideal essence, or about the Notion's actualization in the
reaL, the rdea, but it undertakes as well to prescríbe to the
natural and social sciences what forms they must take, the rules by

which theír objects of study can be legitimately interpreted.
speculative logic serves as the methodological queen of the
sciences by providing a non-revisionist, a priorí conceptual

scheme, that grounds absolutely both the way in which determinancy

appears and the types of va]id concepts, judgments, and inferences
that apply to, or are true of , such determinancy. l¡jhen the
empirical sciences are made "philosophical" in this sense, the
knolvledge they produce becomes "actual-" insofar as the arbitrary,
relative character of their methods and subject matter is overcome.
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Thus their content assumes "an a priori character,, ,,These

contents are now warranted necessary, and no long,er depend on the
evidence of facts merely, that they were so found and so experi_
enced' The fact as experienced thus becomes an irlustration and a
copy of the original and completely self-supporting activíty of
thought" (L, #rz). overcoming, in other words, the kind of
rerativity thinkers like Quine and Kuhn document in the positive
sciences, where most debates, whether of fact or theory, rest on
little more than the common assumptions of a particurar paradigm;
opposed símp1y by the adoption of a dífferent set of grounding
terms'. The Hegerian resorution to this diremma, then, ís to
demonstrate necessarily that all phenomena mirror the order of pure
thought, "arranged... according to the essential sequence of the
Notion", so that the sciences will no longer have to ',stumble upon
descriptions of existence, upon kinds and distinctions, which are
not determined by reason, but by sport and adventitious incid.ents,,
(L, #16).

l^lith respect to normatíve social theorizíng, the applícatíon
of philosophical- science demands that the Good or freedom be actual_
and that the fullest potentíal realization for objective Spirit
occurs in the self-determining activity of the modern democratÍc
state' This ís a demand made by reason, which alone determines
both that freedom be the end of justice and the system of right
which is derived from it. speculative reason, in other words, is
the self-legitimating ground of the Good and of the socia] order
that most manifests it. And because of the unconditional necessíty
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of reason I s process -- in fact reason is an unconditional necessary

process of universals democracy as

the normative notion of right acquires uncondítíonal prescríptive
validity, universally true for any thinking subject and represents

the standard by which all cultures can be judged.

Besides speculative logic providing a justífication for
defining freedom as the Good, what makes Hegel's theory of right
unique, is both the social or interactive character of freedom,

that serves as its ground and guiding theme, and the dialectícal
method by which the democratic state is shown to realize it.
Beginning with the most eLementary form of social freedom, abstract
right, Hegel demonstrates how this basíc conception of interaction
contains immanently a conception of democracy, a socially-ordered
system of institutions of freedom. fn this sense, Hege|s theory

of right is distinctively anti-Rousseauian. rn Hege|s vÍew, man

is born in chains and yet everlrwhere (at least in modernity) he is
free. There is no compromise involved in relating naturally free
individuals, whose freedom essentiarry berongs to their very

unreLatedness, because the premise is wrong. Social interaction is
a necessary constitutive element of self-determination. The move,

that Ís, from a natural to a social state, is a move from being

thrown into a field of givenness -- a world where the individual at
best has the arbitrary poÌ^rer of alteration -- to being thrown into
a field of social self-determination -- a cultural world where the

Índividual can play an active role in constructing and producing

that fietd. Crudely stated, the Philosophy of Riqht can be said to



do nothíng but artÍculate the social
maximise this active role.

The transition from evaluatíng matters of fact to those of
value poses no difficulty for philosophical science, for there
simply is no transition i.e. the criteria of truth is the same

as that of val-ue. The True is that which is radically serf-
subsistent and self-determinedi the Good is self-determining
activity per se; and the Beautifur, to complete the Hegelían

response to the Platonic muse, is the appearance of freedom or,
what Ís the same, the appearance of the True or the Good. Hegel's
notorious claims about the identities of "isness" and "oug:htness,',

rationality and actualíty, must be understood in thís context.
Only crass misinterpretation suggests this reasoning functions to
regitimate the status quo. rn truth, the case is just the reverse,

for as the True is the whole which becomes actual¡ so too does the
Good develop: "thís harmony between the rris" and the "ought to be"

is not torpid and rigidly statíonary. Good, the final end of the

worrd, has been onry whire it constantly produces itself" (L #234).

And this is necessarily so because for the True, the logical
Notion, to become actuar or known requires that the Notion

external-ize itself so as to give rise to the type of self-
opposition and mediation in which self-comprehension consists.
This externaLization ínvolves a finite variety of self-
manifestations that exhíbit increasing degrees of truthfulness or
reality. These manifestations or forms of actualíty, due to their
imperfection/ are the source of contingency and evil in the world

conditions necessary

(t

to
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but again the possibility of such ímperfection is necessary by
virtue of their indispensable role in the actualization of the
truly perfect. rn consequence, Hegel does not explain away human

suffering as though it didn't exist, but rather attempts to account
for the futl nature of its presence. ,,Reason", Heget states, is
the "rose in the cross of the present', (pR, p. rz) for there is no
present without a cross that man must bear; a cross composed partly
of man's own avoidable wickedness, which ís itself made possible by
the necessity of the conditions of possibíIity for the realization
of the Good itself.

From our perspective, the key to making sense of arr these
issues Lies in Hegel's attempt to make phirosophy scientific, a

"groaI", he claíms, "where it can lay aside the title love of
knowinq and be actual knowinq" (phg, #5). philosophy becomes

scientific with a presumptionless, systematic account of pure

thought's self-originating and sel-f-actualizing logical Notion; a

process that accounts for the determination of all that can be. It
is in the self-supporting activity of thought's self-determination,
in its resurtant sovereignty over being, and in Hegel's ability to
defend and articulate this dialectical movement that the intelligi-
bility of our question revolves. This is the "chief difference"
between the Philosophv of Riqht and other normative theories, "the
method which constitutes their guíding principres" (pR, p. 1). For

Hege1, this method is the one and only way truth can be grasped

wíth uncompromising certainty:
The method ís the absolutely infinite force, to whíchno object/ presenting itself as something external,



remote from and independent of reason, courd offerresistance or could not be penetrated by it. rt istherefore soul- and substance, and anything whatsoever iscomprehended and known in its truth only when it iscompletely subjugated to the method; it is the methodproper to every subject matter. (SL, p. 826)

whether passagies such as this represent the last great
audacious farsity or final subrime truth of Hegel's project,
depends entirely on the validity of the demonstratÍon that the
method is the True or Reality. The dialectic is the immanent

movement of the Notion, the process through which pure thought
determines itself . And it is the truth of the Notion, the absol_ute

Idea of what the Notíon ultimately comprehends ítself to be -- the
self-determining act of self-comprehensÍon per se. The día1ectic,
that is, is both the ground and result of pure thought's self_
examination; that which allows it to define itself in the first
place (ex-nihilio), and in the way ít does, and what it ímmanentry

and presumptionlessly comes to truly define itself as.

This demonstration is identical to Hegel's argument for
conceiving substance as subject. For it is only by conceiving the
True as a type of activity that determines itself exclusively
through itself -- literally a "power" or "energy" (sL, p. 605) over
self to produce difference wíthin self that the thought of any

real, self-subsistent entity be coherentry thought at aIl. Thus

the Loqic can be read indirectlv as an exhaustive finite series of
í11icit pure thoughts, definitive of the True, but culminating in
the single coherent thought of reality, the subjective Notion. The

cogency of the argument here, is predicated on the exhaustiveness

of the series, the truth of the faílures, and the coherence of the

10
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Notion. And a cog-ency guaranteed by a dialectic that reveals
immanently both that completeness and those ínadequacies by
ínterrelating and grounding the thought-forms in the NotÍon itself.
This consummates Hegel's axial claim about the identity of thought
and being, that alr determinancy is grounded in the activity of
pure thought's self-reflection.

This, however, is but half Hegel's conception of substance as

subject. The other part consists in the demonstration that the
thought of such a seLf-subsistent reality of pure thinking contains
immanently within ítself the thought of its becoming comprehended.

The Notion, the self-energizing activity of pure thinking, is, in
truth, litera11y the thought of a thinking subject, thinking pure
thought truly and completely; in truth, the thought of the method

of its own self-instantiated serf-knowing. And it is in this
movement, from the objective Notion through to the absolute Idea,
that the ideal rational architectonic of the universe is specified;
where the universe is reducedr âs it were, to three fundamental

forms of actual-ity -- mechanical, chemical, organic/teleological-.
The ingenuity of this strategy for overcoming the difficulties

tradítionalIy associated with foundational-ism should not be

overrooked. Again just to restate Hegel's positíon, reality is the
atemporal activity of pure thought where it becomes or suffers
externalization in and through the world, a process in which all
aspects of its self-determined nature, that would otherwise remain

whol1y sublated and unknown, are distinguíshed. This theory of the
True ís defended in the twofold manner in which Hegel conceíves



substance as subj ect.
presumptionless logic that assumes none of its terms, nor even the
act of thínking them, that pure thought is alone what can be taken
as real. Second, by revealing that this reality contaíns within
ítself the possibility of its beíng comprehended ot, what is the
same, the possíbility of the world and its telos, absolute Spírit.

Philosophical science avoids the "Munchausen Trilemma" because

the dialectic is not endlessly regressive, tautologically presup-
posíng ¡ or dogmatic. The reality of the Notion is not established
by comparing it with any of its instances, relying on the worrd as

its mirror (this is a consequence of its being, not its proof). No

privileged self-evident given, a law of thought or universal_ fact,
precedes the Notion's self-constituted form and content. Rather,
somewhat like Ansel-m's Ontological Argument for the existence of
God, the Notion's reality is established 1ogícalIy exclusively
through its rel-ation to itself in a process Hegel metaphoricalty
refer to as "a circle returning upon itseLf" (sL, p. B4z). The

circularity of its justification, however, ís not self-defeating
like many coherence theories of truth where a critical propositÍon
appears both as a premise and as a concLusion, thereby begging the
question. rn contrast, Hegel begins with the utterly "arbitrary"
"resol-ve" to think purely (sL, p. 7o) and as a result of the
Phenomenolosv, begins without any determÍnate content or method.

This arbitrary resolve gíves rise to a setf-determining succession

of pure thoughts that results in the Notion and fínarly the
absolute Idea: a thought-form so structured as to relate al] the

72

First, by showing, a priori through a
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precedingi forms together as its constitutive elements which is both
their conclusion and origin. As such, the Notíon is both the whole

or totality of the act of pure thinking and the principle of its
differentiation, the entíre content of the self-determination of
thought and the very method by which this determination proceeds.

rnsofar as Hegel makes good on revealing, presumptionlessry, the
identÍty of method and content in the act of pure thinking,
revealing its determinate character as unconditionally self-
instantiated and so rear, the triremma is alluded, and phiJ.o-

sophical science acquires a self-expJ-anatory, self-sufficient
absolute foundation.

Buttressed by a self-grounded system of pure reason, Hegel's
strategy for grounding a prescriptive theory of right through

apptied logic likewise presents a unique approach that surmounts

the foundationalist tríIemma. Given the viability of speculative
1ogic, freedom can serve as the normative substance of right
without presupposing itself as the just end of practice. valid
practice is unconditionally self-determined because this is the
criterion that distinguishes va1íd Iogic.

The reasoning for applying the diarectical method of pure

thought to practice roughry runs as forlows: speculative logic
valídates itself by recollectíng its character as a result of an

activity of self-differentiatíon that rests on no antecedently
given terms. As immediately unconditioned or presumptionless and

generating its own form and content, speculative logic has all of
its determinations grounded through itself and upon what ít
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ultimately recol-rects itself to be, the absolute rdea or the
dialectic- Although the absolute rdea gives ítself a concrete
content, this content is not determined by any given condition or
relative to anything other than itself. The absoLute Ïdea, that
is, is a particularization of a concrete independent universal.
Its content possesses unconditioned universality and is necessary.
Conceíving logic in this manner as the self-determination of valid
reason enables Hegel to demonstrate how presumptionlessness,

unconditioned uníversality, and self-legitimation can be achieved
by a self-determiníng dialectic. This is Hegel's answer to
Albert's quest for a foundationalist discourse that takes radical
theorectical self-responsibility for a1r of its terms.

Applied to practice, the demand for normative justification
can be met when conduct manifests ítself as a likewise self-
determined unconditioned actívity. A self-determined society is
rationally prescribeable because with its activíty radically self-
originated, its self-ordered content is unconditionally necessary

and universal. The key to Hegel's strategy for grounding right
lies in the dialectically revealed identity between objective
validity and self-determination. This identity all-ows for the
development of a prescríptive theory of right that confers
legitimacy upon social modes of activity that imitate the self-
legitimating/se1f-determining activity of pure thought.

Consequently to be unconditionally free and so valid, practice
( like theory) must be wholly determined by, and reducible to, the

very activity that its own exercise comprises. only through
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discrete forms of social interaction, modes of right, can individ-
uals achieve in practice this type of radical autonomy. specifi-
ca]ly, Hegel's argument is that only a self-ordered system of
rights and ínstitutions that constitutes an unconditioned organic
whole in itself fuIly imitates the absolute Idea as the actuality
(as opposed to pure thought) of freedom. A democracy that takes as

its aim the realization of its own political freedom which entails
the realization of all possible forms of non-political free
interaction ís the Hegelian normative ideat.

This study analyses the distinctive character of normative
argumentation in HegeI's practical philosophy briefly outlined
here. The foundationalist intention of the Philosophy of Riqht is
interpreted as normative rather than descriptive or explanatory.
A reading of the basic development and structure of this work is
forerun by a consideration of the self-justifying methodology of
the Science of Loqic and its relation to nature and spirit. Since

speculative logic presupposes an independence from metaphysical and

epistemological preoccupations, the questíon of dialectical method

will in turn be preceded by an examination of Hegel's introductory
phenomenological critique. Only after a consideration of Hegel's
phenomenological and logícal theories will it be reasonable to turn
to the Philosophv of Ríqht so as to appraise its distinctive mode

of normative justificatíon as applied philosophical science. The

aim of this study throughout ís to resolve whether and how

normative justification so concieved can be achieved in a theory of
right, securing a trilemma-free foundationalist status.



The justífication of logic presents a peculiarly difficult
probrem. Any attempt to show that a given rogic is justifiabre
inevitably is circular since justification is itself a logical
process. Hence the validation of a logical system or theory has

litt1e option but to employ ítsetf. A traditional- alternatíve to
cÍrcular justification involves simpry abandoning the attempt,
admiting that logic is relative discourse grounded on assumed

arbitrary logícal postulates. A dísturbing consequence of this
position is that arbitrary logic implies arbitrary knowledge in the
sense that inference patterns are related to the form in whích all

Phenomenology as Introduction to Logíc

knowledge statements can be framed

alternative ís to maitain that we have adequate logical intuitions
and that these need merely be clarified and formalized. Of course

this raises an epistemologíca] question about intuitions and

logical intuitions in particular. Yet another pragmatic alterna-
tive ís to take a discourse which is perceived to be successfuL and

rationally ordered and then distill the logic from it. Russel-t and

\,rrhitehead, for instance, adopt this strategy in príncipia Mathe-

matica where the inferences used in arithmatic are taken as a

special case of the ínference patterns of 1ogic. Like the reliance
on logical intuitions, justifying a logic pragmatically suffers by

the posíting of its assumedly well-ordered subject matter ín the
first p1ace. And 1íke intuitíona1 dependence, the existence of any

other seemingly rational discource that employs an incommensurate

1,6

Another less sceptical
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logic threatens the objective validity of any pragmatically derived
logíc'.

Hegel claims that speculative logic can justify itself and

still avoid the difficulties and presuppositions of these alterna-
tives. As we shalL see, speculative logic developes its inference
rules and arguments together with its subject matter. t{hen the
form and content of pure thought are related in such a manner that
neither presupposes the other but both are generated from the same

self-determining activity no bad or tautological circularity
results. This conception of a self-validation implies that 1ogic
forms an unconditioned system of interdependent parts. To know the
system is to know its moments in their essentiaL relatedness to the
whole system literal1y as self-differentiations of thoughts
unified activity. Further, a self-determined logic is at the same

time a metaphysic because as independent and objectively necessary

íts theorectical determinations are rear. Logic as a system, in
other words, has the True for its definitive subject matter.

Hegel's scheme for a serf-grounded rogic rests upon a coupre

of fundamentar assumptions, both negative and posítive. First,
there is the negative assumption that self-grounding is necessary:

an assumption that with and only with the transformation of logic
into a sel-f-ordered system will scientific or objective truth be

possible. Second, speculative logic itself must be assumed to be

possible or rather real: a posítive assumption that thought can

conceivably think itself in a presumptionless and systematic
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manner. Since its obj ectivity ís demonstrated through its
conceívability, there is no difference between the possíbility and

actuality of speculative 1ogic.

The rationale for these assumptions is to be found in Hegel's
phenomenologicar and rogical theories. rt is left for rogic to
exhíbit both the character of pure thought as systematic and the
identity of the form of thought with the form of truth.
Phenomenologícal theory, on the other hand, is designed to show,

first of all that every other possíbre strategy is in principre
incapable of providing an adequate orientation for philosophy.
This Ís done by way of an immanent critique of a logicalry
exhaustive variety of forms of consciousness. Each consciouness,

with its distinctive truth and certainty, is immanently disgual-
ified as a viabre candidate of actual knowredge. rn this way a
sceptical conclusion is drawn about the possibility of certain
phenomenal knowledge that rests on a representatíona1 relation to
a pre-given objectivity.

More specifically, phenomenorogy is desígned to furnish an

introduction to and deduction of speculative logic. providing a

mediation between the contrasted forms of consciousness and logic,
it both displays the reason for the need of a self-ground.ed logic
and exhibits, in the transitions and compreted series, the true
content of consciousness as this very logic. Thus phenomenology

prepares the ground for the central task of logic, demonstrating

the identity of pure thought and the True in a self-determined
system.
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If the circularity in the justification of t ogic isn't
paradoxical enough, the hermeneutic difficulties raised by Hegel's
method in phenomenology ano logic appear just as perpL_exing. t^tith

respect to logÍc, the identity of form and content in the dialectíc
means that there is no way of defendíng its plausibílity without
defending the legitímacy of the entire system. The "account of
scíentific method", Hegel claims, "belongs to íts content"; "cannot
be stated beforehand" but results "as the final outcome and

consunmatíon of the whol.e exposition" (SLrp.43). This ídentity of
form and content, coupled with the fact that the reality of the
system Ís demonstrated by its conceivability, makes a tenable
eval-uation of speculative rogic an enigmatic proposition. To be

judged true (or fatse), the diarectic and any of its íntrinsicalJ_y
interrel-ated moments must must be ju<lgeo as a whote to be uncondi-

tíoned ano seif-subsistent (or retative ancl oependent). þ-or this
is arl- the system is -- the whole of pure thought and the principle
of its oifferentiatíon. Ano this is alt- any particular thought-
form is an abstracted element of this larger process whose

relativrty or momentarity by itsel-f is only l-ocated and overcome

from the perpective of the whole recollectively. This does not
mean that partícular transitions in the diarectic cannot be shown

to be probiematic, but that the significance of these diffícu1ties,
whether irrelevant, correctable, or fatal to the proof of the

system's reality is hard to evaiuate. A task beyoncl any neophyte

Heqel ían .
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Threatening to make an already dífficult hermeneutic situation
impossibly so, phenomenorogy give rise to its own peculiar
interpretive puzzle. The problem is endemic to any text of truth
like Hegel's Phenomenolosv that purports not only to unearth the
nature of reason's presence but also with such a discovery accounts
for the concrete possibility of its absence. Given whatever degree

of analytíc fallibi1ity, relative to the perfected proficiency
demanded by Hegel 's proj ect, how work one's rnray out of such

limitations? standing somewhere in that absence, that is, how

proceed? How determine the measure of one's want of reason? "!úíth
what" as Derrida says, "is one to authorize oneserf, in the rast
analysis, if not once more with philosophy, in order to disqualify
naiveté, incompetence, or misconstrual . . .?',2

To dare to use one's own reason without extra-rational
external guídance, ãs Kant's prescription for emancipation would

have itrt is problematic, for the questíon is precisely whether

reason be a sel-f-legitímated guide in the first place. contempor-

aries like Rorty and Gadamera who assert that truth, or what is
taken as truth, is derived from pragmatic decisions, conversations,
or traditions, that ground the rules definitíve of rationality are

likewise of little help. Besides being in the difficult positíon
of holding, on the one hand, that all matters of justífication are

matters of agrreement, and then, or the other, that this is a
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predicament uníversa1ly true of all discourse and so the pragmatist
principle itself appears to be no matter of agreement i.e.
besides foundationalist dilemmas afflicting their own anti-
foundationalism the pragmitization of rationality cannot help
put the question of reason into question.

Gadamer, for example, attempts to rethink rationalíty as a

type of Aristotelian phronesis; as a type of practical ethical
wisdom for whÍch there are no fixed ruLes by which it is defined,
but rather as the virtue of having the acuity to succeed in
applying tried and shared standards and principles to new,

problematic situatíons.5 The question here, however, ís not of
having the skill to apply but of knowÍng what to app1y. specifyíng
the truth value, whether objective or relative, af the standards

presupposed for any application is impossible unless ratÍonality be

more than merely a skiII. rn other words, it may be conceivable

that rationality is, in truth, just as Gadamer attests, but it
remaíns inconceivable that if this Ís so we could ever corne, in
truth, to know it, for this theory excludes that possibility of an

objective, ahistoricar comprehension. This study, of course,

proposes to examine Hegel's claim that there be such an ultimate,
final comprehensíon of reason; literally non-sense in Gadamerian

terms.

Hegel's own solution to this problem is to provide the

Phenomenologv as the propaedeutic to togic; an education meant to
indicate just how to be emancipated from one's culturally situated
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analytic horizon, thereby making possibie the assessment of a

radicaily objective rationality. Of course what such a rationality
consists in is only established in the Science of Loqic and not
prior to it, and so is immanent throughout this introductic_r¡,
serving alone to vindicate its legitimacy. "The way to Scierrce, "

as ïiegei says, "is itserf already science" (phg, #BB). yet the
FÏieric¡tüe¡i<¡it-¡crv functions to introduce philosophical science by

deduction- Hence HegeI makes the apparently contradictory claim
that the Phenomenol"oqv is the presumption to the presumptíonless

science of Loqic (SL, p. 68). The deduction, however, is indirect;
an interreiateci series of false strategies concerning truth and

certainty which lead dialectically to the alternative of a science
of pure thinking.

This may Look, Hegel writes, "rike an attempt to avoid the
main probiemr " but because science is an "appearance of knowing"

like any other, it is not sufficient símp1y to proceed to its
iegitimation without showing the others to be merely "empty

appearance" (Phg, #76). Nor is this all. science itself appears

falsely untíl- one appreciates the nature and difficuities of
Iegitimation involved in the whole spectrum of knowing's appearance

-- until- one apprecíates, that is, the radicalry unique process of
legitirnatíon intrinsic to Science LiiaL üisLiriguisire¡; iL Írt¡*r Lìr.rL

specf rurii. iíegei expiairrs ;

ïn any case science must liberate itself from thi-s
semblance, and it can do so onry by turning against it(appearance) ..science (cannot) appeal to whatever
intímations of something better it may detect in t.he
cognition that is without truth, to the signs which point
in the direction of science. For one thing, it wouici
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onl-y be appeaiirrg again to what rnerely is; and foranother, it woui-d only be appealing to itsãlf , and toitself in the mode in which it exists in the cognitionthat is without truth. rn other words, it woul_d beappealing to an inferior form of its beíng, to the way ítappears, rather than to what it is in and for itsetf. rtís for this reason than an exposition of how knowredge
makes íts appearance wíll here be undertaken. (phg, #76t.
Phenomenology, as "an exposition of how knowledge makes its

appearancê, " prevents the misreading of the Science of Loqic that
may occur when the reader employs whatever given standards and

principles on which his reasoning, as a matter of fact, relies as

a "sign" or reference which one may find in the text, and from
whích one can appeal to then begin to measure and overcome any want

of reason, viz. true speculative reason. This prevention is
guaranteed by the "thoroughgoing scepticism" with which this
phenomenological exposition resu]ts, "the conscious insight into
the untruth of phenomenal knowledge" (phg, #78). And here, in a

radical- nominaLism that "assume(s) nothing and assert(s) nothing
dogmatícaIly" (L, #7), science begins, knowing unconditionarly that
wouLd were pure thinking be successful- at thinking truth coherent-
ry, it woul-d not be just one among many potentially coherent
strategies, but the only such strategy. Further, a success that
must provide the justification for the criteria of falsity found in
the Phenomenoloqv, immanent critique. Jumping ahead, Science makes

good on vindicating phenomenology insofar as its beginning issues

out of absolute knowing, the immanent result of phenomenal

experience, and insofar as Science reveals all knowíng to be

dialectical QT, what is the same recollected. The dialectic, that
is, arways takes the form of a retreat into the truth, where as ít
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progresses it reaIIy traces a path backward from some false given,
a derivative of the truth from which ít, the derivative, was

derived. So phenomenology like logic is such a "pathway of doubt"
or "despair", the negative movement of negated phenomenal- forms of
experience from which it is arways stepping back, rocating the true
ground that they impIy, where what they ultimatery imply is only
itself -- absolute knowing, or what Science reveals to be the self-
determining activity of self-comprehension.

There is much here that needs to be explained. prima facia
the first problem this soLution presents lies in making an already
difficult situation worse

"voyage of discovery" is as arduous and intimidating a task as

reading the science of Loqic. More importantly, it is now apparent
that both must be mastered to address the viability of philosophi-
ca1 science. without phenomenology, logic cannot begin wíthout
dogmatic assumption, for in the absence of the former one would

either have to assume the relative validity of one's given faculty
of reason, or the very possibility of bracketed, thoroughgoíng

scepticism. Both are suspect. rn particular, the latter, in the
aftermath of the Rortian revorution, has become problematic

"radical doubt, " as Habermas cLaims, "that needs to be neither
justified nor learned through practíse is no longer conceded. "u

Indeed in Habermas's narrative, no longer ever-since the Introduc-
tion to the Phenomenoloqv with its "conclusive" argument that

successfully navigating HegeI's
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"knowledge does not possess the spontaneíty of an orígin"'; the
spontaneity of disinterested contemplation and the ahistorical
horizon of the transcendentaL imagination.E

For Hegel, like Habermas, consciousness is dependent on the
cultural fíeId that ít confronts and from which it originates.
Consequently reflection can doubt only that whích ís already given,

its particular past, present and future, the horizon from which it
is itsel-f a result. "consciousnessr" Heger writes, "is something

that goes beyond limits and since these limits are its own, it is
something that goes beyond itself" (phg, #80). Hegel continues:

Consciousness simultaneously distinquishes itself from
something, and at the same tíme rel-ates itself to it ¡ or^t
as it is saíd, this something exists for consciousness;
and the determinate aspect of this relatinq t or of the
beinq of something for a consciousness, is knowinq. But
we distinguish this being-for-another from beinq-in-
itself; whatever is related to knowledge or knowing is
also distinguished from it, and posited as existing
outside this relationship; this being-in-itself is called
truth. (Phg, #BZ¡

Culturally situated consciousness posits both a moment of truth or
in-itselfness and a moment of knowing or for-itselfness and

dístinguishes one from the other. For-itselfness is determined as

the relation of what is known to knowing; in-itselfness, what is
known determined índependentry of its reration to knowing. An

immanent critique of any type of consciousness, then, is possíb1e

insofar as consciousness designates what for it is the truth and so

designates the critería or standard by which judgments about its
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knowing can be made i.e. knowing is evaluated not according to
some standard that the phenomenologist might refer but that natural
consciousness posits as legitimate.
correspond to the truth within conscíousness, consciousness "goes
beyond itself" or is transformed and becomes experienced in the
Hegelian sense.

phenomenologíst has only to be a "spectator" who comprehends the
logical signifícance and ínterrelationship of the finite variety of
possible phenomenal forms of experience.

How it is that consciousness is able to retate and distinguish
anything at alr in the first place is, of course, only exprained in
logic, where the rules of determinancy, all of its conditions of
possibility with regard to its appearance and mediation, are

defined again the way to science is science. Also left
unaccounted ís Hegel's own introduction to phílosophical science --
phenomenology only accounts for how, given the wise Hegelian guide,

such an introduction is possible. l,rlhether this poses a serious
problem will be examined shortry. First, however, it is important
to elaborate on how this ímmanent movement will- lead/deduce the
possibility of a science of pure thinking, and the resul_tant

emancipation of reason from any 1ímitíng cultural perspective.

Already even in the Introduction it is not difficult to see

why Hegel-'s conception of 'experience' implies either scepticism or
philosophical science. The key lies in the event of the comparison

of for-itselfness and in-itselfness and its implication for the

I^Jith this immanent method of critique, the

hlhen knowíng f ai ts to



possibility of any knowing whatsoever. Hegel describes this act
comparison as foll_ows ít is worth quoting at 1ength.

consciousness knows something; this is the essence or thein-itself; but it is arso for consciousness the in-itself. This is where the ambiguíty of this truthenters. \,rle see that consciousness now has two objects:
one is the first in-itserf, the second is the beinq-for-
consciousness of this in-itsetf . The latter ffiears atfirst sight to be merely the reflection of consciousness
into itserf, i.e. what consciousness has in mind is not
an object, but onry its knowledge of that first object.
But as was shown previously, the first object, in being
known ís altered for conscíousness; it ceases to be thein-itself and becomes something that is the in-itserf
only for consciousness. And this then is the True: the
being-for-consciousness of this ín-itself. or, in other
words, this is the esser]ce t or the obiect of conscious-
ness. This new obj ect contains the nothingness of thefirst, it is what experience has made of it. (phg #86).

Conscíousness has an intuition or preunderstanding of its object
which it takes to be the in-itself and to which its knowledge

putatively corresponds. rn order to test the certainty of its
knowing consciousness makes this intuítion of its object into an

object of knowing i.e. its intuition is represented, a second

object reflected in the mínd. rnitially this knowing appears as

merely a reflection of the in-itsetf and so initially as no real
object at arl. rn truth, however, when the comparison shows the

second object, the representation, to inadequately correspond to
the first, the in-itself, it is the in-itself and not the represen-

tation that is revealed as mere appearance. Consciousness, that
is, suffers an "experience", a "reversal" (phg, #Bl¡, in which its
knowing of the in-itself becomes the new true object or essence,

and in which its previous essential object is sublated. Hege|s
claim is that conscíousness's knowingi cannot be separated from what
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for it is the in-itself -- "as the knowledge changes, so too does

the object, for it essentialry belonged to this knowredge" (phg,

#85). l¡Ihen its knowing is revealed to be problematic, so too is
its object, which can now no longer maintain its in-itsel-fness but
becomes in-itself only for consciousness. Hence consciousness

reveals the truth implicit in its object "the being-for-
consciousness of this in-itseIf."

This does indeed throw, âs Hege1 asserts, "new liqht on

the exposítion which fo11ows." Given this account of experience as

a dynamíc, immanent type of opposition/identity between for-
itselfness and in-itselfness, it foll-ows that true knowing can only
occur with the correspondence of these moments, knowledge of
essence corresponding with essence in-itself. To know truly, that
is, consciousness must come to posit its own knowing of the object
as the ob j ect in-itself . trlould were this be so, consciousness

would know only its ohrn knowing; would have only itserf as its
object thereby becoming both in and for-itse1f.

Absolute Knowing in this sense ís impossibl-e unless substance

or in-itselfness be conceived as subject, for-itselfness understood

as the serf-supporting, non-representational act of pure thought

thinking itself in the manner logic irlustrates. rt ís in the

negative element of this argument alone that phenomenology's

deduction of phílosophical science consísts.e Two claims here need

to be explained: firstly, why conscíousness can never "experíence"

truth; secondly, why thinking purely avoids the dílemma of Hegelian
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experience or, what ís the same, how such thínking can transcend

any limitatíon of a culturally situated analytic horizon.
The telos of Hegelian experíence is absol_ute knowing, the

certainty for consciousness that the reality of its knowing is the
knowing of reality. Again where for this to occur consciousness

must be the knowing of itself, for-itselfnessr âs the very
instantiation of correspondence which it recognÍzes as in-itself-
ness. For-itselfness must be constitutive of ín-itselfness and

vice versa i.e. there is nothing in objectivity that is not
determined by subjectivity and subjectivity is nothing other than

this determination of objectivity.
Truth understood as subjectivíty that is both in and for-

itself is the dialectical result of the failed strategies in the
sections of "Consciousness" and "Self-Consciousness" which consider

truth as in-ítselfness and then as for-itselfness respectively.
Taken as in-itselfness, truth for consciousness is arways a

refLection of "something other than itserf" (phg, #]-66) and

objectivity whether sensibte or supersensibLe always a transcendent

índependent given. rn brief, the problem arising immanently, from

the various transcendental realist positions of the first movement,

revolves around the inability of consciousness to ground the

differences apprehended, or with respect to non-sensible essence,

comprehended in obj ectivity outside of consciousness.

inability, that is, to make good on the "idea of fíxing the

differences in a dífferent sustaining element" (phg, #1,62) wíthout

contradiction.

The
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Hence the move to consíder truth as for-itselfness where

objectivity is now taken as the subject's "consciousness of itself
in its otherness" (Phg, #164) and determinancy now "represented and

understood purely as inner difference, a repulsion of the self-
samer âs self-same, from itself" (phg, #160). conceiving differ_
ence as ínner difference means that the differentiation and

manifestation of objectivity is a derivative or repulsion of for-
itselfness; "the sensuous world is for it (self-consciousness) an

enduring existence which, however, ís only appearancer or a

difference which, ín-itserf, ís no difference.,, (phg, #i-67). Again

in short, the crisis of self-conscíousness, its truth, is the
"negative rel-ation to otherness" (phg, #232) or in-itselfness that
truth exclusively considered as for-itselfness entails.
movement of Consciousness eliminated the possibility of grounding

the determination of the maniford in anything outside of for-
ítselfness. Self-Consciousness, however, mistakenly takes this
differentiation as a purely dependent ephemeral derivative; as

though for-itselfness were indifferent to these putatively
arbitrary differences which it itself is responsible for.
confident of their "nothingness" if simply in virtue of their
alterabírity (here spelt out in terms of consumptíon, labor, and

sceptical thought) it remains "concerned only with its independence

and freedom, concerned to save and maintain itself for itsetf at
the expense of the worId" (phg, #232). However, speculative rogric,

1iterally the a priori logic of self-determination, excludes as

conceivable the possibí1ity of any self-determined, self-subsistent

The
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entity producíng/dj_fferentiating from itself anything ín which it
is not ful1v immanent. rn this context, for-itserfness, if it is
to become certain of its independence, must be fulry present to
itserf in what it repers from itself and cannot be viably con-

sidered as a purery negative essence of appearing illusory in-
itselfness. In other words, knowing, in order to take responsibil-
ity for what is known in-itself, as its source, must come to
recognize itself in the known in terms both of other subjects and

the non-sentient manifold equa11y. Self-Consciousness, of course,

learns early in its experience the necessity of seeing itself in
the former but fails to go any further. A failure that becomes

explicit with the advent of the "Unhappy Consciousness" where the

essential character of in-ítselfness relative to for-itselfness is
made thematic. Positing for-itselfness as "the negativíty of all
singularity and all dífference" (Phg, #205) , yet finding itself as

an actual empirical exístence always thrown in the midst of this
unreal-ity of difference of its own makíng, the Unhappy Conscious-

ness is that "dual-natured being"

determinate actuality that employs a variety of strategies to

account for this as yet opaque relation. However all that we are

finally given as a resolution (if it can be called that) is a

mediator or priest who mysteriously witnesses the particuLarization

of a negiative independent beyond and then gives divínely inspired

advice concerning the Good and the True to the contrite subject; a

subject nov¡ assured, ât least in faith, of the uníversal essential

significance both of the world and his actions therein. Clearly it

pure negative energy and
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is only for the mediator and Reason to truly begin to map out this
relation. Nonetheless, in typical dialectical fashion, the real
import of thís movement lies in what it tells us about of what this
rel-ation cannot consist namely, that for-itselfness, whatever

its nature, must also have to be in-itself, otherwíse it would not
be essential and independent.

AccordingLy then the move to consider the final, and only
other possibility: Reason, the view that "what is or the in-itself,
only ís in so far as it is for consciousness and what is for
consciousness Ís aLso in-ítself or has intrínsic being" (phg,

#233). Self-Consciousness posited in-itselfness as grounded in the

activÍty of for-itselfness. Reason adds to this the claim that
objectivity, produced by for-itselfness, represents a necessary

intrinsic determination of itself; represents all that for-
itselfness is in-itself. Put another wây, the former means that
for-itselfness grounds the possibilitv of actualíty, while the

latter asserts that for-itselfness is identical to this actuality

"How it (consciousness) immediatelv finds and determines itself
and its object at any timer or the way in which it is for-ítself
depends on what it already is in-itself " (Phg, #234). trlhile

the course of the Phenomenoloqy is not yet half complete, âI1 the

remainíng forms of consciousness assume this understanding of truth
and knowing as a point of oríentation -- each of them an "abstrac-
tion of its actual presence" (Phg, #234) in some one sense or

another, with the exception of Absolute Knowing, Reason fuIly
revealed. Each of the successive forms, that is, all claim to know
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knowing as it ís in-itserf, and are distínguíshed by their
differing interpretations of the nature of true knowing, and their
respective differing attempts to conform their knowing to it, and

also by their relations to each other (the latter forms benefitíng
from the wísdom cumulated from past failures).

Any kind of meaningful commentary on the dense labyrinth of
possibílities that this conceptíon of truth gives rise for
phenomenology everything from scientific observation to the

Enlightenment, from morality to Revealed Religion -- would involve

the present discussion in an enterprise well beyond its limited

scope. For the purposes here, however, it wí11 suffice to merely

examine the result of thís phenomenological process, Absolute

Knowing. Again the question which concerns us is whether and how

phenomenology be a deduction and/or introduction to philosophical

scíence, objective reason, or the "truth unveiled." Specifically

why such truth cannot be "experi-enced" and yet is immanent therein

as both íts resul"t and ground. And a question being answered in

what is at best a provisional manner, for it basically issues out

of an examination of the introduction and conclusion.

Absolute Knowing, Hegel claims, "is the point where knowledge

no longer needs to go beyond itself, where knowledge finds itself,

where Notíon corresponds to object and object to Notion" (Phg,

#80). Here "consciousness has related itself to objectivity in

accordance with the totalíty of the latter's determinations

grasping it from every standpoint as a determination of self"

(Phg, #7BB). Objectivíty is said to be the "externalization" of
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for-itselfness and presents fuIly to it all that it is ín-ítself
such that "self-consciousness Ís in communion with itself in its
otherness as such" (Phg, #7BB); "appearance (in-itselfness) becomes

identical with essence, for-itselfness" (phg, #80).

And what specifically does consciousness know of objectivity
or, what is the same, of ítself at this point? That "the content
which ís Spirit is in-itself substance and therefore an obiect
of conscíousness. But this substance which is spirit is the
process in which spirit becomes what it is in-itserf; and it is
only as this process of reflecting ítself into itself that it is
in-itself truly Spirit" (Phg, #802). The content of Absolute

Knowing, what the knowing and the known are, is the subject's
"process of reflecting itself into itsel-f." rn other words, it is
not símply that consciousness finally stumbles onto some final
correct understanding of truth and certainty, some fixed determi-
nate conception of for-itselfness mirroring itself as substance in
objectivity as though it mattered not how this came to be, but that
"this knowíng is onlv indicated in its process of comíng into
being" (Phg, #789). All that objectivity is, is subjectivity's
process of serf-reflection, a process through which it comes to
know itself as such i.e., knows itself to be precisery this
self-reflectíng process. Accordingly the content of Absolute

Knowing is not onry identícal to the entire movement of
phenomenological experience recollectively held withín itself --
the entírety of multitudinous ways in which objectivity revealed

itself without "al-ien" residue as grounded ín for-itselfness -- but
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is also comprísed of the very awareness that the truth of knowing,

is this process whereby substance progiressively reveals itself as

subject; an awareness, âs ít were, of the necessity of its history
of experience as the necessitv of the mediation and self-opposítion
íntrinsic to this activíty of self-reflection; the necessity both
of its "kenosis" or renunciation and recollection.

Absolute Knowing so construed, however, is not for conscíous

experience but only for the atemporal act of pure thínking. Hegel

makes this argument both. in the final chapter of the phenomenolosv,

and in an Íntroductory essay to the Science of Loqic, "I,ljith Inlhat

Must The Science Begir?", although it can also be inferred from the
definitions of consciousness and experience already discussed. The

reasoning is as fo1Iows. t^lith the advent of Absolute or pure

Knowing "truth is not only in-itself completely identical with
certainty, but ít arso has the shape of serf-certainty, or it is in
its existence in the form of seLf-knowledge" (phg, #7gB). Knowing

or for-itselfness has become an Ímmediate "form of objectivity for
consciousness" because there is no difference between its knowing

and its truth. Its knowing of the truth is literally and immedi-

ately truth itself; its knowing of objectivity, objectívity itself.
The problem for consciousness is that true knowing cannot be

immedíately true and certain of itself at the same time.e For

consciousness to experience certainty requires a comparison of its
knowing and its truth; a mediation which in turn presupposes both

their identity and difference. Again consciousness is defined as

the comparison of knowing and truth such that "the dístinction
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between the ín-itself and knowledge is already present in the very

fact that consciousness knows an object at all" (phg, #BS).

Absolute Knowing cannot appear to itself as a represented knowing

otherwise a difference would be requíred to hold knowing and truth
apart and this ís precisely what Absolute Knowing excludes, that
there be any such difference. Consequently, knowing for conscious-

ness, in the telos of its experience, at the "extreme point of íts
union wíth the objectr" "collapses" and "vanishes" (SL, p. 73) into
an "ímmedíate unity" and so "ceases itself to be knowledge" (SL, p.

69 ) for conscious experience.

Absolute Knowing, then, is a unique shape of consciousness

resul-ting both from its status as the telos of the preceding shapes

of experience, and being distinguished from this genesis as the

very negation of the opposition of knowing and truth that generated

the movement in the first place. Moreover, insofar as the

dialectic of experience is genuinely immanent and comprehensive;

ínsofar, that is, as the preceding stages truly íssue into Absolute

Knowing, the relation of the past shapes to their result is an

immanent characteristic of the result itself. Pure knowing, that
is, as the truth of experíence, has the genesis of itself as a

sublated moment of itself, where the genesis refers to all of the

loqicallv possible determinate ways in which its concrete presence

can be partially or abstractly presented.

Hegel claims that the difference between Absolute Knowing and

its genesis is the difference between the logical Notíon and time.

Time is the dialectic of experience g:enerated by the opposition of
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knowíng ano t.ruth where with the negation of that opposition tíme

is "annulLe<l": "each moment is the difference of knowing and truth
and (time) is the movement in which that difference is cancelled"

(Phg, #805). Ano since all experience is an abstraction of
Absolute Knowíng; ínvolves the dífferentiatíon of true knowing from

itself and so has the latter immanent within it, experience amounts

to the temporalization of Pure knowing and "nothing is known that
is not ín experience t or, as ít is also expressed, that ís not fert
to be true, not given as an inwardl-y revealed eternal veríty" (Phg,

#802). This uncomprehended temporal feelíng of the True "ís the

Notion ítself that is there anci which presents itself to conscious-

ness as empty intuitíon." Heger expiaíns:

It is the outer, intuiteo pure Self which is not grasped
by the Serf, the merety intuited Notion; when this latter
grasps itserf it sets aside its Time-form, comprehends
this intuiting, ano is a comprehendeO ano comprehenoing
intuíting. Time, therefore, appears as the destiny ano
necessity of Spirit that is not yet comptete withín
itself, the necessity to enrich the share which seif-
consciousness has in consciousness, to set in motion the
ímmediacy of the in-itself, which is the form in which
substance is present ín consciousness; or conversely, to
realize and reveal what is at first only inward, i.e. to
vindicate for it Spirit's certainty of itself. (Phg,
#801 ) .

What aLone and always is present to consciousness is the Notion --
everything from non-sentíent corporeality thru to Spirítua1

community but the manner of its presence for consciousness is
dependent on its degree of comprehension, or what is the same, its

degree of self-certaínty; because what is being comprehended is the

"share" of Self ín objectivíty and the Notion, âs self-subsisting
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subjectivity per sê, has its fullest share in the self-conscious
person.

More specifically, this degree of comprehension is relative to
the mode in which this presence ís grasped by consciousness;

relative, that is, to either intuitíon, representatíon t et
thinking. It is crucial to understand these modes of comprehen-

síon, for the failure of phenomenology to know knowÍng with
certainty is a question of the failure of representation, and the

atemporal "aether" of phílosophical- science to which phenomenology

leads, a questíon of the alternative of pure thought.

Empty or sensuous intuition is the immediate or simple

cognitive act of felt indeterminate objectívity, the "here and now"

of sense-certainty with which phenomenology begins. Comprehended

or supersensuous intellectual intuition, at the other end of the

spectrum, refers to the immediate apprehension of the fully
determinate Notion with which logic ends. Representation and pure

thinking are the intermediary stages between these poles. Hegel

writes:

Intuition is, therefore, only the beqinninq of cognition
and it is to this its status that Aristotle's saying
refers, that aIl knowledge starts from wonder. For since
subjective Reasonr âs intuition, has the certainty,
though only the indeterminate certainty, of findíng
itself again in the object, which to begin with is
burdened with an irrational form, the object inspires it
with wonder and awe. But phílosophical thinkíng must
rise above the standpoint of wonder. It is quite
erroneous to imagíne that one truly knows the object when
one has an immediate intuition of it. Perfect cognition
belongs only to the pure thinking of Reason which
comprehends its object, and only he who has risen to this
thinking possesses a perfectly determinate, true intu-
itíon. t^Iith him intuition forms only the substantial
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"inwardized" is mental representation: "intelligence that withdraws

into ítse1f from the rel-atíonship in which it is related to the

sinqleness of the object and relates the object to a universal"
(PM, #445, p. 1'92). The immediately intuited content is general-

ized or unj-versalized through the mechanisms of recollection,
imagination, and memory; where in brief, these mechanisms give ríse
to differences between the subjectively represented content or the

image and the intuitively perceived object í.e. reco]lection,
ímagination, and memory allow for the comparison of different, as

it were, sinql-e íntuÍtings, and so generate the manifestation of
what is common and unique among them; "thus creating qeneral

representations or ideas" (PM, #451-, p. 202). Distilled from

intuitíon, these universal-s or signs remaín within the context of
representation, "stíl-1 conditioned by the contrast to immediacy"

and so "cannot as it (the sign) stands be saíd to be"(PM, #45L)

Representations are not self-subsístent but derivatÍves of the

inexplicable (at least as yet) immediacy of intuition and are

always, however sophisticated this distillation process may become

(witness phenomenology), ultimately grounded in the contingency or

sheer giveness of immediate intuition.
In representation the image or sign is determined in part by

the inexplicable contingency of external intuitíon. However, when

the words that signify these representations are isolated and

reflected upon as the subject's only content, the subject thinks

form into which his completely developed cognition
concentrates itself again. (PM, #449, p. 200)

39
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and can articulate the necessarv inter-relations between ideas
thereby freeing itself from the contingency of representation.
Again the sign is a product of the unity of perceived image and

universal.

universal under which it is subsumed; both the immediate sensuous

content and intellectual mediating activity. A representation
devoíd of its sensuous imagery is a thought -- e.g. "Given the name

Iion, we need neither the actual vision of the animal, nor even its
image: the name alone, if we understand it, is the unimaged simple
representation. l,rle think in names" (pM, #46s, p. 224). Further,
a pure thought is an unimaged universal that is real or objectively
necessary for the occurrence of any determinate representation
whatsoever. rn pure thinking, "what is thouqht, fê., and what is,
only is in so far as it ís a thought" (pM, #46s, p. zz4). unlike
a sensuous, or as Hegel puts it elsewhere, "mixed" universal -- say

"l-ioness" -- a pure uni-versal -- say "oneness" -- can never fair of
exemplification and so constitutes a condition of possibility for
determinate representation and intuition.

rt stands for both the síngular intuition and the

Of course, that this ideational realm of pure thoughts is the
True or reality, is the meaning of Objective IdeaIism. Speculative
logic is the disinterested science that pursues "the scientifíc
investigatíon of the world in terms of thoughts alone" (sL, p. 63);

An investigation that reveals the complete logical inter-related-
ness of all pure thoughts grounded in the self-subsistent, self-
explanatory reality of thought thinking itself. fn this eternal
realm, the very act of defining or explaining the 'reconstructed'
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or 'translated' content of representation (its purely intellectual
content) determines the content i.e. the intellectual content
shows itself to be unconditionally self-determíned. And because

Hegel claims to deduce the idea of thinking from representation,
whích was in turn likewíse deduced from immediate íntuition,
intuition is, ín truth, a derivative of pure thinking; an

abstracted constitutive element of it, and hence again "Thought is
Being" (PM, #465 p. 224).

with respect, then, to the reLation between phenomenology and

logic, and the respective roles of representation and thinking at
work therein, Hegel states "pure science presupposes liberation
from the opposition of consciousness"; "the líberation from the

opposition of consciousness which the scíence of logic must be able

to presuppose 1ífts the determinations of thought above this
trivial, incomplete standpoint and demands that they be considered

not with any such limitation and reference but as they are in their
proper character, as logic, ês pure reason" (SL, pp. 49, 51).

Phenomenology provides this liberation from experíence and

justifies this presupposition for logic by demonstrating ímmanently

the faílure of consciousness to representationally know truth with
certainty; "this path (of experience) ís the conscious insight into
the untruth of phenomenal knowledge" (Phg, #78).

The key Iies in the different strategíes employed to grasp the

truth. fn phenomenology the content of knowing is taken to
represent the truth or the in-itselfness of the object of this
knowledge, and the cl-aim to certainty requires comparison to affect
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an evaluatíon of correspondence. However, not only does speculat-

ive logic rule out the possibility of any number of determinate

entities being related as identícaI that are not simultaneously

different rules out, in this context, the certaín conscious

experíence of correspondence without difference but what is

taken as truth by consciousness, the standard of comparison, itself

always remains at bottom opaquely and inexplicably given. "The

intuited whole" as Hegel explains, always "appears over and against

its simple self-consciousness" (Phg, #802). Regardless of the

numerous reversals or experiences consciousness suffers, however

many times the truth of in-itselfness is shown to lie in the

"being-for-consciousness of this in-itself" (in the representa-

tion), this progressively, representationally, mediated standard,

by virtue of the immanent character of that mediation, contaíns

sublated wíthin itself the contingency, or opaque "over and

against, " of immediate intuition.

In Science or pure thinking this is otherwise:

In the Notíon that knows itself as Notíon (logic), the
moments thus appear earfier than the fulfitled whole
whose coming to be is the movement of those moments. In
Consciousness, oû the other hand, the whole though
uncomprehended, ís prior to the moments. (Phg, #801)

Speculative logíc does not conceive pure thoughts as representa-

tions in opposition to or distinguíshed from truth, the

uncomprehended whole, but rather presents each thought-form or

logical moment as a proposed specification of the fuIfilled whol-e

itself. Here, the truthfulness of any moment resides ín its

"capability to hold truth" (L, #24); where the holding refers not
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to anythíng represented or intuited, as outside or prior to Ítse1f,
but only to its ability to maintain its determinate character and

identity as self-referentially subsistent

correspondence now becomes a question of "the agreement of a

thought-content with itself" (L, #24), a question of logical
stability. In phenomenology it is the discrepancy between knowing

and in-itselfness that energizes'and moves the dialectic of

experience. Such a discrepancy results from the consciousness

constituting act of comparing some qiven conception of truth with

its knowing of that truth -- here in-itselfness always remai-ns at

root merely siven, whether explicitly in terms of the intuited
immediacy of sense-certainty, or implicitly in the subsequently

representationally mediated immediacy of intuition.

dialectic of pure thinking, oo the other hand, evaluating and

defining a thought-form, ís a matter of resolving whether and how

its determinancy is implied ei-ther directly by the initial

consideration of the immediate, indetermínate character of thought

as Absolute Knowing, or by some other form ímplied by that

beginning, and antecedent to the form in question. l,{hat moves the

dialectic is the absence of logical stability on the part of any

form, an inability to maintaín itself exclusively through itself;

literally the absence of any thought's reality, for that which is

unconditionally self-subsistent necessarily has independent

obj ectívity.

The question of

Crudely stated, the difference between phenomenology and logic

is that in the former, consciousness ímmanently searches and

In the
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discovers what truth is the serf-knowing discovery of what
spírit is while science articulates whv spirit necessarily is,
as it was so discovered to be; where the resolution to the first
question is a necessãr.Y, though not sufficient, condition for the
possibility of addressing the second. rn other word.s, it ís one
thing to ask after the whatness of the True, with critical
epistemological eye, and quite another to pursue the whether of its
whvness; the inner ground of Absor-ute spirit. This pursuit of the
inner essence of spirit (the self-explanatory reason, as it were,
of truth ítse1f) Hegel refers to as "the pure inwardization of
knowledge, " and is said to mark the "rast turning point,, of
conscious experience; marks the point where consciousness becomes

"inward to itself and attain(s) to a knowledqe of its inwardness,,
(Phg, #787).

Hence the last and truest form of experience prior to this a
priori inward turn of the rationaList eye, Revealed Religion. This
is where consciousness know its knowing to be fully identical with
the content (given this interpretatíon, whatness) of in-itselfness;
yet because it is representationally informed a type of
devotional picture-thinking its knowÍng of its knowÍng remaíns
a question of faith, not certainty. A difference, that is, remains
between its knowing as in-itselfness, and. as the ,'prof ane,,

pictorial knowing whose certainty stands ín question. rn ReveaLed

Religion, Hegel writes, "spirit is self-knowinq spirit; it knows

itself; that which is object for it, is, or its pícture-thought is
the true, absolute content. " Here the True is "íntuítivelv
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apprehended by religious consciousness whích overcomes the

difference between its self and what it intuitively apprehends"

(Phg, #786). "But, " Hegel continues, "the community is not yet

perfected in this its Self-Consciousness; in general, its content

exists for it in the form of picture-thinkinq" (Phg, #787). So

"burdened" by knowing truly with respect to content, yet knowing

not with respect to form, the Christian puts off, "into the distant

futurer " this as yet mysterious "reconciliation" of the what and

the why of the True, and sor by that fact, of knowing and truth

itself. Of course, the coming to be of this reconciliation is the

promíse of philosophical scíence, and so Christianity, in this

sense signifies the very differentíation of Absolute Knowing from

its genesis in representational experience -- insofar, that is, as

religion is the experience most proxímate to Absolute Knowing or

logic.
FinalIy then, the resolution to the question at hand:

phenomenology serves as an introduction to Science by presenting

the immanent failure of consciousness to experience certain knowíng

within the framework of its representational opposition. The

ground and justifícation of this immanent movement -- the implicit

scientific rules of coherence that allow rrwerr phenomenologists to

objectively see the logical relations between the forms of

experiences -- lies in Absolute Knowing and the promise of Science.

Absolute Knowíng, in turn, cannot be considered within the bounds

of phenomenology, because phenomenology can only present its

genesis. This genesis, however, âs a self-negating or self-
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eliminating movement with respect to its o\^rn possibility of

success, deduces Science by mediating representational conscious-

ness with its other, Absolute Knowing; by showing the possibility

of Science to be immanent therein as its dialectícal truth" trrlhat

phenomenology shows, that is, in its exposition of how knowing

appears, is that all these appearances are, in truth, derivatives

of Absolute Knowing, which itself here merely appears. hlhv it does

so ís left for Science.

This introduction and deduction of Science is equivalent to

showing the possibility of the radical autonomy of critical

reflection and the liberation of a culturally situated analytÍc

horizon'o. Agaín the reasoning ís indirect. The project of

phenomenologíca1 experience is for consciousness to find with

certainty that what is for-itself is also what is determined in-

itself. To achieve certainty in this sense would be to establish

that reason is conditioned or rel-ative to whatever is given as

determined ín-itseIf. For example, if in-itselfness was truly

experienced to be determined independently of for-ítselfness, as

the Consciousness section entertains, then reason Ís relative to

sensible or supersensible givenness, which would then legislate to

it as the extra-rational background from which it emerges. Or say,

as the Self-Consciousness section suggests, that for-itselfness

determines in-itselfness (where this relation is what is determined

in-itself), stilI reason is no less restricted. Here, instead of

being determined from without, reason is so from withín; determined
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by the equally extra-rational self-relation to self that subsists

through the negation of all positive determinancy. Even the stoic
who takes formal thinking as its essence lacks content, a "self-
identity in which nothíng is determíned" (Phg, #20O), and so

must work (if it is to actually think) with the "abstractions of

differences" (Phg, #2OZ) derived from the manifold, which is itself

a product of the negatíve activity of for-itselfness. Of course,

the point ís that phenomenology shows all these strategies to be

immanently self-defeating. Hence the alternatíve of Science, where

thought is considered to constitute a presumptionless self-grounded

discourse. Here, while all thinkíng stil1 remains to be performed

by a culturally situated subject, if the act of thinking purely ís

non-representational and so proceeds without appeal to any

givenness, cultural or otherwise, and further, if what the subject

is conscious of, in so thinking, exhibits its determinancy in terms

both of form and content as unconditionally self-determined, then

an ahistorical objective rationality is not símply a possibilíty

but a realíty.
The distinction between the possíbility and reality of Science

is, however, only for the neophyte Hegelían being introduced to

logic and not Hegel himself; for this phenomenologically deduced

possibílity can only be warranted by its reality. If this IÂtere

otherwise, then the way to science woul-d not already be science and

the implicit scientífic rules of coherence that ground the

possibility of immanent movement would remain dogmatically given;

leaving the deduction as itself a mere possibility. In other
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words, the valídity of the deduction of Scíence is predicated on

logic's actual success, and the question of its possibility is only

for those being introduced to Science in need of a "ladder to this
standpoint" (Phg, #25). Indeed, as it happens, a hangiing ladder is
what hte are supplied, hung from the perspective of science itself.
It might appear that Hegel is falling prey to the second horn in
Albert's trilemma the bad logícaI circle that results from

presupposing that which stands in need of justífication. This is
incorrect.

asserts, occurs only in logic (specifically the Subjective Notíon

is where the Munchausen trick is performed); the deduction of

Science only concerns its relation to other appearing forms of

knowing and so is legitimate if logic is successful. And again, a

necessary deduction, otherwise Science might stand as just one

among many coherent theories of truth.

l,rlhile the present consideration of phenomenology shows it to

furnísh a viable strategy for deducing Science viz. -a-viz. other

appearances of knowing, it remains problematic whether it is, in

any helpful sense to the reader, a true introduction. Or what is

the same, it remains to be seen how phenomenology sofves the

Derridían paradox with whích this chapter began -- namely, prior to

the acquisítion of speculative reason, how proceed without it;

without, that is, what it alone can províde, the ability to

disqualífy naivete, incompetence, or misconstrual. This difficulty

ís exacerbated if one considers not only the reader's introduction,

but Heqel's as well. I¡le at l-east have the advantage of the text,

The justification of Science, Hegel continually
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the testimony of one who has apparently travelled such a course.

This is a real difficulty. Philosophical science must provide an

explanation otherwise it wíll show itself to be just another in a

long hístory of foundationalist projects, that speak of a ground of
truth that cannot truly be spoken of. Marxism, as exampre, asserts

the True to be material productive forces or human laboring

activity, and thought to be conditioned and determined by it;
consequentJ-y if this is in fact the case (no contradíction is
implied), then it is also the case that rde could never know it
(otherwise a contradiction is implied) and to speak of ít could

only mean to speak dogmatically.

Hegel's position is not susceptible to thís kind of founda-

tionalist dilemma. It is, however, only with Science and not

phenomenology that the explanation to this puzzle 1ies. i¡ihat

Science claims to reveal as the True is the absolute ldea, both the

atemporal activity of pure thought and the process through which it
comes to comprehend itself as such. Accordingly the conditions of
possibí1ity regarding the comprehension of the True are intrinsic
to the very nature of truth itself.
gienuine speculative reason, that is, means also to be given the

knowledge of the circumstances that made possible its acquisitíon.

Further it is not until- one knows fully, that one knows truly. "It
is", Hegel claims, "the science of logic in its whole compass which

first constitutes the completed knowledge of it with its developed

content and first truly grounds that knowledge." (SLrp.72) Hegel

explains:

Gíven the possession of
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the truth revealed, but so too are the conditions of possibílity
concerning its actualization as we1I. Hence there is no contradic-
tion, for Hegel's theory of the True, in terms of its actuar

comprehension, accounts for both the possibílity of its presence

and absence.

Finally then, what does it mean to stand somewhere in this
absence and attempt to speak truthfully to speculative truth?
Phenomenology deduces Scíence índirectly in terms of its appearance

and acts as a ladder to Science only by throwing knowing Ínto the
question of its appearance; by throwing, that is, we phenomenoro-

gists into a peculiar scepticism parasitic on the success of
science. science, in turn, finds its valídation only through its
complete retrospective disclosure. Antecedent to this disclosure
or completed presence, when Science lies ahead and not behindr rlo

ínterpretation is safe, for the question of its authority can

genuinely be neither granted nor undermined. In this hermeneutic

fix, speaking truthfully can only mean to be faithful to this
difficulty; to endure without pretence the difficulty of finding
one's way into Science. Accordingly, the narrative here presented,

which takes as its aim the possible transparent analysis of
Science, should not be judged so much in terms of any final
resolutions whích it may suggest, but rather by the narrative
opening it creates or recovers from the text out of the opaque

horizon of absence.



Ðialectícar Method: coneeíving substanee as subjeet
Hegelrs dialectical method is the foundation upon which

phiiosophicar sciencer ãs a project seekíng actual knowredge,

stands. The dialectic underpins Hegel,s system both by being the
first and last principle from which all of Hegel's more specific
doctrines follow and lead, and by being itself neither grounded

in a gi:ound, nor- groundless, but gr-ounded in itself i.e.,
subsisting through itself by possessing "its own basis of exist-
ence" (PH,p.9). Drawn from this theoretical core, Hege|s theory
of right cannot be divorced from his method. rn fact, âs applied
iogic, the Philosophv of Riqht ís only freed to pursue its

subject matter, conceiving thre no'uion and actuaiizatíon (idea) of
right, given the prior resolutíon of what the Good and the True

consist, and the "scientific procedure''(PR#2) whereby legitimate

knowledge claims can be secured. Hegel's dialectíc furnishes

this foundatíon and manner by which applied science has its

warrant conferred. The first task, then, concerns the definition

and explica'uion of the dialec'uic.

The dialectic considered by itself is the absolute ldea, the

process through which the self-determination of the Notion occurs

whereby thought thinks and recollects itself. In the section on

the absoiu-ue rdea, in the scíence of Logic, Hegel describes this

process at length 1. To begín with, Hegel siates that the

dialectic ís a'u once simultaneously 'f anaì-ytic'! and "synthetic".
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It ís analytic insofar as what originates from the Notion does so

immanently, containing no-uhing other than ítself in its process

of self-determination, and can in this sense be regarded as a
movement from the impricit to the explicit. "But", Heger writes,
I'the method is no less synthetic, since its subject matter,
determined immediately as a simple uníversar, by virtue of the
determínateness which it possesses in its very immediacy and

universality, exhibits ítself as an other"(sL,p.830). rn other
words, what the Notion becomes is at the same 'uime fundamentally

other -uhan what it was to begin with; i.e. the Notion is a rear
movement of becoming and origination such that it "of its own

accord de-Lermines itself as the other of itself "(sL,p.B31). The

synthetic aspect of this process all-ows Hegel to speak of this
being a movement from -uhe abstract to the concrete where the

concrete represents a new ,jeveiopment and addition to what

preceded it.
According to Hegel, â1i thought-determínatíons or uníversals

upon reflectíon reveal themselves to be setf-opposing or other to
themselves; with the sofe exceptíon being the absolute ldea which

itself has no other. And further, for Hegel, both ancient and

modern philosophy show this to be the case. Thus, for example,

the worl-d with respect to space and time "can with equal necess-

ity" be regarded as infinite or finíte. The "fundamental preju-
dice" of ail past phitosophy was to see "on1y a negative resul-t"

of the dialectical character of thinking "the contradiction
and nuriity of the assertions made" (sLrp.832), attríbuting this



result to either the defective character of cognition or the
contradictory na-Lure of reality.
tícal character of thought-determinations is "the product of
their Notion's own reflection" (sL,p.B33) and must be understood

as such íf their transítions into one another are to be grasped

as the process of -uhe Notion's self-determination. Just so does

thought think ítself; defining, reconciling, and systematizing
contradictions through íts own seLf-determining movement.

Examining this process in more detail HegeJ- considers what

happens when a thought-determination or universal- "shows itself to
be the other of itseif":

In truth, however, the dialec-

taken quite generally, this determination can be taken to
mean that what is at f irst immediate nor^r appears asmediated, related to another t ot that the uníversal-
appears as particufar. Hence, the second term that has
thereby come into beíng is the negative of the first andif we anticipate the subsequent progress, the first
negative (SL,p.B34).

r-u might appear as though all that has been gained by negating the
initial thought-determination is the creation of another abstract,
immediate determination here termed the negation of the
immediate. This is no'u so:
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the other is essentially not the empty negatíve, the
nothing, that is taken to be the usual- result of the
diaLectic; rather it is the other of the first, the
negative of the immedíate; ít is therefore determined as
the mediated -- contains in general the determination of
the first within itself. Consequently, the first is
essentially preserved and retained even in the other. To
hold fast to the positive in its negative, in the content
of presupposition, in the result, is the most important
feature ín rational cognition (SL,p.834).

which represents the negation of itself and which contains thÍs

In been negated, the immediate universal now has an other
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opposition within ítse1f. This thought-determination can no longer
be considered immediate for the result of the neEation is that an

immediate universal becomes other to itself, and in being the other
of itserf, it is related to itserf. An other, to be an other, must

be related to that which it ís other; i.e. to oppose is to relate
and so involves mediation.

The second determínation, the negatíve or mediated, is atthe same time al-so the medíating determinatíon. rt may betaken in the first instance as a simple determination,but in its truth it is a reration or rerationship; for itis the negative, but the negative of the positive, and.includes the positive within itserf. ït is therefore theother, but not the other of something to which it isindifferent in that case it would no longer be another, nor a reration or relationship -- rather it is theother in its own self (SL,p.834-35).

Hegel defines this as a "contradiction" because the negative
other contains within itself the initial positive universal; i.e.
as a contradictory unity that holds the positive in the negative.
The truth of this process of self-origination is revealed only when

the negative which relates to or is "bound up" with the positive is
"forced" to overcome the contradiction. And this occurs when the
negative of the positive is itself likewise negated, or is itself
shown to imply an other. This "other of the other, the negative of
the negative" (SL,p.B36) represents the "seLf-sublation" of the
contradíction and restoration of immediate universality. The key

here is Hegel's claiin that this double negative, imnediate result
is self-determined and self-knowing.

As that which we beEan was the universal, so the resul_t
is the individual, '"he concrete, the subject, what the
form ís in-itself, the latter is now equally for-itsel-f,
the universal is posited in the subj ect. The first two



moments of the triplicity are abstract, untrue momentswhich for: that very reason are dialecticar and throughthis their negativity make themselves into the subject.(SL,p.B37).

The dialectic can be said to be a process whereby the
immediate uníversal particularizes and subjectivizes ítse1f,
because it is a truly immanent a.nd circul_ar movement. As

immanent, whatever determinateness that results from the positing,
opposing, and overcoming of contradiction through negatíon is a

determinateness implícit in the initial immediate universal. And

as infinite or circular, what the explícitly determinate universal
comes to truly determine itself ãs, is nothÍng but the very

"simplicity which is the first immediacy and universality", but
which "no less embraces and holds everything within itself"
(SL,p.841) . Hegel explains;

the determinateness which the method creates for itselfin its result is the moment by means of which the methodis self-mediation and converts the immediate beqinninointo somethinq mediated. But co
the determinateness that this mediation of the method
runs its course; it returns throuqh a content as through
an apparent other of itself to its beginning in such a
manner that not only does it restore that beginning--as
a determinate beginníng however--but the result is noless the sublated determinateness, and so too therestoration of the first immediacy in which it began.This it accomplishes as a svstem of totalitv.(sL,p.B40).
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The absolute rdea, the system of totality, is necessarily
immediate because as radically self-determined ít is grounded

through itself alone, and so must arise immediately without any

basis for doíng so -- otherwise that which preceded it (say either
a temporal cause or an atemporal reason) would stand in a mediated

relation to it, and it would lose its unconditioned self-determined
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status- rn "simple universality"r âs Hegel puts it, the absolute
rdea "has its complete condition', (sL,p.841) . with nothing
determinate standing behind it, there is no answer to the question,
why there is the absolute Idea in the first place rather all
that can be provided is a recollected account of how it is so

determined, and how as seLf-determined it is necessarily rea1. The

dialectíc is this recollected account:

each step of the advance in the process of furtherdetermination, while getting further away frcm theindeterminate beginning is arso q.etting back nearer toit, and that therefore, what at first si-gnt may appear tobe different, the retrogressive grounding of the begin-ning, and the progressíve further determining of Ít,coincide and are the same. The method trrus windsítself into a circte (SL,p.841).

Again, just to recapitulate this somewhat abstract character-
ization. The absolute Idea is both the whole of pure thought and

the process through which ít comes to comprehend itself. Thought

thinks anct differentiates itself through its own negative activity
and comprehends itself as a self-determined and originated
totality. Specifically with respect to the díalectic, the initial
negation is represented by the positing of an immediate universal
or thought-determinatíon, which as immediate and self-identical
stands implícitly as the negation of both the comprehending whole

and the other thought-determínations constituted by it. Making

this explicit in the first negation occurs through the reflection
that reveal-s A=A implies A not-equal not-A'z-- i.e. Hegel in the
moment of difference employs Spínoza's maxim that determination ís
negation , or that identity implies difference3.

negation, the negation of negatÍon, posits the identity of identíty
The second
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and difference, where thinking reveals that A=A onfy is ínsofar as

A not-equal not-A, and where neither A nor not-A can be

determinately conceived without the other. In other words, in the
negation of the initial immediate thought-determination, that
determination must be preserved and its preservation represents its
unity through negativity with the whol_e nohr recollected as a

determination of the subject or self of the self-determÍned whole.

This, of course, is a logical process and cannot be understood

temporally for only in an atemporal sense can the absoLute ldea

determine itself and have whatever it is remain immediately and

eternal-Iy present, without past or future. All the moments of the
Notion, âf1 pure thought-determinations, that ís, are eternarly
present where what becomes is there actual recollection signified
by philosophical science making explicit the relationships between

more concrete thought-determinations and the determinations which

they specify.

Time and history are, like all moments of the absoLute ldea,
necessary determinations of this process, and, like alr of its
constitutive moments, display the whoLe immanent within themselves

by subsisting through negation, and finally, rike arr the other
parts, have their truth become explicit through their transcendence

in the negation of negation. The absolute Idea is neither in time

nor in history, but rather negates, mediates, and recollects itself
through them; rather, that is, the absorute idea has time and

history within itself.
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The presumptionless character of philosophicat science is
fundamentally established with the identíty of form and content in
the dialectica. Hegel begins the Encvclopedia by assertingr that
philosophical science cannot have any ungrounded presuppositions;

"hle can assume nothing and assert nothing dogmaticarly" (L#1). And

this means that scíence "has to demonstrate each of its objects and

the explication of them in their absolute necessity", where this is
accomplished by "derj-ving each particular Notion from the self-
originating ano self-actualizing universaL Notion, or logical ldea"
(PM, #379 ) . This , of course, is precisery Hegel's method, the
absolute rdea, which as thought's simu]taneously analytic,
synthetic, and a priori process of self-determination functions to
specify the necessity of any and all thought-determinations.

Absolute necessity here entail-s not only presumptionlessness, but

also the universal and unconditional character of such determina-

tions; ínsofar as they are uníversally applicable to any experi-
ence, and have their determinacy grounded in nothing other than

thought' s self-ref lection.
For example, ín logic, "the science of thinking in general"

(sl,,p43), the unity of form and content means that the method or
form by which logic determines valid reasoning must be shown to
coincide with the content of va1id reason, otherwise the thinking
of valid reasoning (form) could only be assumed to be valid thought

(content)5. "Logic", Hegel states, "cannot presuppose any Laws of
thinking, for these constitute part of its own content and have

first to be established within the science", and "símj-1arry, the
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subject matter of 1ogic, namely, thinking or more specificarly
comprehensive thinkíng cannot therefore be premised"(sL,p.43) .

Rather there must be an identity where "what is first for thought
ought also to be the first in the process of thinking" (sL,p.6g)'.

Hegel, in the fntroduction to the Science of Loqic, explains
the meaníng and significance of this identity for the method of
philosophical science by way of a contrast with the inadequacies of
traditional formal logic and Kant's transcendental logic. Formal

1ogic, Hegej. cl-aims, dogmatically assumes the separation of the
rules of forms of thought from both the content of thought,
typically taken to be derived from experience, and the process of
thinking the rul-es or forms themselves. Here, that is, the
correctness of a judgement is held to be independent of its truth
value e.g. "the rose is red" is equalry as correct as the
positive judgement I'the rose is brown", despite the fact that only
the former judgement may be true. Both these judgements are

correct ínsofar as they do not víolate any Iaw of rogic, and. both

would be true if the required correspondence or agreement of the
judgements with their empirical referents were satisfied. The use

of both these terms is grounded in the notion of truth as corre-
spondence, according to whích a thought is true if it conforms to
the thing of which it is thought. Hegel, however, argues that with
this conception of truth, formal logic "forgets ín its discourse

the very point on which it has based its argument and of which ít
is speaking" (sL,p.593). rt now becomes 1iterally meaningless to
ask for either "the criterion of the truth of such a content" or
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the truth of the thought forms in and for themselves, because truth
as agireement necessarily involves both terms. The question, for
example, that needs to be asked about the judgement "the rose is
red" is whether this judgement is:

in its own self a form of truth; whether the proposition
it enunciates, the individual is a universal, is not
inherently dialectical, is a question that no one thinks
of investigating. It is straightaway assumed that this
judgement is, on its own account, capable of containing
truth and that the proposition enunciated by any positive
judgement is true, although it is directly evident that
it Lacks what is required by the definítion of truth,
namely, the agreement of the Notion and its object; if
the predicate, which is here the universal, is taken as
the Notion, and the subject, which is the individual, is
taken as the object, then the one does not agree with the
other. But íf the abstract universal whích is thepredicate falls short of constÍtuting a Notíon, for a
Notion certainly ímplies something more, and if, too, a
subject of this kind is not much more than a grammatical
one, how should the judgement possibly contain truth
seeing that either its Notion and object do not agree or
it lacks both Notion and object? On the contrary, then,
what is absurd and impossible is to attempt to grasp the
truth in such forms as the positive judgement and the
judgement generally. (SL,p.594-95) .

Further, formal logic, by ignoring the problem of truth with
respect to the thought-forms in themselves, reduces the already

inexplicable process of thinking or determining the elements and

rules of logic to a merely descriptive account dependent on the

contingent stipulations of the logician.

who often proceeds by,

grouping together what is similar and making what is
símple precede what is complex, and other external_
considerations. But as regards any inner, necessary
connectedness there is nothíng more than a list of
headings of the various parts and the transitions is
ef fected simply by saying -Chapter II', or,-I¡ie now come
to judgements', and the like" (SL,p"55)"

A logician, HegeI writes,
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Kant's transcendental logic succeeds onry partially in
reconciling the separation of form and content, or correctness and

truth and, Iike formal logic, is just as inadequate in accounting
for the spontaneous process or thought's self-reflection'. By

demonstrating the constitutive, a" priori synthetic character of
certaÍn thought-forms, both in terms of the forms of sensibility --
time and space which make an object accessible -- and the concept-
ual forms the table of judgements which integrate the object
into the unity of seLf-consciousness -- Kant refuted the idea that
the content of thought is entirely independent of certain synthetic
forms of thought. rn other words, these thought-forms or cat-
egories represent the universal and necessary conditions for the
possíbility of experience, and are neither abstracted from

experience, nor applied to it, but rather have a constitutive
function because índependent of these forms there simply can be no

objects of experience. Kant attempted to resolve the problem of
identifying these forms, and the question of their objective
validity, by showing; fírstly, that, âs a matter of fact, these
forms are present in the forms identified as early as Aristotle, by

formal logic itself, and so have been the ones we use and have

used; and secondly, that it is inconceívabte to have any experience

of objects without them or, what is the same, by revealing the
universality and necessity of a priori synthetic judgements.

For Kant, then, knowledge of experience occurs through a

process whereby the ego imposes on pure intuitions its own forms of
sensibility and cognitÍon, determined by its a priorí synthetic
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structure,'where what exists in-itse1f, rearity, is known only
through thís transcendental structures. rn Hegel's word.s,

transcendental logic:
(a). -. treats of the notions which refer a priori toobjects and consequently does not abstract trom tne wnore
content of objectíve cognition, 01, in other words, itcontains the rules of the pure thinking of an object and(b)... at the same time it treats of the origin of ourcognition so far as this cognitíon cannot be ascribed tothe objects....His chief thought is to vindicate thecategories for self-consciousness as the subjective ego.(SL,p.62).

Kant's a priori forms are entirely a product of thought's own

activity and while empty of empirical content nevertheless find
theír only legítimate function in synthesízing thís content, such

that "without intuitions notions are empty and are valid sole1y as

relations of the manifotd given by intuition" (sL,p.5B5). The

viability of a science of metaphysics or supersensible entities is
thus undermined, both on the basis of Kant's demonstration of the
functioning of these forms with respect to the sensible, and by

the resultant antinomies, paralogisms, and impossibilities,
occurring with the application of these forms to the supersensible.
The intellect is composed of two faculties the understanding

which co-operates with sense and reason which proceeds by itsetf.
Knowledge produced by reason is purely analytic and the understand-

ing purely of appearance. Metaphysícs, Kant reasons, is the result
of a -natural' but mistaken tendencey to appry the forms of the

understanding to supersensible entities. In this sense Kant's
project is a critique, defining the limits of pure thought and
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thinking, where the only knowledge that such thinkíng 1egitimately
makes possible is restricted to phenomena or appearance.

Hegel' like the subsequent German Idealists, presents the
cofilmon criticism that the conception of an unknowable thing-in-
itself is contradictory, for on Kant's own terms it ís iIlÍcít to
apply any category to it. For example, it cannot be said to be a
substance, cause, totality, plurality, to exist, to be possible or
impossible, etc...
predicate is applicable, and yet at the same time Kant maintains

not only that such a putatively unknowabre rearity exists, but
moreover serves a specifiable function with respect to the
phenomenon to which these categories do applyn. In truth what Kant

is doing, Hegel claims,

abstraction from any determination whatsoever, and so it becomes a

completely empty thought :

The thing-in-itself (and under "thing" is embraced even
Mind and God) expresses the object when we leave out of
sight all that consciousness makes of it, all its
emotional aspects, and al-1 specific thoughts of it. It is
easy to see what is left utter abstraction, total
emptíness, only described still as an "other-world" --thenegative of every image, feeling, and definite thought.
Nor does it require much penetration to see that this
caput mortuum is still only a product of thought, such as
accrues when thought is carried on to abstraction
unal lowed. ( L , #44 ,p .72) .

Further and more importantly, Hegel sees as contradictory the

fundamental distínction between pure intuition and thought, in
which the former is taken to act as a determinate source of content

for the latter. The idea, that is, of a synthesis by thought of an

such that no universal and necessary

is thinking the thing-in-itself in

intuitively given manífold is nonsensical- because synthesis
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presupposes determinate items to be synthesized, yet again

according to Kant himself, determinate items are themsel-ves

possible only as syntheses'o. It is beyond the scope of the present

discussion and, for that matter, fly abirity to discuss in much

detail the meaning and validity of these charges. The purpose here,

however, is only to address the problem of the unity of form and

content in a phirosophicar science of rogic, and how Heger

understood this to overcome the deficiencies with respect to
presumptionlessness in both formal and transcendental logic. In
this context then, suffice it to say that Hegel denies the
possibility of thought passively receivíng contingent, determinate

content from a pure manifold on intuition; being active solely in
constituting the uníversal and necessary structure of phenomena.

And this principry on the grounds that there can be no purely
given, determinate manifold about which thought then thinks. Rather

thought has a constitutive role in thinking anything determinate

whatsoever. The content, that is, receives íts determinative form

entírely through pure thought, such that the "Notion is the ground

and source of all finite determinateness and manifoldness"

(SL,p.5B9). Thus for Hege1, even the simplest sensory qualities
are not immediately given: e.g. there can be no awareness of
redness independent of other colours that red is not, and which

stand in relation to it that is, even simple colours are

implicitly thought-determined. As Hegel writes in the Preface to

the Phenomenol-ogy:

When I say "quaIity", I am saying símple determinateness;
ít is by quality that one existence is distinguished from



another, or ís an existence; it is for-itse1f, or it
a--L-j^!- !L-^^---L !Lj- ^j--asuÐsrS-us -u.t"ìforigÌì tr"iis simpie oneness with itseif . But itis thereby essentially a thought. comprehended in this isthe fact that. Thought is Being; and this is the sou¡:ce ofthat insight which usually eludes the usuai superficial
talk about the identity of Thought and Being... Because
this is the nature of what is, and in so far as what ishas this nature of knowing, this knowing is not ai-iactivity that dears with a content as something a1ien, isnot a ref lection into itserf a-ì^¡a)z f rom the content.
science is not that idealism which repraces the dogmatic-
ism of assertion with a dogmaticism of self-certainty. on
the contrary, since knowing sees the content return into
its own inwardness, its activity is totalry absorbed in
the content, for it is the immanent self of the con-
tent. ( Phg, #54, p.33 )

The identity of thought and beingi means that thinking is the
substance of any determinate content whatsoever. Consequently, the
Notions necessary to thought's self-determínation are valid for any

and all- such content, and

the same time a scíence

Notion is the "absolute foundation" of all reality, so that logic
as a theory of the Notion

grounding principles of reality. "Accordingry", Hegel states:
Logic is to be understood as the system of pure reason,
as the realm of pure thought. This realm is the truth as
ít is without veí] and in its own absoLute nature. It can
therefore be said that this content is the exposition of
God as he is in his eternal essence before the creation
of nature and finite mind....[r]hat we are dealing with in
logic is not a thinking about something which exists
independently as a base for our thinking and apart from
it, nor forms which are supposed to provide mere signs or
distinguishing marks of truth; on the contrary, the
necessary forms and self-determínations of thought are
the content and the ultimate truth itself. (SL,p.50).

For Hegel then, logic understood as the process of thought's
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the philosophical science of logíc is at

of metaphysics"

is just as much a science of the

self-determination establishes the unity of

respect to correctness and truth. But this

In other words, the

form and content with

is also equally the
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case I^ríth the identity between thinking the thought-forms and the
forms themselves. Again this issue is well defined in
Kant's project; which as a "critigue of reason" posits
ably given the spontaneous actívity of thought's self-reflection.

As Hegel argues in the Losic, Kant in demanding a "criticism
of cognition as preliminary to its exercj_se,, is like trying to
learn how to swim without going into the water (L,#++rp.66). In
other words, Kant, in claíming to examine the prínciples of thought
before preceding to actual thinking, presupposes a distinction
between the thinking of the thought-forms, and the forms them-

selves, such that thought as analysing and criticizing can be

applied from withoutr ês it were,

criticized". The problem is that this d.ogmatically given vantage
point of analysing thought is itself in need of analysis, otherwise
the critique
thinking. In order for valid thought and thinking to coincide,
thinking and its forms must be at once both the object and activity
which examines itself. Thought's self-refLection must be a self-
developing dialectical process that contains the principles of
critical analysing reason immanently within itself. Hegel writes:

True indeed, the forms of thought shourd be subjected toa scrutiny before they are used: yet what is thisscrutíny but ipso facto a cognitíon? So what we want isto combine in our process of inquiry the action of the
forms of thought with a criticism of them. The forms ofthought must be studied in their essentiaL nature andcomplete development: they are at once the object ofresearch and the action of that object. Hence they
examine themsel-ves: in their own action they must
determine their limits, and point out their defects. This
is that action of thought, which will hereafter bespecially considered under the name Día1ectic, and

contrast to
as inexplic-

of valid reason might itself

to thought as analyzed and

fail to be valíd
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regarding which we need onry observe that, instead ofbeing brought to bear upon the categories from without,ít is immanent in their own action. (L,# I,p.66).
The possibility of pure thought's self-critical self-determi-

nation is not considered by Kant because of what he took to be the
merely formal or empty and inconveniently círcular character of
such self-thinking -- i.e. the subject, from the shore so to speak,

that thinks the thought-forms ís itself "the ultimate and unanalys-
able point of conscÍousness", the "vacuum or receptacle" of the
thought-forms, and is not itself a thought (L,#24,p.38); and where

one cannot think this thinking subject as thinking or observing,
but onry as thought and observedr ês an empty abstract self-
relation; and where even when taking itself for its object, the
subject remains as a subject to which the object is given;
attempting anew to make this subj ect into an obj ect results again
in the circle repeating itself". Kant's claim, of course, is that
such a subject necessarily accompanies every representation, and is
the ultimate condition of any experíence, and is termed the
transcendental unity of apperception. This transcendental thinking
subject, for Kant, had necessarily to be identical through time,
spontaneously active in unifying its representations via the
synthetic forms, and finally, at least in principle, self-conscious
of ítself in its activity.

apperception is, as Heger describes it, the purely formal, "general
ídea of self-consciousness", the "r=r", or the subject "devoid of
any content of its own, of which we cannot even say that it is a

The transcendental unity of
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notion, but merely the consciousness that accompanies every notion"
(SL,p.776).

ït remains inadequate, however, merery to point, as Kant does,

to the presence of the transcendental subject, with its
apperceptive characteristics togicalry preceding experience,

without accounting for how this condition is itself possible. How

it is possible, for instance, that we can only become aware of the
transcendental subject through our synthesized experience, yet the

forms necessary and universally constitutive of this experience are

purely the result of the spontaneous, self-determining activity of
the subject? How, that is, can the subject be genuinery sponta-

neous if it requires the stimulus of an externally gíven manifold

against whích to react in order to become aware of itself?la And

so Hegel argues; "it was only formally that the Kantian system

established the principle that thought is spontaneous and self-
determining" for only through a "reaction does it first become

conscj-ous of itself ....and the -ego' weighted with something else

always confronting it, is weighted wíth a condition" (L,#60,p.94)

In contrast to Kant, necessary for Hegel's account of
thought's self-refrection is to conceíve of thought's setf-
determination as an infinite self-relation that contains within
itself a negative relation to itself or that is simultaneously

self-differentiating. In other words, it is necessary to conceive

of the circuLar character of thought thinking itself" Disputing

Kant's understanding of the issue, Hegel states:

But surely it is ridícul-ous to call thís nature of self-
consciousness, namely, that when the - f I thinks itself,
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that the \ r I cannot be thought without its being the'r'
that thinks, âD inconvenience and, as though there \^rere
a fallacy in it, a circle. rt is this relationship
through which, in immediate sel-f-consciousness, the
absol-ute, eternal nature of self-consciousness and the
Notion itself manifest itself, and manifests itself for
this reason, that self-consciousness is just the existent
pure Notion, and therefore empirically perceptible, the
absolute relation-to-itself thatr âs a separating
judgement, makes itself its own object and is so1e1y this
process whereby ít makes itself a circle. (SL,p.777-78).

The circular nature of thought thinking itself means that
thought's self-determination occurs through the negative activity
of thinking that identifies or relates itself and, at the same

time, negates itself in the determination of any thought-form. The

unity of form and content is fundamentally establíshed with this
conception of thinking or form as an activity of self-relation and

self-negation. l¡/hat thinking is, the self of the setf-determina-
tion of thought, is inseparable from the thought-forms such that
the content is only comprehended when the form is with itself in
the content, and where the form is nothing but the activity whereby

ít comes to comprehend itself in the content, its determinations.

Any determinate content, then, receives íts determínation and

identity through the negative diremption of the form, yet every

determinate content is an instance of the form in its activity of
self-comprehension i.e. the form relates and negates, reveals

and conceals itself simultaneously, so that each determination, ãs

posited by the form, presents itself as determiner to itself as

determined. Hegel's c1aim, of course, is that the self-determina-

tion of thought originates new determinatíons in such a manner that
they increasingly manifest the form of thought to itself. In other
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words' progressivel-y more adequate defÍnitions of the Notion are
presented, where eventually this revealing will culminate in the
explicit identification of the Notion as thought thinking itself.
Thus, the Notion's activity of self-determination is necessarily an

activity of self-comprehension, and the form is itself both the

final determinate content and the whole which contains and holds

within itself all of its prior determinatíons or content; "the
content", so Hegel cl-aims, "is simply and sole1y the determination

of the absolute form and nothing else a content posited by the

absol-ute form itserf and consequently also adequate to it"
( SL, p .592) .

It is now conceivable how Hegel can claim to establish a

philosophical science of logic that would neither presuppose the

laws of thinking, nor the thinking of the laws. Unlike in formal

and Kantian logic, the dialectical logician can jump in the water,

can recognj-ze that his increasingly more adequate knowledge of the

thought forms is simultaneously a more adequate knowledge of
thinking the thought forms; where thinking ultimately makes itself
into an object in order to account for itself. The dogmatism of
previous logic lies in thought's opaque and inexplicable relation-
ship to the subject, which never makes adequately explicit the

thinking activÍty whereby it articulates and validates thought.

The thínking activity must become objective to itself so as to meet

a basic requirement of presumptionlessness, otherwise this activity
could not be known itself to be valid thought, and the truth value

of the thought-forms could not be addressed.
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Furthermore, it is also nor^r apparent why Hegel claíms that "to
ask if a category is true or not"".is the very question on which

everything turns". I¡Ihy "the problem of logic" is reduced to the
probrem of examining "the forms of thought touching on their
capabírity to hold truth" (L,#24,pp.40-41). Truth, with the
unification of form and content, logic and metaphysícs, can now be

coherently defined "as the agreement of a thought-content with
ítself " (L,#24,p.41) . To say that a thought-form furly corresponds

to Ítself or is true means that its determinate character and self-
identity is defined by itself, or is contained exclusively within
itself. Again, as it has already been shown, the process whereby

thought determines itself is fuelled by the discrepancy between

identity and difference i.e A=A implies A not equar not-Ar or
that A is partially defined by what it excludes, and that what

originates with the resolution or sublation of this discrepaflcy,

the identity of identity and dífference, is a fresh Notion, that
contains or rather is that agreement of A to itself, for its hotds

within itself both A's defining opposition and dependence on not-g.
This new thought-determination can be said to be truer, or in more

fuller agreement wíth itself, despite the fact that it might not be

in complete agreement, in several ways: firstly, its serf-identity
and determination is at the same time the concrete foundation or

identity of all the preceding Notions; secondly, it is more truly
what A and all that preceded it claimed to be, namely, self-
identical; and finaIly, it presents more fully what in its



precrecessÒrs was orrly partially and inaoequately expressed, true
perfect self-ictenticalness, the absolute Idea.

For exatttple then, reflection Õr thinkíng (the absolute 1dea

r-evealirrg/concealing) nrakes explicit tirat A only is A irrsofar as it
is defitred in specific reiatiori to not-Ä; wl:ere tlie compiehensio¡

of this reiation is precisely the ioentity of the fresh Notion --
say'B! the identity and difference of A; and wherê A, lÍke B,

is aiso such an identity with respect to what preceded it. Again,

tiiougiit Leiis us Ä=Ä, impiies B, or that ts is impiicit witiiirr .Ä..

consequentiy, not oniy is B the explicit seif-i<ientity of A and., by

that fact, the seif-identity of all that preceded A in a 1ikewise

manner, but B is presupposeo by, or logicaliy prior to A and so A's
determinative foundation. rn other words, because A has shown

itseif ín truth to be merely an abstracteo constit.utive element of
B, B is both the result and oriqinal sround of A. "The advance",

so Hegei states, "ís a retreat ínto the ground, to what is primary

and true, oD which depends and in fact from which oríginates that
with which the beginning is made" (SL,p.J 1)".

Again, this is why Hegel argues that ail knowing is a

recoilection ano that the Notion, while logical1y preceding its
actuaiization (because eternaliy present), is nevertheiess

temporally posterior with respect to its self-comprehension. Ano

why Hegel- ciaims that the "essential nature" of the absolute Idea

"is to return to itself through its self-determination" (sL,p.Bz4).

The absolute foea, the eternal immediate reality and the temporal

process of its recoliectíon, progressiveiy afforos Ínsight into
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itself as that eternity or "absolute foundatio[", where it can be

such a raciically det.erminate foundation "on1y insofar as it has

made itself the foundation" (sL,p.s77). The self-comprehension of
the absolute ldea, the making of itself into subject, is necessar-

ily a "retreat" into itself, self-actualized through its own self-
negating activity, determining all of íts inadequately self-
identical manifestations. Each thought-form is a determination of
the absol-ute rdea and so a representation of it each a proví-
sional- definition of the absolute. And each lacks agreement with
itself to the extent that it is self-opposing and in need of
further determination or concretion.

The absoLute Idea alone is fully determínate or concrete and

self-identical.

determinateness within itsel-f" (sLrp.Bz4) by comprehending the

constitutive interrelationships of all pure thought-forms includíng
itself: as Hegel puts ít, it "contemplates its own content as its
own self" where "thÍs content is the system of Logic" (L,#237).

That the absolute Idea is Hegel's method -- thought thinking itsetf
and what that method consists in has already been discussed,

however, it is now apparent why this is so. As self-originated and

self-determined, the absolute ldea is both the self-ordered whole

of pure thought and the process or activity that comprehends this
realíty. The method is only revealed as the last result of
thought's seff-reflectíon because prior to its completed comprehen-

sion neither the form nor the content of pure thought is fully
present, and so cannot be taken as ídentical-. And further, the

And this means that it "contains aI1
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method can only reveal itself recollectively for what becomes is
its comprehension, and what it comprehends is eterna]1y and

immediately present; or rather it comprehends itself as eternally
present. The method, then, is represented by the unity of form and

content, and emerges only as a resurt of pure thought's own self-
reflection. Neither the method of thinking nor the subject matter

is presupposed because it is a result of itself, thought thinking
itself, that employs no external criterion to justify its order or
content i:.. the development of the system of pure thought

involves no reference to anything other than itself, and so is
truly self-identical and unconditíoned.

Accordingly, Hegel defines the absolute Idea as "personality",
"impenetrable atomic subjectivity" (sL,p.824), because it is by

definition perfectly individual and rea1, excluding only "error,
confusion, opinion, endeavor, caprice and transitoriness; the

absoLute ldea alone is being, imperishable life, self-knowing truth
and is al-1 truth" (sL,p.B24). rndividuality is for Hegel the unity
of the universal and particular, and is applicable to the absolute

Idea because its particularity, the totatity of its determinate

content, subsists in and through its universality, the unifying
method or subject. It is impenetrable or has no other because it
is all reality -- outside of which lies only the nonexistent íncon-

ceívabLe (even nothing is contained inside). Making reference to

Spínoza, one perceptive critic writes, "the absolute ldea is that
through which everything is and is conceived, and without which
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nothing can be or be conceived"'6 to be and to be conceived are

identical for the same reason thought and being are identical.
The absolute Ïdea, then, is thought thinking itself and is all

reality. hihile it has been shown how Hegel intends to ground a

philosophical science of logic through this conception of thought's
self-determination, Ít has only been crudely indicated how the
absolute Tdea is to be taken to constítute the absolute foundation
of existence. To this end, Hegel's argument for the identity of
thought and being in the Notionr âs well as hís discussion of the
specific manner of its manifestation in Nature and Spirit need to
be addressed. This is important because these arguments underlie
Hegel's cLaim that "Realphilosophy", or the phílosophical sciences

of Nature and spirit, must form a system of appried rogic, and, of
course, by that fact the basic intention of the Phílosophv of
Riqht.



Pure thought is al-one that which is real and ful11z concrete;
both unconditíonally self-determíned and self-oriqinated, and

radical-iy determinate. Specuiative ioqic, however, not oniy
presents an account ot pure thought's seif-oetermination, but aJ_so,

witlr such an account, presents comprehensively the possibilÍty of
any exlstent actuairty. The absolute Idea functions as the
cieterminate tounclatíon of that which exi-sts Ínsofar as it contains
within itseif tlre artrculation of all the universai and. necessary

conciitj-ons for the possibility of determinate events and entities
in Nature and sprrrt. Part of the content, that is, of the
absolute ldea consísts in the system of thought-torms or categorles
through whÍch the determination of anything existent 1s achieved.

this el-ement of the absotute rdea is the logical NotÍon, and is
logrcaily presupposed by existence because its constitutíve thought

forms, detinítrve of determínacy per sê, are defined exclusrvely

through themselves, through their own ideai interreiatj-ons

indepencient ot factrcity. rt iS, however, regically and not
temporally that the Notion precedes existence. The Notion itsel_f

exists only as Nature and spírit, and is itself literally an

abstractron that can be isoLated anci distinguished only in thought,

in speculatrve logic. The Notion, in other words, is the self-

expranatory, sel-f-sutficrent reason which standsr äs rt were,

abstractJ-y and recoll-ectively behrnci Nature and Spl-rrt. '-[rre manner

of tlre NotÍon's manÍfestatron or actual-lzatl-on In exrstence

concerns what Hegei terms the Iciea, and constrtutes the other

togical Notíon as Determinate FoundatÍon
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fundamental element of the absolute Idea. The questíon concerning

the Idea and the Notíon's actualization, however, will be dealt
wíth shortly -- what follows first is a brief synopsis of Heqe|s
argument for holding the logical Notion as the a priori ground of
determinancy.

If speculative logic is to be taken seriously as a self-
supporting discourse, logic must develop its theory of determinancy

without taking any determinancy for granted. As r^re have seen in
the previous discussion on dialectical method, Hege1 claims to
resolve this difficulty by conceiving thought as a dialectical
actívíty where the form and content of thought are related in such

a manner that neither are presupposed, but rather both are

generated through the same circul-ar self-negating, sel-f-relating
activity. What remains to be seen, ís what the basíc outline of
such a dialectic of determinancy looks like, and how it can be said

to be initiated presumptionlessly.

Logic begins with the thinking of the indeterminateness that
has resul-ted from the Absolute knowing of phenomenology. One

starts with an "arbitrary" "resolve", and "ridding oneself of all
other reflections and opinions whatever", one "simply" "con-

sider(s)" or "take(s) up" "what is there before us"(SLrpp.69,70).

Hegel writes;

the beginning must be an absolute, or what is synonymous
here, an abstract beginníng; and so ít mav not presuppose
anvthinq, must not be medíated by anythÍng nor have a
ground; rather it is to be itself the ground of the
entire science. Consequently, it must be purely and
simply an ímmediacy, or rather immediacy itself" Just as
it cannot possess any determj-nation relatively to
anythíng else, so too it cannot contain wíthín itself any



determination, âîy content; for any such would be adistinguishing and an interrelationship of dístinct
moments, and consequently a mediation. The beginning
therefore is pure beinq. (SL,p.70).

To begin to think presumptíonlessly, is to begin to think
abstract absolute, Índeterminate immediacy, or pure Being.

Analyzing these terms, the reasoning is as follows. Phenomenology,

HegeI claims, "yields only this negative determination, that the

beginning is to be abstract" (sl,p.73). The negative resurt of
phenomenology refers to the content of Absolute knowing, the "unity
ínto which knowing has collapsed at the extreme point of its union

with the object". i¡lhen certainty is achieved, or better lost, in
the knowing of objectívity by consciousness, the very distinction
between the knowing of truth and truth in-itself dissolves. Pure

Beíng is what is abstracted from Absolute knowing as its content

(radícal indeterminancy per se), where the thinking subject must

"stand back" from "its content, âllowing it to have free play and

not determining it further" (SL,p.73). This content is abstracted

and given free play insofar as it is defined by the absence of any

reference to either thinking or existence. It cannot, for
instance, possess any determinancy simpry in virtue of its being

thought. Nor is it stipulated as given to a conscious subject

this, of course, is the strategy that initiates phenomenology, and

results in consciousness being burdened throughout its experience

by reference to the intuited immediacy of sense certainty which it
posits and then comes to mediate as íts given standard of truth.
Hence, the immediacy of pure being is not "an immediacy" standing
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over and against a thinking: or experiencÍng subject, but absolute

"immediacy itself".
Phenomenology, however, only furnishes this negative, indirect

characterízation of pure being as the promised ground and result of
Spirit's experience of itself. The direct "ground" and "reason",
Hegel claims, "why the beginning is made with pure being in the
pure scj-ence of logic is directly given in the science itself."
Specifically "it lies in the very nature of the besÍnninq that it
must be (pure) being and nothÍng else" (sL,p.7z). pure Beíng must

lack any mediation or determinate content because the absoLute

rdea, if ít is to be derived immanentry from it, must do so

unconditionally to avoid presupposing that mediation. Hegel can

develop something, as it were, from nothing, because in this case

the something or absolute Idea to be developed will show itself as

sel-f-developed and self-created. Again this is the reason why the

absoLute Tdea, to be self-grounded, must arise immediately wíthout
any reason for doing so whatsoever.

Finally, logic begins with pure Being because "what is first
for thought ought also to be first ín the process of thinking". rn

a presumptionless science of thought thinking ítself, the form or
rationality of thinking must develop together with íts subject
matter.

dialectically in the same self-determinÍng activity. pure Being

avoids prefiguring either term because it precedes the form-content

dichotomy. rt ís, for example, without mediation and so empty of

"any determination or content which could be dístinguished in it or

Neither can be given, but rather both must emerge



by whích ít could be distinguÍshed from arr other".
undífferentiated its nature eludes expression in any propositional
or judgmental form, "it is equally only this empty thinking"
(slrp.B2). Yet because pure Being lies at the root of everything,
excluding only "Nothing", it is what all thought and thinking must

share. Pure Being, as Heger puts ít, "is equar only to itself. rt
is aLso not unequal relatively to an other " (sl,rp.Bz). rt ís at
once both similar and dissimilar to everything other than itself.
Everything, that is, stands in the same relation to pure Beingi,

logically presupposing it (thus it cannot distinguish anything),
and everything is excluded by it (by reason of its featurelessness

or nothingness apart from aII determinateness which exhibits it).
Pure Beíng, then, is the most general or universal thought-

form thinkable, and the one requíred for a presumptionl,ess starting
point. For if thought-forms function to determine the absolute

Idea by distinguishing some aspect while excluding others, then the

most unÍversal pure thought is that which locates it in its entire
compass yet excludes anything more particular. Again pure thoughts

are interrelated such that each serves to mark out some aspect of
determinancy by referringi, at least impricitly, to all the other

aspects or categories; where that reference becomes increasingly
explicit and the forms more concrete as the dialectic progiresses

and the full nature of determinancy unveils. And so Hegel never

tires of asserting, "alI that is necessary to achieve scientífic
progress and it is essential to gain this quite simple insight

is the recognitíon of the logical principle that the negative is

8L

And as
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just as much the posítive". Negation or excl-usion ís itself always

"specific negation" of the whole and so ís always at the same time

a positive affirmation of a specific element of it. "It is in this
way that the system of Notions as such has to be formed -- and has

to complete itself in a purely continuous course in which nothing

extraneous is introduced" (SL,p.54) .

of course, pure Being is such a specific affirmation and

negatíon of the whole insofar as ít functions to distinguish all
the forms consídered as members of the whole and excludes every-

thing consÍdered more discreetly. As we have seen, âs a proposed

specification of the whole íts articul-ation will invol-ve the

speculative argument: A=A implies A not-equal not-A, where the

comprehension of A's relation to not-A introduces and defines the

next thought-form. rn this case, pure Being is both complete and

self-contained in one sense (a necessary form presupposed by all
the others; that whÍch allows the forms to be identifíed, related,
and thought in the first place) and incomplete and unstable in
another ( itself requiring further specification to function as it
does). Hegel's Line of reasoning then runs as follows: as feature-
Less, pure Being does not contain "any determination or content

which could be distinguished in it or by which it could be

distinguished from an other" (sL,p.B2). But without internal or

external limitation, it is indistinguishable from what putatively
lies outside it -- "NothÍng". Like pure Being, however, there can

be nothing outside of "Nothing", otherwise through distinction it
would find determination. And moreover insofar as it is made an
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object of thought it has being "Nothing is (exÍsts) in our

intuiting or thinking" (sL,p.82). The contradiction, as Harris
puts it, is that "Being excludes Nothing and Nothing precrudes

Being"'. Yet the difference, Hegel states, is "mere intention or
meaning" (L,#871, for difference Ímplies determination and the

identity of Being and Nothing is precisely this lack of determina-

tion. Each has negated the other and each "has passed over"

( SL, p. 83 ) ínto its opposite.

t¡lhat is required, if Speculative logic is to get started, is
that it should be possible to show that what Being excl-udes is, in
fact, excludable. The conceptual vanishing between Being and

Nothing means that by itself Being fails to have the requíred

1imit, and appears to slíp meaninglessly into Nothing -- or rather

becomes a meaningless concept by doing so. However, simply by

focusing on thís "movement of immedíate vanishing of the one into
the other", the truth of Being and Nothing, Hege1 has defined the

next new thought-form, "Becoming", and sublated the contradiction.
For in "Becoming" with its dual reference to what is and what is
not, Being and Nothing are distinguished from each other and yet

intrínsically related: "becomins, a movement in which both are

distinguished, but by a dífference which has equally resolved

itself" (SL,p.83). The function of the category Being, then, as

the contrast between that which is true of all thought-forms and

that whÍch is not (Nothing), is sustained in the notion of Becoming

where both their identity and intended contrast is located.
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The next transition, from "Becoming" to "Being Determinate",

is somewhat difficult and obscure. In the Loqic (#40¡, Hegel

states that Being and Nothing are vanishing moments of Becoming,

and as they vanish so Becoming vanishes, but now into "a Being

whích includes Nothing", or a "unity in which the two eLements are

absorbed". It appears that Determinate Being is the result of the

contrastinq and interrelatinq character of the two composite

elements of Becoming, "comíng-to-be" and "ceasing-to-be" ( "each of
which is ítself a unity of being and nothing"), which "interpen-
etrate and paralyse each other" so as to settle "irrto a stable

uníty" or "equi1íbríum" (SL,p.106). These two moments of Becoming

imply Determinate Being: "a being" that is somehow limited by "a
nothing" out of which it is either emerging or returning'z.

Otherwise the absence of such "a being" would render the category

of Becoming contradictory, for it would lack any characterístic to
distinguish and relate its defining elements. Determinate Being,

then, supplies the category required for the possibility of the

thought of Becomíng.

These initial moves in Speculative logic show how Hegel's a

priori theory of determinancy begins to materialise from its
radically indeterminate, immediate starting point. Here, since

each new thought-form simply articulates the preceding act of

relatíng immanent in the previous form, there is not as yet any

distinction between the form and content of pure thought. Rather

the transitions are immediate, any new content discernable simply
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is the ne\^r thinking. The problem Hegel proceeds to uncover is
whether this kind of immediate account of determinancy can be

resolved wíthout contradiction. In brief, the central argument

rejecting such an account runs as follows.

ln the Doctrine of Being, the major categories through which

determinancy can manifest itself immediately are qualíty, quantity,

and measure. Thinking through the implication of determining being

by referring to such immediate predicates, however, makes apparent

their relational/contrastive character, necessary for them to
distinguísh or determine any beíng. Thinking a determinate being

by reference to its qualities, for instance, reveals how any

quality can function to determine being only by simultaneously

positing what it is, and what it is not. one of the probrems with
such an immediate explanation of determinancy is that what any

being determinately is remains elusive because its rel-ation to what

it is not remains indeterminately posited. To sây, for example,

that this paper is determinate in virtue of the qualities it
ímmediately possesses say so many lines, shape, color, etc...,

asserts not only so many affirmatíve characteristícs which

determine it, but also with each of its identifying qualities,
asserts a relation to what it is not say the paper is not this
color but that; where that it be this color only functions to
distinguish its determinancy insofar as there are other colors that
it is not. Again, Hegel is trying to account for the determínancy

of any being wíth immediate attributes that function in this
contrastive, relational, way. IÂlith this reasoning, then, thís
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paper is determinate in virtue of all the ways it immediatety

stands in reLation to a plurality of other beings whÍch it is not.
But such a thing being infinitely other than all that it is not

does not help distinguish it, because this "negative infinity" of
otherness which might serve to Locate thís paper as an individual
or determinate being is endless, always nothing more than an

"endless iteration" of relational contrasts "ad infinitum" (Lr#93).

If the paper's color, then, contains "sublated" within itself its
rel-ation to other colors, that negative or othering relation3 must

not be conceived as an indifferent -not this other coror' ad

infinitum -- it must somehow be specifíed what is involved in such

a relation to otherness.

In this respect, both quantity and measure are considered as

ways of seeing thís othering relation more concretety and yet sti11
within the confines of determining being immediately. In Quantity,
for instance, a qualitative determination is specified not simply

negatively, but al"so by degree, by how much a quality differs from

the degrees of its nou/ more specific others where, of course,

this too is shown not to be enough to think being determinately.

Needless to sdy, there is much more to the Doctrine of Being

than this cursory report suggests e.g. the stability of
qualitative determinations, their immediately self-cancelling
character. My intention here however, is only to índicate the kind

of strategy Hegel employs to account for determinancy immediately;

showing but one basic aspect of why any manifold of related and
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distinct beings are not differentiated from each other in an

exclusively ímmediate fashion; that determinancy cannot be thought

solely in terms of how individual beings simply present themselves.

Making explicit the reasons why this is so, is the move to Essence,

for it is to make explicit both the dÍfferentiating and indetermi-
nate character of this negative othering relation. Hegel describes

this conceptual move as the "becoming inward of being", and. it
refers to the positing of an essentiaL underlying substrate as the

indeterminate source of immediate determinancy. This essential
ground is what all beings must share -- for it is their determining

interreration and it is hídden or indeterminate for it is
itself not an immediate being, but the unique othering ground of
the whole of all immediate beings, free of the characteristics that
immediately dífferentiate the manifold.

The Doctrine of Essence, however, will show that nothing

indeterminate behind appearances can be thought coherently to be

responsible for the determinate nature of appearance. Rather,

essence must be thought as radically and fully determinate, and,

moreover, such a concrete essence is nothing but the thought of the

self-determined and differentiated whole of pure formal thinking
per se. And because of what wilI be its revealed objective
independence, its reality, pure thinking or the subjective Notion

is the self-reflection of what is other than thought the

determinate appearances of existence" The Notion, that is, as pure

thought reflecting upon itself, is both the ground of atl determin-

ancy and necessarily real.
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Agaín without exploring in much detail how this is spelt out
through the Doctrines of Essence and Subjective Notion, the heart
of the matter can be stated roughly as follows. There are three
fundamental modes that Essence assumes ín relation to the determin-

ancy of being: firstly, as Índeterminate or essence where being,s
determinancy becomes wholly a show or false ilrusion; secondly, as

posited determinate reflection or ground where determinancy is the

outward appearance proceeding from this ground; and finarry, as

concretely determÍned or actuality where determinancy is taken as

a manifestation or revel-ation of a specific aspect of its nature

concretely embodied.

Initially essence is considered as an indeterminate "simple
sel-f-relation" (L#112) which mediates the illusory determinancy of
immedÍate beíng equivalent in reIígious terms to seeing God as

the Lord, "to see that all the power and glory of the worrd sink

into nothing in God's presence and subsist only as the reflection
of his glory" (L#115). Determinancy although here stil1 only
present at the level of immediate being is not separate from this
essence. Rather essence ís both what ít really is, índeterminate

self-relatedness, and what it appears to be, transitory immediate

determinateness and manifoldness (L#1]-4) " And of course the

question is how can essence be at once both beyond any real
determination and yet produce differences without reality in its
own show? Hegel's díalectical answer is to examine the categories

of identity and difference, likeness and unlikeness, positive and

negatÍve, to demonstrate that the thought of essence as simple
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self-identíty implies difference and determination, and so essence

in-itself must be taken as a determinate self-identity or what

Hegel def ines as grround.

Essence, for example, cannot be indeterminately self-identícal
because identíty implíes difference and vice versa (this argument

holds both in terms of beings that stand in relatíon to other
beings, and for real essential being which stands only in relation
to itsetf). To say that something is serf-identical, A=A (Law of
rdentity), or to say "negativery, A cannot at the same time be A
and not-A" (L#1-1-5), is according to Hegel, to speak of an identity
devoid of difference, a self-relation with only one term. And this
is contradictory, for "the propositional form itself contradicts
it: for a proposition always promises a distinction between subject
and predicate; while the present one (A=A) does not fulfil what the

form requires" (L#115). Like the Buddhist's attempt to Ímagine the

sound of one hand clapping, there is literally nothing to imagrine,

or no relation within A that might allow "a distinction" to be

drawn "between it and itself " (t#l-1-6). rn other words, a relation,
to be a reration, requires at least two terms and that implies
difference. Difference, of course, also implies identíty, for
beings are dífferent only insofar as they are compared or related,
only insofar as they differ in terms of some common identity the

share. If this were otherwise, and they were wholIy independent of
each other or real, they would be unrelatable, unÍdentifiable, and

indistinguishable even as different from each other. Therefore,

with respect to real essential being, self-identity must take the
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shape of an ídentíty-in-difference within ítse1f, must be a

distinction of self in one respect, from serf in another¡ êrr

identity of different contents within or of a seIf.
Thís conceptual truth, "the unity of Identity and Difference,

the truth of what Difference and rdentíty turned out to be" (L#tzL)

comes to be defined as ground or essence as determined. Again

ground refers equally to itself as determinate and to that which is
determined through it, the grounded. As Hegel describes the new

rel-ationship, "the ground is negatívely self-related identíty which

thereby makes itserf into positednesstt (sL,p.456). rnitially the

conception of determinate ground is merely "formar" or "suffi-
cient", where posited determínancy is accounted for simpry by

redescribing phenomenon in tautologÍcaI terms e.g.:
hlhen a crystalline form is explained by saying that it
has its ground in the particular arrangement which the
molecules form with one another, the fact is that the
existent crystalline form is thís very arrangement that
is adduced as ground. In ordinary life, these aetiol-
ogies, which are the prerogative of the sciences, count
for what they are, tautological empty talk. (SL,p.45B).

The demand then arises for a "real-" ground in which both terms

have a "distinctive content of its own" such that "when we ask for
a ground, we really demand that the content of the ground be a

different determínation from that of the phenomenon whose ground we

are seeking" (SL,p.462). The problem now/ however, manifests

itself in a proliferation of potential real grounds, â11 of which

"may be alleged for the same sum of fact", culminating in an

irresofvable "opposition of grounds pro and contra" (L,#L2L).

Alcoholism, for instance, is often accounted for as a type of
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genetÍc predispositíon, or as a product of dysfunctíona1 socializ-
ation, or in the context of cultural beliefs and values, etc....
Ïn truth, regardless of any amount of empirical support, none of
these potential explanations is truly a potential explanation; for
their "posited" and "immediate" character rend.ers opaque how as

grounds they "make" themselves "into positedness" in the first
place. h]hy, for instance, there should be any connection between

any belief and activity, alcoholic or otherwise, other than an

illicít appeal to what as a matter of fact is given. This

reasoning must be understood in the context of the prior rejectíon,
in the Doctrine of Being, of the possíbility of any immediately

determined given fully presenting itself immediately; the determi-
nate is given, but it is mediated by that which is not, and

positíng grounds that are parasitic, depend upon, or "presuppose"
the very inexplicable ímmediate determinacy of the grounded they

are supposed to supplant is not a viable strategya.

Accordingly then, a true ground must have "a content objec-
tivery and intrinsically determined" so as to be "serf-positing,
self-acting and productive" (L,#rzr). And urtirnately such a

concrete ground is identified as "actuality", "a unity of the

inward with the outward"; where the making of positedness or
determinancy is actuarity's "energizing", or its own "reflection
into itself" so that "its existence is only the manifestation of
itserf, not of an other" (L,#742). rn actuality, essence is the

substantial or real inward ground, "the absolute correlation of
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manifestations or accidents.

Hegel compares this conception of an oríginary substance with
Spinoza's conception because of its radically independent and

objective character. Only substance is real-, dlI else subsists

through it. Unlike Spinoza's conception of substance, however,

r,vhich as "merely inner possibility", "universal negative pohrer", a

"dark shapeless abyss" (L#151) renders its differentiation into
accidents mysterious and opaque, Hegel's conception of substance as

actual-i+-1' cJ-airns to rnake the substance/accident relation transpar-
ent.. The problem with spinozian substance is the l-ack of anir true
sense of identity between accident and substance -- such substance

"prcduces from itself nothing that has a positive subsistence of
its own the defect of the content is that the form is not known

as immanent in it, and therefore only approaches it as an outer and

subjective form" (L,#151). ldithout any accident possessing self-
subsistent being, or having a true self-identity, the posited

de+.erninancr- of outward existence again becomes who1ly illuscrir;
"f iait.e +,hings and the worl-d are denied all truth" (L,#1_51); and

again we are in the dilemma of trying to explain how it is that
what is real coul-d comê to posit that which is so antithetical to

*a the totality of
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íts outward

To conceive substance as actuality means that there is a

necessary reciprocaf relation between any accídent and substance,

and where there is no difference between the totality of accidents

and substance. And this means, firstly, that substance is immanent
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in each of its differing accidents, íts differing self-manifesta-
tions and whose immanence in each is theír self-defining interre-
lation to each other" rt is, that is, only in this "absolute
correlatíon of elements" that things of any kind can be identified,
and their identíty involves this concrete system or totality that
relates them intrinsically to each other. secondly, the making of
posítedness by actuality is its self-actualization or self-
instantiation, for the system of accidents are diatectically
differentiated in such a manner that reveals progressivety its
concrete character, resulting in its own comprehension of itself as

this absolutely real whole of interconnected parts.
It is, of course, left for the Doctrine of the Notíon to work

out fuJ-ly what is involved in thís conception of substance as

subject. The sub¡ective Notion articulating the meaning first, the

meaning of such a self-differentiated rear whole, while the

movement from *,he cbjective Notion through to the absolute ldea

coÌìcerns the second, the question of the ldea and self-actualiz-
ation. At the end of the Doctríne of Essence, Hegel only claims

that actuality is a type of self-determining activity, for the

identit;y" between substance and accident is claimed to imply the

necessary causal relation between accidents. The reLation of cause

and effect, that is, is taken as the relation of a prior self-
manifestation of substance upon its successor. Hence substance

causes onlr* itself or is seLf-determined, rising "in this operation

cnly to independent existence as a cause" (L,#155) " "Thís truth of
(causaì-) necessity, therefore, is freedom: and the truth of
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substance is the Notion an Índependence which, though self*
repulsive into distinct independent elements, yet in that repulsion
is self-identical, and in the movement of reciprocíty sti11 at home

and conversant only with ítseIf" (L,#158).



"The pure Notion", âs Hegel descríbes it, "is the absorutely

inf inite, unconditíoned and f ree" (sL,p.601); "in i.ts self -identíty
it has original and complete determinateness includes but at
the same time releases from itself the fullness of all content"
(L,#760); "a reality produced from its own resources" (SL,p.59 j_);

an "infinite form or the creative activity which can realize itself
without the help of a matter that exists outsíde it" (L,#163); the

Notion 'ris the very heart of things and makes them what they are"

(L,#165). And with respect to its genesis that we have here been

attempting to trace, Hegel writes:

Doctrine of Î{otion: Substancê as Subject and Idea

Essence is the outcome of Being, and the Notion the
outcome of essence, therefore also of being. But this
becoming has the significance of a self-repulsion, So
that it is rather the outcome which is unconditioned and
origínaI. Being, in its transition into essence, has
become illusory being or a positedness, and becoming or
transition into other has become a positíng; and con-
versely, the positing t ot reflection of essence has
sublated itself and has restored itself as a being that
is not posited, that is original. The Notion is the
interfusion of these moments, namely quaLitative and
original being is such only as a positing, only as a
return-into-self, and this pure reflection-into-self is
a sheer becoming other or determinateness which,
consequently, is no less an infinite, self-relating
determinateness. ( SL, p. 601 ) .

95

The Notion is the self-reflecting original ground of

determinateness. It is productive of determinateness neither

simply as immediate, nor merely as any type of posited positing of
positedness, as it were, but rather, ês a radically self-creative,
self-originatíng energy, it is both" It accounts not only for the

possibilíty and necessity that determinancy be immediate and

reflective in the way that Being and Essence show (these determina*
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tions are dialectically as much true as false) but also accounts

for itself or is self-explanatory, leaving no aspect of its nature

in need of further concretíon, as was hitherto never the case.

Specifically, the Notion is the activity of pure thought thinking
itself, simultaneously differentiating itself via the judgement and

relatíng itserf via the sylrogísm, constituting a "totality and

principle of its díversity" (sL,p.606). Grasping the self-explana-

tory manner in which this activity occurs, âs a transparent

discourse of its ohin structure, is to grasp the interrel-atedness

and distínctiveness of all pure thoughts i.e. how thoughts can

be related and distinguíshed. And to understand this self-
contained activity is all that accounting for determinancy

entai1s1.

Needless to say there is much here that needs to be explained:

firstly, in what sense is the Notion the "interfusion" and truth of
Beíng and Essence; secondly, how is the creative/productive

character of the Notion to be made intelligible; and finaIly, how

does the Notion supply the type of real concrete essence shown to
be needed in the category actuality, ultimately required for the

coherent thought of any differentíated manifold.

The Doctrines of Being and Essence constitute "objective
logic" and take the place of "metaphysics" or "ontology" as the

"scientífic construction of the world in terms of thouqhts aIone";

investigatÍng "the nature of ens in general; ens comprises both

being and essence" (SL,P.63) These movements articulate, a
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priori, what is ínvolved in the thought of any determinate object
whatsoever; providing a rogic of the pure thought of objects. The

Notion is the truth of Being and Essence/ or ontology, insofar as

it establishes the ground from which this discourse arose in the

first place. And thís is accomplished by explaining how thinkíng
about objectivity is itself possible. How, that is, it was

possíble to think purery of determinancy, resurting in the

specificatíon of the variety of uníversal and necessary thought-

forms thus far spelt out. The Doctrine of the Notion must reveal

both the rules or conditions of possibility that explain the

dialectical- character of pure thought ( 1iterally how it is that one

is led from one thought-determination to another, whether transi-
tionally as in Being, or relationally as in Essence, ot develop-

mentally as in the Notion), and how it is that pure thought could

ever come to know itself Ín this complete and exhaustive manner'.

Again, the former problem is resolved in the subjective Notion,

while the latter is dealt with in the discussion of the Idea.

Moreover Being and Essence having the Notion as both their result
and ground, "the outcome which is unconditioned and original", are

in truth derivatives of the Notion, abstractions of its concrete

presence, and so are saíd to represent "the Notion in the form of
being only in-itseLf " or I'not yet posited as such for-itself ",
while the "Notion as Notion" or subjective Notion is both in and

for-itself (SL,p.61).
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The creativity of the Notíon, Hegel admits, "does not seem

capable of any explanation" (sL,p.601-), and when creatÍvíty is said
to be the particularization of the one true concrete universal --
the "infínite unity of negativity with itself" which only is "as

the negation of negation"; where "when it does determine itself it
still possesses the power of unalterable, undying preservation"

such that determinateness "is now a manifestation of the identical
f ree l-ove rr -- it appears that Hegel , in l ieu of any true

explanation, is only speaking metaphorÍca1ly. The key, however,

lies in the logic of uncondítional self-determination that defines
the Notion's " j-nnermost core" (sL,p.605) . The Notíon is a wholly
self-determined activity, having no eLement of gíveness prior to
itself; creating itself as a self-subsistent whole and the
principle of its differentiation entirely through itself. It is
the Ínfínite teleological act (end and mean are identical) of
thought thinking itself, opposing and relating itself to itself
thereby instantiating itself recurrently as a self-determined

whole.

Hegel defines the Notion as the particularization of a

concrete universaL where universal, particular, and individual, are

rel-ated such that: the uníversal "distínguishes itself from itself
as particular" i.e. the universar is an act of negativity
othering its self-relatedness into difference -- where "there is no

difference between universar and particulars" because "the
diversity of particurars is a totality or universal," (sL,p.605)

Further, the universal is equally the individualizing of its
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D¿lrtieularízat-íon as a movement- reunítíng íts di f ferentiatíon bv

making explicit- the interrelatinq grouncl of rliversitv- In other
worrls.. the universal. negrates it-s first- neoation t-herebv revealino

the partierrlars not to be inrleoenclent-lv ancl exte-rna11w relat-e-cl ,. brrt,

permeaterì hry the t:oner:ete rrn i versa l that i rlenti f i e-s them aS a

mani f estati.on of se-l.f -i rlenti eal.ness - The ereative rlower of the

Not-ion- then.. ,refers to its ah¡il itv to rlif f erentiate j tset f anrl

t-hen recol leet this cliversi f icat ion -

prorlueecl t-hrorrgh the Notíc)nIs clr:rrh:1e act of negat-ivity as "iIlusorlz

reference out-warclrr via the universaI 's oarticularization in t-he

jrrclgement,. anrJ as "illusory reference inwards" via its

inciividuaI,izafion in the svllooism. {SL,n"6051. It is the jrjeal

r-heracf or of the Not i on ' s aet i vi tw that renders the rJetermi nâncv

r-roated " i.,'l, l.r,tsorv" .. f or it is not actua,l. hr¡t hvoothet-ical . a

rlet-erminAncv of rrrcal oossilli lity". As Bu::birloe nuts jt- soêeìtlat-

ive logic onl1r consiriers "what- it (the Notion) would ìle I jkc if iJ-

vterîe to show jtseIf"- The 1ogicaI Notion which logically nrer:edcs

Nattlr:e and Spirit.- thaf is,- is fully "onclc¡sed within nrrre thorrcrhfrl

{SLrP-830) with its rlcterminatjons "ncrt scnarate rrr riisfinr:t in

timeil(T'.#?.14\- The differcnt. asoects of its ideal eharaeter are

ciistinor¡i shed l-¡r-z the 'l ooi r:i an aecorrlino to what i s f i rst for

thought - wit-horrt f act-ua1 ref erence - Hence the rlet-erminateness

createri t-hrough juclgements is specif j ed on.lw to be immediatellz

negatecl in the svl-logism.. and again the Notion only is as rrtho

inf ini f e t:n'i tw of neoaÌìw'ì t1z wi th i tsel f ".- onlw as an immedi atelw

Anrl cleterminat_eness i_s
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eternal- concrete whoIe, or what Hegel terms "supersensuous inner
íntuition" (SL,p .827) .

This is not merely a description of Notional creativity, but

a dialectíca1 explanation. Hegel defines the Subjective Notion as

constituted by:

the three following "moments" or functional parts. The
first is Universality meaning that it is in free
equality with itself in its specific character. The
second is Particularíty -- that is, the specific charac-
ter, in whích the universal continues serenely equal to
itself. The third is Individuality meaning the
reflection-into-self of the specific characters of
universal ity and particularity; which negative self-unity
has complete and original determinateness, without loss
to its self-identity or universality....every function
and moment is itself the whole Notion. (L,#163).

identical moments of the Subjective Notion. Each ís itself the

The universal, particular, and indivídual are the three

whole Notíon because each is identical with the other because,

in other words, the Notion is this double negative activity of
diversification and recollection. Thus for example, the "Uníversal
Subjective Notion" is identícal to the Particular and Indivídual
Notion insofar as concrete universals imply, immanently, a specific
negative rel-ation to other concrete universars, and so imply

particurarity (the universal is now only one of , hence is now

particular). And graspíng the immanent relation between these

particulars with a more concrete universal is to grasp the ídentity
of the universal and particular in an individual. Of course, each

category in Speculative logic is eíther indívídual- or particular
with respect to what logically precedes it, and universal or

particular, depending on the context, with respect to what follows.
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"The Judgement", Hegel states, "is the Notion in Íts particu-
larity" (Lr#166)" The key to making sense of this section of the

text is to see that Hegel is attempting to demonstrate how the

Notion, substance taken as pure thought thinking itself, is a setf-
differentiated and determined activíty'. And this by showing how

the Notion as initially self-identícal universality comes to
determine or particularize itself through the judgement, and then

return to itself as a self-differentiated indívidual totalíty in
the syllogísm.

"The various kinds of Judgements", Hegel writes, "are no

empirical- agg:regate" (L,#17!). Again the key to Hegel's discussion

of the judgement l-ies in this conception of a self-differentiat-ed
whole where the Notion is immanent in every part and the parts are

related t-o each other in accordance with the princrpl-e of order

that differentiates and is the Notion.

interconnection is shown in its partitíoning or díviding charact-er

in the Judgement as "the original division of what is origina.lJ-y

one" (SL,p.625). Determinacy is manifested in t-he judgement or in

this principle as illusory reference outwards as the difference

between the parts of the whole. Accordingly the fundamental- tlzpeq

of judgements Hegel distinguishes/deduces (qualif-et-ive, ref j ecti -¡e,-

m-odal) explain exhaustively aII the wa:zs the Nof- j-on dif ferentiates

or particularizes itself, which corresponds to all of the ways it

can manifeSl-- determinancy between índividual_ parf_s f aqain fhoro is

This príncíp1e of
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no difference between the particulars and the whole). These parts
refer both to the ídeal thought-forms of logic, and of the

objective world of nature and spírit. rn other words, anything

which can be said to be determinate standing is relation to other
determinate entities, whether of thought or being, can only be

differentiated from each other in the finite number of ways that
Hegel's dialectical discussion of judgement will reveal.

For example then, in the Qualitative judgement the subject is
given determinate content by the predicate, and for Heger this
represents the intrinsic differentiation of the subject. ü{hen a

positive judgement affirms that the individual is universal -- say

"this rose is red" "it is the predicate which first gives the

subject its specific character and content" (L,#1,69), indepen-

dent of whích the subject is an entirely "empty" self-relatíon.
While the subject and predicate are related in this wây, ít is also

the case that they are opposed. For the predicate does not apply

to this subject alone, and the subject has other predicates that
are 1íkewise applicable. Accordingly here the content of the

Notion is specified in qualitative judgements through their
predicates, as abstractly diverse, and through their subjectsr ês

immedíateIy unified. Both subject and predicate contain the

Notion, one as unífied the other as diverse. The individual
subject when identified with a universal predicate is thereby

related to a system of interrelated particulars constituting that
universal. And by the same reasoning, the individual ín particu-
Tarizing this universal predicate implies the concrete system that
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is specified in it. It is this unconventional way of understanding

the judgement that enables Hegel to dialectically relate and order

the traditional forms of judgement i.e. on the basis of the

extent to which they express truth, the concrete Notion.

As the true ís the whole and the principle of its differenti-
ation, Qual-itative judgements are as much fal-se as true, specifying
the NotÍon only fragmentarily. rn Hegel's view only Notional
judgements can express truth properly. Notional judgements state
what the subject is in its true character as it realizes itself in
the system of objectivity
contingently be "red", but more truly and necessarily, "is alive,
is a flower". rn the Notional- judgement "the predicate is, as ít
were, the soul of the subject, by which the subject as the body of
this soul is characterized through and through" (L,#172); here the

universals that are identified wíth the individual constitutes its
essence through which it is determined. The example that Hegel

gives is: "This (the ímmediate individuality) house (the genus),

being so and so constructed (particularity), is good or bad"

(L,#779). tliíth this judgement, the subject is taken as individual
through its rel-ationship to the whole, the universal predicate and

its defining system of particulars, and where "the judgement states

the agreement or dísagreement of these two aspects".

"this rose" may correctly and

The NotÍon is the whol-e whose differentiation through

judgements distinguishes interrelated moments, the unity of which

is asserted in the copula. In the syllogism this uníty is
explicitly posited as the middle term, and is the ground from which
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any judgement arises. In other words, the syllogism is the process

of unifying differences posited through judgements in a concrete

whoLe; a whole presupposed for there to be judgements in the first
place. For example, "this rose ís red" presupposes that it is an

object, objects can have qualities, etc..., presupposes, that is,
a system of interrelated judgements. That the judgement implies or
dialectícally develops into the syllogism is not hard to see, for
with the Notional judgement "we have an individual which by means

of its qualities connects itself with Íts universal or notÍon.
Here we see the particular becoming the mediating mean between the

individual and universal" (L,#181). And this give rise to the

Qualítatíve Syllogism, represented in logical form by:

I-P-U or T is P or This house so constructed

Hegel, of course, discusses the different syllogistic figures
dialectically, according to the extent to which they manifest

truth, the extent to which the middle term reveaLs the concrete

whole. For instance, the syllogism above is defective insofar as

the identity of the extremes, r and u, is grounded in a middle that
ís merely asserted, so that it may only be an appearance. There is
no guarantee with this type of reasoníng that the extremeswon't be

unrelated and indifferent to one another, depending on the

contingency or necessity of the middle term. The problem is that
this syllogism cannot help determine which particulars are

"necessary and important" (L,#184) .

IisU
P is U Houses so constructed are good (or bad);

Therefore this house is good (or bad).
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The syllogism only finds its consummation in its "Disjunctive"
form, and only in this form is the subjective and formal character

of pure thinking overcome and posited as objective reality. Here

the middle term is the self-differentiatêd system, the universal
particularizeci as individual, the Notion as whole. As concrete

universality, the middle explicítly identifies itseif with t.he

Lulaiity of its particuiars "A that is B and c and D", where

these particulars are held in a "negatíve unity" of "reciprocal
excLusion" so that the universal subject "is just as much the

either-or of B, C, and D", "A is either B or C or D" (SL rp"701,).

And further, because the particulars are gíven in this way as bottr

seif-related and mutually exclusive, they are at the same time the

totality of individuals. rrArr is a concrete universal encompassing

a manifold of incìividuals through particulars, a true identity of

self-relation and self-negation. Each part is determined by aiI

the rest, and as such, manifests the universal subject -- so that

Íf A is B, it is not C or D; if A is not B it is either C or D.

rrÀ!r is the Luij-vÉrsåf sub j euL LiraL is iücrrLiiieü w j- Lir Lire LuLaii Ly

of its mutuaiiy exciusive particuiars, anci irr being iüerrLiíied witir

any particuiar, is identif ie<i as individuai. ifere rrAlr Ís the

universai present throughout, determining itseif in aiternative

individual possíbilitíes, thereby making the system determinate.

Made concrete in this way the Notion "determines itself into

oirjeuLiviLy" (SLrp.7A5). iire sui.rjeuLive ì{uLj-urr is Lirù cruLj-viLy uÍ

pure t-iiuugirt tiiiuking iLseií wTricir, tirrougÌr tÌie judgeuierit a¡id Lire

syiiogisnr, differentiates itself and unites its determinations ínto
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a concrete whoie. This, according to Hegei, is objective reaiity,
the worid of the thinking subj ect's experienceo. Prima facia this
might seem quite fantastic, for it appears that HegeL has at best

oniy succeeded in diaiecticaily reiating the merely formai elements

of traditional logíc, determining, in a untraditional_ wdy, their
abiiity to hold truth, independent of the external content required

to supply their empirical filling. The development, however, is
readiìy comprehensibie if a couple of points are kept in mind:

firstiy, the subjective Notion contains subiated within itseif aii
of the prior determinations of Being and Essence, and as such is,
in truth, the concrete ground from which these categories are

derived. ^A,nd g'íven that what is f ound to be determinate in
reality, any possible object of experience, can be such only if

<iistinguished according to these thought-forms, and where these

forms are themseives oniy possible as a result of the subjective

Notion's sei.f-determination -- it foiiows that determinate reality

is itseìf a result of the Notion's self-subsistent activíty.

According to Specuiatíve logic, for example, for there to be

any determinate object it must be quaiítatively determíned or

distinguíshabie however, refiection reveai.s that this is not

enough. For if immediate qualitative attributes uÍere aii one had

to go on, it would remain inexpiicable that reality is determinate

(i.e. individual objects cannot be distinguished through qualities

aione, these are necessary but not sufficient for such a distin-

guishing). The categories of Quantity and Þleasure are then shown
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díalectica11y to, as it were, underdetermine t.he determínate. Ánd

then with a change in the process of refrection itself, the

reiational" determinations of essence/appearance, cause/effect,
etc... are iikewise considered. Again, the method ís to move from

the abstract to the concrete, with each new determinatiorr more

f uiiy lra¡iiÍestirig c:oncreieness, subiat.irrg the <ietermirrations of the
preceding forms. Anci agairr, aii <>f tiris ieads to Hegei's furrdarrren-

tai ciaim about the identity of thought and being:

determinateness and manifoidness is dependent upon, or grounded in,
the self -determination of the logical Ì.iotit-rrrs.

Secondly, the realization of objectivity is based on the

unconditional and necessary character of the universality of the

¡rriddle term6 i.e. rrAtr that is rtBrr and rrCrr and "D", where rtAil is

either "8", or "C", or rrDr!. This, Hegel claims, is concrete or

objective universality" (SL, p. 707) that is not subject to

arbitrary or contingent stipuiation as if !rA!r were merely an

abstracted cornmon eiement, a product only of a thinking subject

externaily connecting particulars and individual with no objective

sigrrif icance. RaLirer Liris is rreuessidry urriversoii Ly, urruurrüi-

L-lurrai iy Lr ue iur crriy Liririkiug sub j ect because as dis j unc Liveiy

defined it iras to be an independent seif-nrain'Lairrirrg wiruie'. Tire

key to this conception of objectivity is its identity with

iricie¡.rerrcìcrrue arrri riecessity, not externality, and so consequently

all
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íts apprehension can occur only in thought and not through

sensation. rn other words, only thought is objective and this
means "Reason is in the world" or thought is the constitutive
"substance of external things""(L, #24). The universal, Hegel

writes:

which cannot be apprehended by the senses counts as the
true and essential. . . . In thus characterizing the univer-
sal, we become aware of its antithesis to something else.
This something else is the merely immediate, outward, and
individual, as opposed to the mediate, inward, and
uníversal. The universal does not exist externally to
the outward eye as universal-. The kind as kind cannot be
perceived: the laws of the celestial motions are not
written on the sky. The universal is neither seen nor
heard, íts existence is only for the mind. Relígíon
leads us to a universal, which embraces all else within
itself, to an Absolute by which all else is brought into
being: and this Absolute is an object not for the senses
but of the mind and of thought.(L, #21, p. 34)

Nature, Hegel states, "is posited by mind"(PM, #38L, p.14) and

while temporally subseguent to nature, is nonetheless 1ogical1y

prior, the objective ground of nature. It is because the thinking
subject first becomes aware of objectivity as immediately outward

individuals that its inner, supersensible, notional ground can be

revealed only recollectively through refl-ection. "The mind", so

Hegel writes, "makes general images of objects, long before it

makes notions of them, and that it is only through these mental

images, and by recourse to them, that the thinkíng mind ríses to

know and comprehend thinkingly"(L, #1). Notions are developed from

experience only in a temporal sense and might appear in this way to

be derivative of experience insofar as they are abstracted from it.

According to Hegel, however, this is only an "illusory appear-

ance"(PM, #381, p. ]-4) and, in truth, the case is just the
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opposite: objective reality, what appearance real1y is, emerges

only in thought or through spirít's thinking activity. An emergent

process Hegel terms "ideation" "Every activity of mind is
nothing but a distinct mode of reducing what is external to the

inwardness which mind itself Ís, and it ís only by this reduction,
by this idealization or assimilation, of what is external that it
becomes and is mind" (PM, #381, p. 11).

Nature too, of course, becomes and is mind or spirit for
spirit temporally develops out of nature and nature has íts
external or objective essence revealed only in its own result,
thinking spirÍt (that essence being the rdea in its serf-
externality returning to itself, or coming to comprehend itself,
out of its otherness as mechanics, organics, tífe, and ultimately
spirit). Again we see the result reveals itself both as temporally

developed and 1ogically as the original ground of time.

Through thought's owrì self -determined activity, then',

distinctíons and relations are articulated ( like quality, quantity,
cause/effect, etc... ) that are constitutive of the external
indíviduals contaÍned in nature. Thought, that is, through its own

ídeational activity affects the discrimination of determinate

objects within the manifold of the sensible. This is the actívity
of judgement through which objects are distinguished constituting
a determinate external worrd opposed to the subject. For thÍs
differentiated manifold to be taken as objective, and not merely a

contingent differentiation dependent for its order and determinacy

on the arbitrary stipulations of a particular subject, the thinking
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activity through which this differentiation occurs must show itself
to be unconditional and necessary, must show itself as objective.
And the syllogism, ultimately only in íts disjunctive form, is
precisely the process whereby thought demonstrates to itself the

objective character of its own actívity.
Hegel's description of a waking versus a dream state serves

weIl to illustrate his understanding of the difference between an

objectively and subjectively determined manÍfo]d. "The difference
between dreaming and waking", Hegel states is analogous to "the
Kantían distinction between the subjectivity and objectivity of
mental representations": the objectivity of representations being

conferred by the preserlce of the unj.versal and necessary synthetic
forms, the absence of which say a chaotic, merely associated

series of representations -- signifying our ability to distinguish
real possibility from imaginative or subjectíve possibility. Hegel

continues:

The world of intelligent consciousness is something quite
different from a picture of mere ideas and ímages. The
latter are ín main only externally conjoined, ín an
unintellígent wây, by the laws of the so-cal1ed Associ-
ation of Ideas; though here and there of course logical
principles may also be operatíve. But in the waking
state man behaves essentially as a concrete êgo, an
intelligence: and because of this intelligence his sense-
perception stands before hím as a concrete totality of
features in which each member, each point, takes up íts
place as at the same time determined through and with all
the rest. Thus the facts embodied ín his sensation arê
authenticated, not by his mere subjective representation
and distinction of the facts as something external from
the person, but by virtue of the concrete interconnection
in which each part stands with all parts in this complex"
( PM, #398, P. 66 ) .

It is only ín and by thought, then, that the concrete
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interconnection definitive of objective reality is present; and

where, of course, the "consciousrress" of this presence "need not be
explicÍt" (PM, ibid). This objectivity or concrete universality
Hegel def ines as "God, the absolute object" r,{hich as self-differen*
tiated "falIs into pieces, indefinite in their multiplicity (makíng

an objective world); and each of these índividualized parts is also

an object, ãr intrinsically concrete, complete, and independent

existence" (L. #193). Furthermore, according to Hegel, the transi-
tion to objectÍve Notíon is both the basÍs for the Ontological

Argument for the existence of God and the logical foundation of the

Christian doctrine of Creation'. Reciting Anselm's proof, Hegel

writes:

Certainly that, than whích nothing greater can be
thought, cannot be in the intellect alone. For èvên if
ít is ín the intellect aLone, it can also be thought to
exist in fact: and that is greater. If then that which
nothing greater can be thought, is in the alone; then the
very thing, which is greater than anything which can be
thought, can be exceeded in thought. But certainly this
is impossibte. (L,#193).

In Hegel's revamped account, what is conceived as ful1y
concrete is necessarily objective, where such a conception of an

absolute object is itself only possible as havíng emêrged in spirit
from nature. Substðnce ín order to comprehend itself must be

conceived äs subject, which in turn requires its externalization
in, or crêation of, nature and self-mediated return in spirit. It
is inconcei-vable that God, taken as concrete uníversality, be

merely a subjective idea, for thè Notion through its own immanent

process of self-determination has objectified itself or posited
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itseif as objeetive that Gocl eomês to seif-knowiedge only
througii finiie thinking subjects does not undermine thê uneondi-

tíonai validity Õf that eomprehension, insÕfar as äegei cãR

demonstrate the presumptiÕniêss, self-supporting and iegitimating
eharaeter of pure thinking.

Ûbjeetivity is a seif-difierentiated whoie that stands as both

opposed and identíeai to the subject. The dialeetie of the

objeetive Notion traeês the prÕeess whereby objeetívity, initiaiiy
opposed to the subjeet as aR immediate totaiity of seii-relatèd
individuais, reveais itseif as identieai or "shows itseif as what

is at tTre same time subjeetivè arìd

rne J_oea (Lt#]-9+rp.¿ör)

phiiosophieaiiy, "iR the medium of thÕught',, what is taught Ín

Chrlstiariity oniy metaphÕrieaiiy:

Sueh is aiso the meaning of the Christian doetriRe,
aeeording to whíeh God has wiiied that aii men shouid be
saved and aii attain biessednêss. The saivation and the
biessedness of mêR are attained when tlrey come to feei
thèmseivès at ÕRê with God, so that God, oR the othêr
hand, ceases to be for them mere object, and, iri that
wãy, an objeet of fear and terror, as was espeeiaily the
case with the reiigious eonseiousRêss oi the Romans. But
God in the ChrÍstian reiigion is aiso known as Lovè,
beeause in his sÕR, who is one with him, he has reveaied
himseif to meR äs a maR amÕng meR, and thereby redeemed
them. .à,ii oÍ whieh is another way of saying that the
antiti:esis of subjêctive and objeötivê is impiieitiy
overcomê, and that it is Õur affair tÕ partieipate in
this redemption by iaying aside our ímmediate subjêetív-
ity (putting off oid Adam) and learning to know God as
Õur truê and essentiai seif. (L, #i94,pp.260-6i).
The f orms of ob j ee tivity ïiegei diseusses i"ieehaRic s,

Chernism, and Teieoiogy are both forms of aetuaiity in Rature,

eomprísirig the ideai eonstitutive modes determinative of objeets

negel-

thus forms the step onwards to

here seês himseii expiainíng
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ånd ti'rei-r irrterreiations, ãnd "styies öf thínking', (SL,p.7ii) or
forms of theoretieai apprehension. i,rihiLe nãture mäy manifest aR

êndiêss variety oi thesê forms of actuaiíty, aii determinate

objeets oi nãture must be redueibie to, or expiíeabie through these

forms ãione'. äegei, oi eÕursè, diaieetieaiiy deveiops these forms

sueh that they progressiveiy are shown to reaiize the Ì\ïotion. iíeneê

required for the inteiiigibie apprehension of any object of nature

is the interpretation of that objeet as either a meehaníea1,

ehemicai.r or teieoiogicai actuaiity so that, for instance, a

rneehanieai expianation of a piant, whiie heipfui in part for
accounting for what d.eierminès a piant to be as it is, wouid ieave

unaeeÕuRted chemi eai and teieologi eai eiraraetêristi es determínatíve

of piantness; ieave inexpiíeabie how i^re oouid éver know to
distÍnguÍsir piants from meehaníeai objêcts.

Teieoiogy represents the eoneretist forrn of obj eetive
aetuaiity and makes expiicít the iffrnanênt subjêetíve ground of
objectivity. Hegei discusses both finite and infinite or iriternai
Teieoiogy; a diseussion whieh ean be briefiy summarízed as foiiows.

"in the ERd", i{egei statès, "thè Notion has èntered öR iree
existenee and has a being of its own by means öi the nêgatión of
ímmediate objeetivity" (L,#2a4). Thè end Õr iinai eãuse is the

díaleeticai resuit of meehanísm and ehemism, where öbjeet.s eomè tö
be sustained Õr takeR as seif-identieai individuais oniy insofar as

tÌiey unite meeiianieai and ehemieai processes in a seif-maintaining
system which presèrvês its identity äs aR end ãgainst its
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envÍronment through these processes. Here the end is the object
which results from its own activity of self-maintenance, and is
initíaiIy subjective or the ímmediate negation of objectivity
insofar as it is onÌy "abstract", "idèai", or "urrreaiized". ¡{s

Hegei describes it:
The Enci, in short, ís ã eontradietion of its seif-
identity against the negation stated in it, i.e. its
antíthesis to objectivity, and being so eontains the
eliminative ôr destruetive aetivity whieh nêgates the
antithesis and renders ít identieai with itseif. This is
the reaiization of the End: in whieh , whiie it turns
itseif into the other of its subjeetivity and objectifies
itseif, thus eaneeiiing the distinetion between the two,
it oniy has cioseci with itseif , and retained it" (L,#204-
,p.267 ) .

The exampie of this typê of end that äegei gives is appêtite
in iiving creat.ures. in this ease, the end or appetite funetions as

the impuise, the "feit eontradietion", betwêen the subjectivê
desire and objective insufficieney, and whose satisfaetion "eaneêis

the antithesis between the objective whieh wouid be and stay an

objective oniy, and the subjeetive whieh in a iike maRRer would be

and stay a subjective orriy" (L,fr2j4,p.269). This is an exampie oi
finite teieoiogy where the end Ís reaiized through rneans that are

externaiiy or contíngentiy reiated to the end. Finite teleoiogy
eontradicts itself and gives rise to Ínfiníte teieoiogy bêeause, as

exiernaiiy iinked to the end, the me¿ins cän never reaiiy reaiize
íts goai e.g. appetitê eontinuaiiy rêcurs anö thè unity, ín
iact, oniy eonsists in the endiess äestruetion of objeetivity, and

so is no true reconeiiiation. 'r¡¡ith infinite teieoiogy, oR the

other hand:



The teieoiogicai reiation ís a syiiogism ín whíeh the
subj ective enci coaiesces with the obj ectivity externai to
ii, through a middle term which is the unity of both.
This unity is on the one hand the purposive actíonr oD
the other the l{eans, i . ê. ob j ectivity rnade diree t1y
subservient to purpose. (L,#206).

infinite teleology is a syllogism whose factors -- end, means,

and realization -- are related such that the subjective end unites

with the objective reaiization through the middle term, the unity

of objective means and subjective purposive activity. iíegei here

attempts to dernonstrate how the ì.[otion or concrete universaiity

realizes itseif in obj ectivity through infinite teieoiogicai

activity; a reaiization thai entaiis the true unity of subjectivity

and objecti-vity and so is the liotion as idea. Accordingiy äegel

identifies the subjective end with "seif-ident.icai universality";

tire nriciciie with the "particuiarizing of this universai"; and the

reaiizatic-xl witir tÌ¡e self -determination of the universai (L, ¡2A6,p-

.27i). initiaiiy the process through which reai-izaiion is effected

is the turning "outwards" of the subject where the end is positeri

irr oppt-rsitic¡rr to objectivity in neeci c¡f reconciiiatic¡¡r. Carryirrg

out iÏre enci is tÏre ccxrbirreci activity of tire midciie iernr, wh.ere tire

objectiveiy given means are subjugated to the "power" of subjective

activíty. For the objective reaiizatio¡r of the end, the aciivated

means must become "the mediated mod,e of reaiizing the End" (L#,208)

i.e. the means must become identicai or medíated by the end

LÌrrougirout so t'hat tTre activity iras for its purpose oniy itseif.

So conceived, the i.[otion or sub j ectivity " is reaiized in the

object" as "the ntanifesiat.ion of tTre inrrer r¡.at.ure of the object

itseif " (L,#2i2,p.2i4) .

II5
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The Notion is realized in the object as its essence insofar as

the object has shownr ês a necessary requirement for the mainten*

ance of its self-identity, infinite teleological activity that

manifest or takes the form of concrete universality. Infinite

teleology is the self-maintenance of the individuat through its

deterntination of its parts. As self-sustained, the individual is

the end which is at once the serf-generatíng result of the

activity of its parts. Here purposiveness is expressed in the

relation of the parts as both ends and means, which is also the

rel-ation of parts to the individual for the activity is such

that both individual and parts are only sustaíned through each

other.

Of course, only the Idea perfectly realizes infinite teleo-

logical activity. And this it does only as a resul-t of a series of

finite self-manifestations which exhibit increasing degrees of such

self-subsistent activity, and where its own perfection is nothing

but this very process through which it generates itself. The Idea,

HegeI states, "is essentially a process" having "being due to

itself alone" (L,#215), grounding in a mutual relation of ends and

means the determinate being of all finite índividual-s such that the

Idea only realizes itself through the finite. For Hegel the truth

of the Idea is its eternal self-manifestation in nature and spirit,

and its consummation is the removaL of the illusion that it is not

already completely realized. HegeI wrítes:

Within the range of the finite we can never see or
experience that the End has been really secured. The
consum.mation of the infinite End, therefore, consists
merely ín the removing the íllusion which makes it seem



yet unaccomplished. the Good, the absolutely Good, is
eternally accomplishing itself in the world: and the
result is that it need not wait upon us, but is already
by implicationr ds well as in ful1 actuality, accom-
plished. This is the íllusion under which we all live.
It alone supplies at the same time the actualizing force
on which the interest in the worLd reposes. In the
course of its process the ldea creates that illusion, by
setting an antithesis to confront it; and its action
consists in getting ríd of the illusion which it has
created. OnIy out of error does the truth arise. In
this fact líes the reconciliation with error and with
finitude. Error or other-being, when superseded, is
still a necessary dynamic element of truth: for truth
can only be where it makes itself its oh¡n result.
(L , #2L2) .

Philosophical scíence removes the illusion of the Idea's

absence paradoxically by revealing the necessity of absence; by

demonstrating its "actualizíng force". Again, only through its

negative activity of self-negation and self-restoratíon does the

absolute Idea realize or come to comprehend itself -- positing and

returning to itself in a manner presently been discussed. The

truth is the self-relatíng whole identícal to the totality of its

moments; where each of these moments functions to instigate the

comprehension of the who1e, and so ultimately of its own essence by

endeavoríng to realize itself as a self-identical, self-subsistent

LL7

actuality (an endeavour identical to the Absolute's). But which

upon failing to sustain itself in this wêy, gives rise to the

i1Iusion, at least from the perspective of conscious subjects, that

such an infinite end is absent from the present; revealing íts

absence, for example, as the contradiction between what ought to be

and what is, desire and wil1, etc. ".
very felt absence is its presence, for as Findlay well explains"

the Tdea "is present in things as an active Tribe or Urge - inspiri-

But in truth, however, this
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ng' the drift of things in a certain direction, ít is, in so

inspiring this <irift, manifest and actuai in the only sense ín
which actuality can be predicated of itrr1.. And so Hegel asserts,

"the idea is the eternal vision of itself in the other" (L,#2j,4),

for the other, the fínite, necessariry mediates that vision or

fulfilment.
rrThe idea", Hegel states, "is the truth: for the truth is the

correspondence of objectivity with the Notion" (L,#2!3). And this
is in terms both of the ideai thought-forms or notions, which "as

a series of definitions of the Absolute" (L,#160 ) Iead immanently

to the -absolute' definition of the Absolute and of finite
individuafs:

everything actual, insofar as ít is true is the Ïdea, and
has its truth by and in virtue of the ldea alone. Every
indíviduai being is some one aspect of the ldea: for
which, therefore, yet other actualities are needed, which
in turn appear to have a self-subsistence of their own.
It is only in them altogether and in their relation that
the Notion is realized. The índividual by itself does
not correspond to its notion. It is this limitation of
its existence which constitutes the finitude and ruin of
the individual. (L,#273)

The Ïdea is the truth of every finite individual because oniy

as comprehended as determined in virtue of that system of objectiv-
íty to which it intrinsically belongs as a moment, carr it be taken

as individual, as determinate; where the defining difference
between individuals, "in them altogether and in their relation",
posited as a concrete system is their identity" This identity-in-
difference is the ldea, "the Notion realized". Consequently the
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rd.ea is at once the immanent standard of judgement for every

indi.viduai: "ihe Idea is the infinite judgement of which the terms

are set¡eral1y the related the independent totality; and in which,

as eaeh grot{s to the ful-l-ness of its own nature, it has thereby at
the same time passed into the other. " (L,#21,4).

rn this sense, of course, onry the whole corresponds to the

truth -- "God aLone is the thorough harmony of notion and reality"
(L'#24). Nonetheless, finite individuais can be said to be true
"if they are as they ought to be, i.ê. if their reality corresponds

to their notion" (L,#21-3). For what any finite índividual ought to
be or what it Ís in truth, is a necessary moment in the self-
determination of the whole -- a whole which is both the resuit and

ground of the finite. In other words, finite individuals can be

said to be true and actuai insofar äs they are taken irr this
context of self-determination as necessary moments constitutive of
the whole, but which agaín, through their identity with it,
necessariJ-y present themselves as self-sustaining índividuals in a

faLse or í11usory opposition to the truLy seif-identicai who|e.

And again an opposition which serves as the impetus for the Idea's
seif-actuaiizatio!1". The truth on the fínite, that is, is what

they become v¡hen what is implicit is made explícit in their ruin
and determinate negation.

Iniith the advent of the Idea, then, what rue have witnessed is

"the round movement, in which the notíon in the capacity of
unj-.¡ersaiity whrích is indivíduality, gíves itseif the character of
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objectívit1z ¿n6 the antithesis thereto; and this extêrnality whichr

has the notion for its substance, finds its way back to subjectiv-
íty through its ímmanent dialectic" (L,#2L5). This movement along

with the subsequent development of the absolute Ide¡ is where

Hegel's argument for conceiving substance as subject comes to fu11

fruitíon:

The Absoiute is the universal and one idea, by an act ofjudgement, particularizes itself to the system of
specific ideas: which after al_1 are constrained by their
nature to come back to the one rdea where their truth
lies. As issued out of this judgement the Idea is in the
first only the one universal substance: but its devel-
oped and genuine actuality is to be as a subject and ín
that way as mind. (L,#2i3).

The Äbsoiute is the whoie which through its Õwrr act of
judgement differentiates itself, determining all of its moments and

so is in this sense the "orre universal substar¡ce". But in thís
differentíation its truth is immanentiy revealed as subjectivity.
For each moment has the Absolute ímplicit r-vithi-n, made m-anifest by

their urge toward self-maintainíng activity, and an acti.¡it]' that
uitimateiy comes to fuii reaiization as seif-consciousness,

Absolute spirit, and Philosophical science. Hence subjectivity, as

both the resuit and ground of substance, is its truth.
At this point in the dialectic, howerzer, Hegel is still in the

proeess of tracing this resui.t 1 - e - the em.ergence of self -
consciousness in objectivitl', the actual-ization of the AbsoLute.

tdhat is present with the reaLj-zation of t-eieological- actuaLitl' 1=

life, the "immediate rdea". rn the living organísm HegeJ- ident-
ifies its soui, notion, or subjectivity with "ímm.ediate self-
relating universalitl'" that particul-ari zes itself into a bod.-,' or
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organic system, wherê "411 the members are reciprocally momentary

means as well as momentary ends" (L,#21,6). The mortaiity of the
living creature, the separation of sour and body in death,

signifies the "defect of iife" is its immediacy. For here "notión
and rearity do not thoroughry correspond to each other" (L,#21"6),

rather the soui " is at first sentíent only and is not yet freeiy
self-conscious" .

The key to this argument iies in ÏIegel's conception of the

soul, which is here reduced to sentience or bodily sensatiorr, but
whose truth is self-consciousrress. Iiegel explains the development

as follows. To begin with Hegel claims a "living being is å

syliogism of which every element are in themseives systems and

syllogisms" (L,#217). These unite in the subjective unity of the

soui initially as feit being or sentience. The speeifie processes

of the syilogism of life distinguished are "Serrsibitity, Irritabit-
ity, and Reproduction" (L,#zi3). it is through these processeb

that life maintains and differentiates itself as kind or species.

sentience, as Hegei sees it, is the seif-reiated univêrsal not yet

for-itse]f, and refers implicítIy both to an awarêness of what is
other than the soui, both in terms of the body and its environment,

and to its self-awareness as a subject irr which this sentience is
unified. Through the self-sustaining activity of consumption, the

soul advances from sensation to corrsciousness by becoming aware of
these distinctions between subject, body, and environment. This

occurs by assimilating and differentiating the soul's relation to
and power over itseif as body and íts environment. The sou1, therr,
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becomes aware or itself in becoming àhrä.re of its other, and what ít
becomes aware of is itself as a self-related universai or kínd.

For exàmÞfê, man ís conscíous of himself as an immediate individ-
uai, and at the same time and in the same cognitive act, as a

species member, and he is equally conscious of others and of the

worid he shares with them. According to Hegel, consciousness of
species is the Notion, êgo, or thinking subject realized in the

organism.

The emergence of self-consciousness ín the iíving organísm

marks the transition of the ldea in its immedÍacy to its second

form, "Know1edge, which appears under the doubie aspect of
Theoretical and Practical rdea" (Lr#275). of cognitíon in generar,

Hegei writes:
The Ïdea exists free for itself, insofar as it has
universality for the medium of its exístence as
objectivity itself has notíonal being as the Ïdea is
its own object. Its subjectivity, thus universalized, is
the pure seif-contained distinguishing of the Idea
intuitíon which keeps itself in this identicaf uníversal-
íty. But, as specífic distinguishing, it is the further
judgement of repelling itself as a totality from itself,
and thus, in the first place, presupposing itself as an
external universe. These are two judgements, whíeh
though impiicitly identicai are not yet explicitly put as
identical. (L,#223) .

The first judgement refers to the act of distinguishing the

pure subjectivity of the organism; which entails a second judgement

consisting in the self-diremption of the Idea into self and not-
self or external universe. The initial unity of subject and object
can be seen in sensuous íntuition in which there is as instinctive
or immediate identíty between the content of perception and the

objective wor1d. Ä,nd given that this distinction is a "pure
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distinguishíng within íts own 1ímits", or that it itself makes,

there arises within the subject "the instinct of reason", the

"certitude of the virtual identity between ítself and the objective
worrd" (L,#224). The subject then proceeds to actuarize or "put as

ídentical" these two judgements in a twofold movement by:

receiving the existing world into itsetf, into subjective
conception and thought; and with this objectivity, which
is thus taken to be real and true, for its content it
fills up the abstract certitude of itself. On the other
hand, it supersedes the one-sidedness of the objective
world, which is noür, on the coRtrary, estimated as only
a mere semblance, a collection of contingencies and
shapes at bottom visionary. rt modifies and informs that
world by the inward nature of the subjective, which is
here taken to be the genuine object. The former is the
instinct of science after Truth, Cognition properly so
called -- the Theoretical action of the Ïdea. The latter
is the instinct of the Good to fu1fil the same the
Practical activity of the Idea or Volition. (L, #ZZ5) .

i^lith respect to the quest for truth, the instinct for the

subject to overcome objective otherness or its opaquely gíverr

character by apprehending it conceptually, Hegel discusses both the

analytic and synthetic methods employed to this end by the

understanding. The former proceeds from the concrete indivídua1 to
the abstract universal through analyses, but fails to capture the

wholeness of the concrete individual, and so fails to achieve its
goa1. The latter, faring no better, reverses the process by

starting from a "definition" to "theorems", which it demonstrates

deductíveIy or by "constructíon" (L,#ZZg-31). In brief, the

probiem here is that the definitions and divisions are sti1l
grounded in the arbitrarily abstracted qualíties, and consequently

objectivity remains externally and opaquely given"
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The failure to explicate the manifold through cognítíon leads

to the attempt to determine freely through volition. This involves

a reversal in the conception of truth. For in cognition thè task

ís for the passive subject to conform its concepts to the object,

and not the other way around. The occurrênce of thís reversal is
predicated on the conception of "necessity" that arises in

synthetic cognition" -- a conception, Hege1 argues, that can be due

to "subjective intelligence aIone", or is a product of its own

actívity, for it is in no rrray derived from objectivity. yet in

cognition the subject is supposed to be entirely passive, "a bare

tabuia rosa". Accorciingiy subjectivity;

now shows itseif as a modifying and determining prin-
ciple. In this way we pass from the idea of cognition to
that of will. The passâ9e, as will be apparent on closer
examinaiiorr, means that t.he universai to be truly compre-
hended as subjectivity, is a notion self-moving, active,
and form-imposing. (L,#232) .

Of volition Hegel states, "the subjective ldea as original and

object.ive determinateness, and as a simple uniform content, is the

Good." (L,#233). The Good is the subjective Idea reaLized in

objectívity, where uitimateiy this reaiization wiii ent.aii its own

self-comprehension. Initially in the finite wi11, however, the

Good is an ideai end wirich ought to be, juxtaposed to a devalued

objectivíty which is. The finite will shows itself to be contra-

dictory insofar as the mereiy ideai and subjective character of its

aim is essential and necessary to ít; because "if the world were as

it ought to be the action of the Will would be at an end. The l{iII
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itself, therefore, requires that its End should not be realized"
(L'#234). Again as we saw earlier, the contradiction only .fínds
its resolution by identifying the rea]ization of the end with the

activity of its becoming, where the appearance of unfulfiltment is
only an illusion:

The reconcíliation is achíeved when IÀIilI in its result
returns to the presupposition made by cognition. In
other words, Ít consists in the unity of the theoretical
and practical Idea. t^1i11 knows the end to be its own and
Intelligence apprehends the world as the notion actual.
This is the right a*,titude of rational cognition.
Nullity and transitoriness constitute only the superfi-
cial feature and not the real essence of the world. That
essence is the notion in posse and in esse [thought and
beingl: and thus the world is itself the Idea. AI1
unsatisfied endeavor ceases, when we recognize that the
final purpose of the world is accomplished no less then
ever accomplishing itself Good, the final end of the
world, has being only while it constantly produces
itself. (L,#234).

i^Jith this reconciliation, the theoretical and practical are

shown to be identical, for the reaLization of the end is at once

the attainment of truth and the actualization of the Good. The end

real-ized, that is, entails the very apprehension of the truth as

the wiIls own self-determining activity in objectivity. Further,

this realization is simultaneousLy the Notion's own self-comprehen-

sion as the self-determining and actualizing activity of objectiv-
íty, for the will is the Notion as thinking subjectivity, and the

reaLized end as a product of subjective activity is the Notion made

actual. The key to this reconciliation lies in the conception of
the accomplished/ ever accomplishing character of the Idea. The

Idea is the subject posited as constantly determining both

theoretically and practically the ob j ect in such a r¡ray that
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necessarily involves its continual redetermination; where objectiv-
ity is never present to the subject except as already notionally
determined. And so Hegel cLaims that the rdea "in its reality
meets only with itself" wherê such a meeting always "contains
wíthin itself the highest degree of opposition" (SL,p.BZ4) -- the

opposition, that is, of the rdea as determiner to the rdea as

determined.

The essence of objectivity, then, is the Notionarly self-
determining activíty of the subject. ThÍs is the "notion of the

fdea", "the rdea whích thinks itself", or the true identity-in-
difference of subject and object. The subject is the fundamental

organizing principle which entails within itself the determination

of objectivity, and now becomes an object of consideration as the

absolute ldea. The absolul-e ïdea is tire thought of a notionally
determined objectivity which is theoretically grasped and practi-
cally redetermined by self-conscious subjects. Hence the content

of the absolute Idea is the thought-forms in and through which the

determination of anything at all is achieved. And the form of the

absolute Idea, as we already saw, is the method whereby this self-
determination occurs and need not be again considered.

I¡Ihat is now apparent, however, is why philosophícal scíence

must f orm a system and how its self -comprehenÞiuri irr Àì-¡so ji¡Lc

Spirit functions as the telos of the whole. in the movèment of the

Doctrine of the Notion, Hegel demonstrates how pure thought in the

sub j ective l,lotion posíted itself as ob j ectivity; which ítserf
deveioped ímmanentÌy from mechanical through to organic forms,
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resulting ín the generatíon of sentient and seif-conscious beings.

The content of this consciousness is the awareness of themselves

and world: a knowledge that is unified in the thinking subject in
a manner previously revealed in Being, Essence, and the Subjective

liotion (and reveai"ed. as iderrticai to objectivity). The wor1d, that
is, insof ar as it is grasped irl any deter¡ninate a¡rd ob j ective

rllarrrrer whatsoever, is grasped via an interreiatêd system óf

tirought-forms and as an interreiateci det.erminate system. The

Ì{otion, then, comes to consciousness of itseif through nature ip
spirit. Àccordingiy, the compieted form c¡f the seif-determination

of the i'iotíon is at once a form of objectiviiy -- finite thinkin<¡

individual-s and a form of knowiedge phiiosophicai science.

irnd the true form of ther whole is the outcome of objectivity, which

is tire knowlecìge oí itseif irr its owrr irue fornr; knowiedge c¡f the

process and seif-deveiopment through which it instantiates itseif.

"That the True is actuãi oniy ä.s sysiem, or that Substance is

essentiaiiy Subject", äegei ciaims, "is expressed in the represen-

tation of the Absoiute as Spirit", and where "Spirit that so

deveioped, knows itseif as Spírit is Science" (Phg,#25) -
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system and Normative Theory: Phiiosophy of Right as Appried Logic

i,rihatever the dif f icuities that night atienci this oversim-

piifiecì account of specuiative iogic, we are finaiiy in a position

to address the intention of the Phiiosophv of Riqht with respect

botir to its reiaiiuu i-o tire Loqic as a phiiosophicai science, and

the normative vaiídity of its theoreticai determinations.

Considering the relat.ion of the Loqic t.o the sciences of nature and

spirit, Hegei writes;

we consider Logic to be the system of pure types oÍ
thougirtr wc find that the other philosophicai sciences,
the Phiiosophy of Ì'iature and the Phiiosophy ui ì'iirrcì, Lahe
t.ïre piace, âs it were, of an Àppiied Logic, and that
Logic is the soui that anintales Lirelr i.¡uLir. ïireir prui-rierrr
irr LiraL t:dlie is urriy Lo reuug¡rize LTre i<.rgicai forrus urrder
Lire sìrapes Lìrey d:;:;ulue irr ìiaLure arrú ì'ij-¡rü -- Sira¡.,es wiriuìr
.rre urriy cr ¡,ldr Lisuf a¡ lrucle of expressiorr OÍ tÌle fc¡r'¡us uÍ
pure LïruugirL. (L,#24).

Lc,rgic is Li¡e sc¡ui crÍ äegei's system because ii is tire absoiute

iuuuúaliurr oi aiì Lruli¡ -- iiLeraiiy the very truth of truth, "the

true form in which truth exists". Ànd this means that logic, as a

uurrrpieLeü se ierrue uÍ eLerrrai esserrL:es, contains within itseif t.he

cÏetermination of aii reaii Ly, suçìr Lir.rL Lirere is rrt¡Lirirrg üeLerlri-

nate in reality that is not determined ín virtue of this realm.

Thus logic contains the forms of actuality which inform the rest of

Lire sysLelr. ïire ideai a¡eiriLecLuuic uf the Encvclopedia is what

ir.rs jusL ileerr currsi<-ie¡eci irr the Ì.iot.iurr's tieveicrpurerrt frour objectiv-

iiy t.irrough to the absoiute Idea.

OÍ t;uursre, äegei distinguishes the "ideal content" of the

ì'(otion, "nothing but the Notion in its detailed terms", from its
"re.ti uurrLerrL", Lire "exiribj- Lic¡rr which the Notion gives itseif in
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the fornr of externai existence" (L,fr2i3). ijniike the reai, the

icieai movenrent of the Notion is "not separate or distinct in time"
(L,#2i4) | for this is God irr his eternai essence before the

creation of nature anci spirit, and so prior to time and history.

TÌris is why äegei ciai¡us thai the "iogicai ideð" or the ldea in its

"¡.rur'e ésserrce" "exTribits seif-¡novemerrt oniy as the origÍnai

worci" (slrp.ö25) r..e. tire system of the reai is ideaiiy present

before actuaiizat,ion t or rather is eiernaiiy present within God

( LÌre - origirrai wi;rci' being identif ied wit.ir tire beginning in the

Christian doctrine of creation)1.

consequently the application of rogic to t.he sc j-ences of
rratu¡e arrd spiriL urusL rrut be considered as an appiication of t.he

itieai onto an aiien content of tTre reair or as a move externai to

iogic itseif -- there is, aft,er aii, nothing to which the absoiute

idea might appìy, except itseif in its own existentiai "seif-
externaiity". This seif-appiícation is, ín fact, aii that Hegei's

phiiosophies of nature and spirit consist in. äence liegei ciaims,

the "díffererÌces betweerr the severai phiiosophicai sciences are

oniy aspects or speciaiizations oÍ the one idea or system of

reason, wÌrich and whicir alone is exhibited in these different

media" (L,#18), and further "the entire fieid of phiiosophy

therefore reaiiy forms a single science" (L,#i6). The Philosophv

of Riqht, then, can be -ideal1y' located within iogic in the

development from the Idea to the absoiute ldea, with the Notion

ser-ving tu iugicaiiy urtier and vaiidate this practicai spirere in



which man comes to org:anize and determine an objeetíve sociai
(a type of self-determination in otherness).

The apprication of logic, of course, only makes sênse after
Hegel has completely and exhaustively articulated the realm of pure

thought. TÌrj-s compietion is guararrteeci in the Loqic by both the

presumptioniess character of thougiit's seif-determination, and by

the demonstration thai thought is seif-determining; resuiting in a

seii-üe Lerlrirreti wiruie Lirat maníf ests itself as the adequate

cieterminaiion of truth or the irbsoiut.e, ancì which, as self-

üeLerrrrirreü, revcais iLseiÍ as Lire true subject or absoiute form of

Lire LiruugirL-Íorlrs, wiraL Lirey dre irr Lr uLir, Lire very e:iserrue ui
esserrc:es. 'vüi LiruuL Lilj-s uulr¡rieLit¡rr t ()L wÏraL is t'Ìre r;á.ltre, wiiÌruut

thought's reveaied seif-determination, the ent,ire projecL uí
phiiosophicai science collapses. For the diaiecticai method, the

identity of ihought and being, subject and substance, are aii
predicated on this conception of a seif-determined, seif-compre-

hended whoi-e. Say for exampie, Hegei urriy wurked Lirruugìr Lcr Lire

cìetermination of Essence, then aii one wouid have is a disconnecte'i

series of contradictory anci unstabie forms, ìacking any sense of

seií-ltuverrrerrL. Di.rieuLiuai method aiways takes the shape of a

recoilectiorr, a retreai into the ground, where what alone is

recoiiected, the absoiute foundation of any and ai1 truth, is this

sei-i-úeLerlrirreú wirui-e. îire ai-rserrue uÍ Lire wiruie, Lirereiure, is Lire

absence of truth -- at least so says the objective ideaiist.

The history of ldestern philosophy is, according to liegel, the

irì-sLury Lirruugir wirj-cir Lire re"rirrr uÍ pure thought has been art'icu-

IJU

wor'.t_(.l
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iated. Again, pure thoughts are deríved from experience and so

their comprehênsion is temporaily posterior to experience, but
nonetheless they remain iogicaiiy prior, constitutive of experi-

ence. in making this eternai reaim transparent, or in comprehend-

ing the entirety of God's presence within experíence, äegei

compietes phiiosophy'. Ànd this means thai aii pure thought-forms

have been presented and accounted for, and that. an infinite variety

of new experiences in the future wiii not undermine this account.

äegei can make good on ending phíiosophy oniy insofar as he

successfuiiy demonstrates the presumptioniessness of thought's

sei f-determinat ion .

-îo too with history, and with respect to the Phiiosophv of

Riqht this means that wít.h the actuaiization of the rational state,
j-*he Good or freedom has been compieteilz reaj lzed" Historv will-

continue oniy irt t.he sense of a continuous fiow of varíations on

the essentiai and eternai poteniialities of right*. Bui- ì:ecause,

wít.i'r the advent of ihe modern state or the "germanic reaim", these

pot.entiaiit-Íes have become fuiil' explicit and "the st-at-e as an

image and actuaiity of reason" been disciosed, worid history as a

"couri. of judgement" (PRrp "222) can pass no substantiaiiy new

judgements3.

The faílure to grasp this basic principJ-e in Hege1's pr-oject

Ìras ied t.o many an obtuse critique. Charles Tayior, for instance,

rrrigÏri be quite correct in showing how i--he increasinci v bureau-

cratic, technoiogicai, and industriai ratíonaiization of hiestern

cuiture after iíegei more resenbles t-he r¡ui-ic-'crk of the äniiqhì-o-nrn-eni-
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than the romantic synthesis Hegel sought between human freedom and

communityn. But thís does not address the cogency or viability of
an eternal science of essences, nor for that matter, the validity

of t.he theoretical determinations of ríght. Rather what it does

address is merely the general attitude taken towards it by many

contemporary thinkers. ilistory can be used to challenge äegei's
project oniy insofar as it can reveai new thought determinations
irreducible to äegel 's system. 'ÌÂ¡ith respect to the Fhiiosophv of
Ricrht this might amount to empioying anthropology or perhaps

contemporary studies in post-modern forms of sociai organizat,ion to
¡'eveal- types of freeciont irreducibie to any of the forms found in
ei-ÌlicaL i-j-fe5. Futurology has nr-r piace in äegei's sysLelr (Fiì,vui

i,p.E7), and tirat ti-re .ê,bsc¡iute invoives itseif irr d rlever'-errcìing

process of seif-actuaiization does not und.ermine this account.

ldhat aione wouid, however, wou]d be t.ire ciemonstration that this

seif-actuaiizíng process has not been, or at ieast cannot have

known to have been fuiiy comprehended.

Hegei's Logic, as the presentation of the "absoiute ground" or

"the iogos, the reason of that which is, the truth of what we caii

thirrgs" (SL,p.39), is 'L.Tre f irst c¡r fundamentai science upon which

t'he sciences of nature and spirit stand and are "reconstructeci".
This reconst.ruciiorr wiii enabie these sciences to reaiize "actual"
knowiedge, for they are now to be buiit on a presumptíoniess and

seif-iegit.imating d.íscourse whíchr âs the very science of that

which is in itself essentiai an<Ì true, grounds them absoiuteiy.
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The contents of the sciences of nature and spirit are

reconstructed through logic insofar as they apply its method making

their content 'rimitate the action of the original creative thought,

and present the aspect of a free evolution determined by the logic
on the fact alone". So applied, the content of the sciences will
"overcome the form in which their varied contents are presented,

and [logic will] elevate these content to the rank of necessary

truth" (L,#I2). Hegel continues:

Philosophy, then, owes its development to the empirical
sciences. In return it gives their content what is so
vital to thern, the freedom of thought gives them in
short, âû a priori character. These contents are now
warranted necessary, and no longer depend upon the
evidence of facts merely, that they were so found and
experienced. The fact as experienced thus becomes as
illustration and a copy of the original and completely
seiÍ-su¡.rgur Lirrg acLivi Ly uÍ LiruugirL. (L, ¡+i2) .

The a príori and necessary character of Che content is
revealed in a twofold procedure whereby initially this content,

present in the form of representation, is "translated" or "trans-
formed into the form of thought" (L,#5). Translation is the

process in which the temporally original content of the Notion,

presented to the subject through experience in terms of feelings,
intuitíons, and representational images, is distilled or abstracted

into its pure notionaL form. These forms, whiLe won from experi-

ence, are presupposed by it, and subsist or have their determínancy

grounded entirely through their owrr ideal interreiaLic¡rrs irr LÌ¡e

absolute Idea. Independent of these forms realíty is utterly
indeterminate and so unintelligible hence the forms constitute

the sofe "essence of phenomenon" (L,#!2) through whích alone they
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can be taken as determinate, as individual. By freeing the thought

content from its representational content, by penetrating to the

essential, necessary, or äctuäl from the cóntingent or existent in
experience, Hege1 can then determine its truth valuê, its relation
to the absorute rdea. And this because the pure forms are so

determined and interrelated as the necessary moments óf truth
itself, they are, that is, related to one another precisely because

of their own relation to truth ês a meásure of their own truthful-
ness. rn short, the procedure is to ask of any representation
whether it corresponds to its notion, and then to ask whether that
notion corresponds to itself, the essence of notionality, the

absol-ute Ideau.

It is through logic, then, that any given cöntent receives íts
definitive status. This translation amounts to locating content in
íts relation to truth, and so considering it with regard to its
validity. The sciences presuppose logic insofar as they do not

raíse the question of truth, but rather ground, through this
process of reconstruction, its content in the already established

foundation of truth.
Logic maybe the foundatíon of Hegel's system, but it is such

only as a result of that system. Both nature and spirit presuppose

logic or God -- made possible through him -- yet the comprehension

of God occurs only recollectively through the system of the real.
Reality, therefore, is taken by Hegel as a progressive or dialecti-
ca1 scale of self-manifesting forms of actuality, ranging from the

mechaníca1 through to self-consciousness, and ultimately philos-
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oPhY, which comprehends God vía the several dozen thought-determi-
nations in 1ogic. The phiiosophical scientist comes to knowledge

of the Absolute -- both God and the temporal process through which
he comprehends himserf onry by first thinking the necessary
eternal structure of pure thought, and then subsequently applying
ot, better, revealing thought's self-differentiated order in the
realms of nature and spirít so as to illuminate what of necessity
is already present the eternal actualized in the finite. And

necessarily already present because this comprehension of God is
Iegitimated in an entirely a priori, immanent manner, independent

of facticity, and yet a comprehensíon onry made possible through
the real'- Tn other words, this result, emerging as it does from

nature and spirit, is what is necessarily true and actual in it,
and the task of applied philosophical scíence is precisely to
demonstrate what is actual in existence to "apprehend in the
show of the temporal and the transient the substance which is
immanent and the eternal which is present" (pR,p.10).

i¡ihat philosophical science apprehends as actual in the realm

of obj ective spirit is freedom, such that freedom is the substance

of right and a just society is one that most fully realizes it.
Further, freedom is actualized only through structures of right, or
forms of social organization that embody modes of mutual recogni-
tion. Here the key lies in Hegel's conception of human freedom:

the seif-determination of the ego neans at one and
the same time the ego posits itself as its own negative,
i.e. as restricted and determinate, and yet remains byitself, i.e. in its self-identity and universality. It
determines itself and yet at the same time binds itself
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together with itself. The ego determines itself insofar
as it is the relating of negatívity to itself. (pR,#7).

This self-relating negativity, Hegel further states, is the

"ultimate spring of all activity, life and consciousness" and the

"innermost secret" of speculative logic (pR,#7). The secret to
which Hegel is referring, of course, ís the essential nature of the

absolute Idea, which as a truly self-relating negative activity
creates itself as a self-determined and comprehended individual
totality. Grasping the identity between these terms is the secret
not only to understanding how freedom functions in the Philosophv

of Riqht, but Hegel's entire project as a whole.

For the ego to be self-determining means: firstly, that it is
determined by nothing other than itself, and that it contains no

predetermíned nature or possesses no determinate form or content

untíl ít has proceeded to will ítself self-determination, that
is, implies self-origination. In the free will there must be an

identity between its form, self-identical universatity or pure

negativity, and the content, determinate particularity. If this
were otherwise, and the content was somehow distinct from the form,

then the subject would always remain other than what it determines

itself to be in its determinate particularíty say indefinite
negativity or openness to possibility, opposed and irreducible to

this definite determination.

Secondly, the ego can only be free recollectively, or as Hege1

puts it here, the ego ís free only after all of its potentialities

have become explicit (PR,#2L)" In other words, the will's self-
determíned character can only be as a resul-t of its own activity,
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and is nowhere present except ín and as a result of that activity;
"the will is not something complete and universal prior to its
determining itself and prior to its superseding and idealizing this
determinatíon" (PR,#7). Ultimately this means that the full
realization of freedom is only to be made manifest at the end of
the Philosophv of Ríqht, in a serf-differentiated system of
institutions of freedom comprising a "systematized whole" (pR, #zB).

In the free wiII, then, there is an identity between form and

content, determination and origination, comprehension and comple-

tion. Just as wíth the absolute ldea, free human activity is the
particurarizatíon of a concrete universal engaged in a type of
infinite teleological activity. And just as with the absolute

Idea, this objective universal is to be disjunctively defined,
where the universal, human freedom, ís identical to its complete

and only instantiation, its particular content or the forms of
right; where A is B, and C, and D, and nothing besides, so that A

ís either B, C, or D.

While it maybe conceivable how the absolute Idea, âs a seLf-

differentiated, self-comprehending who1e, can be said to be serf-
determining is this sense, it is difficult to imagine how man's

activity, embedded as it is in a seemingly endless variety of
physical, biological, and cultural givens, could ever achieve an

autonomy so radical. Hegiel's claím, however, is that "the system

of right" is man's "second nature", "the rearm of freedom made

actual" (PR,#4), and while temporally emergent out of such a given

as hís first nature, is nonetheless irreducíble to and uncondi-
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tioned by it. And this must necessarily be so, for if a science of
right is to have any normative implication, these preconditions
cannot determine the conditions that prescribe how the institutions
of a sociar order ought to be arranged i.e. because the
physical, biologícal, and cultural givens are prerequisites for any

social order whatsoever, mere conditions of possibilíty, they do

not provide a ground to distinguish just from unjust social orders.
Hege| s specurative 1ogic, of course, provides such a ground;

namely freedom.

I'tlithout yet examining whether it is even possible that man's

activity be unconditionally self-determined, it is important to see

how freedom through speculative logic comes to be established as

the ground of normativity itself. As we saw, Hegel's presumption-

less logic requires that the thinking activity through which the
thought-forms are validated must show itself to be likewise valid;
and that for this to occur that activity must become objective to
itself; ano where again, for pure thought to be so objectively
seif-grounded requires that it reveals itself to wholly self-
determined, without any independently given stipulations either
with respect to that determination or the comprehension involved in
it. Under these circumstances, then, the thought-determinations of
iogic are unconditionally and universally true for any thinking
subject, and have this validity grounded solely through themselves

(e.g. any positive criteria employed to access these forms would be

illicit unLess generated within the process itself; in which case
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they would no longer be -positive' críteria, for theír very

positivíty signifies their given and dogmatic character).

App1yíng thís logic of self-determination, the logic of

specutative logic so to speak, to the science of right, amounts to

conceiving how its contents can be made to "imitate" this self-
determining "action" so as to "elevate" this "content to the rank

of necessary truth" (L,#1-2). hlould were this be so, and the system

of right, like logic, exhibited a self-determined and self-grounded

character, then its theoretical determinations woutd acquire the

same radically unconditional and universal validity that is
predicated of the thought-forms Ín speculative iogic, and Hegel

will have succeeded in establishíng a normative theory of right

with uncondítional prescriptive authoritys.

foilowing as the seif-appiicatíon of the absolute Idea, Hegel takes

freedom to be the ground or substance of right.

The question of the whether and how of the application of

speculative method to the scíence of right is addressed in the

Introduction of the Philosophv of Riqht. Here HegeI reconstructs

the free wiLl in terms of the absolute ldea in order that it may

function as the ground of normativíty. Hegel must begin, that is,

by showíng how it could be that the ego's activity manifest such

uncondÍtional self-determínation, so as to then be able to employ

this reconstruction, as the normative notion of right in conformity

with truth itself. Hence the analysis of the will ín the Introduc-

tion as a type of concretely universal, infinite teleological

activity.

Consequently,
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Problematíc as this initially abstract characterization
appears an individuality that posits its own particularity and

yet somehow remains self-identical despite this self-negation -- it
is in truth, Hegel argues, only so to claim that the will could be

free if this were otherwise. Construed in the "natural will", for
instance, freedom

is grounded in the indeterminacy of the ego and the
determinacy of a content. Thus the will, on account of
this content, is not free, although it has the infinite
aspect in virtue of its form. No single content is
adequate to it and in no single content is it really at
grips with itself. Arbitrariness implies that the
content is made mine not by nature of my will but by
ehaoce, Thl-rc T a-rn dependent on this content, a-nd. this is
the contradíction lying in arbitrariness. (PRr#15,add,p.-
230 )

This dilemma only finds its resolution by considering t-hat r-he

"true and proper ground in which freedom is existent" lies in the

"relation of will to wi11" (PRr#7L). Accordingly Hegel- claim-s, "an

existenr- of â-r1z cort embodying the free will, this is what righf-

is" (PRr#29), Freedom, then, is both the ground of normativíty and

also, due to the interactive structure by which self-determination

takes p1ace, identical to right. The will can overcom-e. íte natural-

state of dependency insofar as it interacts in a community of

natural wills in such a manner that each individual individuates

him-self in an activity of reciprocal particularizing excfusion.

Each determines himself in relation to, and in virtue of the

cimult-aneo¡rq self-determinations of otherse" In this case, each

will establishes the conditions of its own freedom by contributing

to +-hat- of others, and- the definíng limits of each will are self-
mediated at the same time as they are mediated by others"
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Furthermore, by choosing to perform the necessary acts that
constitute such an j-nteraction, each realizes an autonomy made

possible only through their actions toward one another.

The intelligibility of Hegel's introductory analysis of the

will is now more coherent. For freedom, understood in the context

of social interaction, j-s a type of infinite teleological activity,
or as Hegel puts it here, "free will which wills itself".
fnteractively indivíduals can realize a freedom whose character is
wholly dependent upon or instantiated by the activíty in whích its
exercise consists. Neither the form nor the content of the will
need proceed its actualization, but rather are simultaneous with
it, for both end and mean, act and agency, stand individuated only

in relation and contrast to the acts and agency of others. rn an

existence of right, each wiIl's particularization is at once self-
derived and sel-f-determininq, for those particularizations serve to
individuate the will from others by being a partícularization

excludinq others, and yet each is aware of his identitv or

universalitv only through this exclusion.

Hence an existence of right is a type of "particularity
reflected ínto itself and so brought back to uníversality". And

moreover brought back temporally to what is logically prior, the

resultant self-subsistent activity, for the distinct self-deter-
mined particularizations of each will are neither given through

nature or cufture, but merely embodied or objectified there, and

are establíshed entirely through their own interrelated wi11ing.

Man originally found socially interrelated and determined in a



cultural communíty comes immanently

fíeld to realize freedom, what he is
his first natu-re=

The interactíon of self-determined egos entails a process of
mutual recognition whereby individuals are enabled to relate and

distinguish their activity to that of others. Only through this
identifying/contrastive recognitive process can any wilL's
particularízation be taken to manífest individuality. Otherwise

these individuals would not be able to differentiate themselves as

a particularization of the same kind or species. In order that
individuals be recognized there must be some external or objective
embodiment, whereby "the wí11 first becomes objective to itself"
(PRr#26), and in virtue of which each can manifest himserf to
others so as to furnish a ground of recognition. Hegel explains

the character of the will's particularizatíon, its form (pR,#B), by

the type of objective embodiment of right involved -- i.e. by the

type of recognizable determinacy involved. This reciprocal
particularizing relation assumes a distinct character depending on

the nature of that embodiment or particularization. Hegel's

strategy is to evaluate these distinctive types of interrelations
in terms of whether of how they realize the notion of right. The

content of the science of right, then, is nothing but a detaÍred

exposition of the specific forms of interrelations among individ-
uals as fundamental types of reciprocal recognition. And accord-

ingly, every "stage in the development of the ldea of freedom has
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through and in that cultural
in actuality and the truth of
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its own special right, since it ís the embodiment of freedom in one

of its proper specífic forms" (pR,#30).

Abstract, moral, and ethical freedom are the basic kinds of
interrelations amongst individuating free wirls, and together
comprise "the stages in the development of the rdea of the
absolutely free wi11" (PR,#31-). PhilosophícaI science, of course,

reveals both abstract and moral freedom to be inadequate specifica-
tions of the notion of right, whereas Ethicar Life, as "the rdea ís
its absolutely universal exístence" (pR,#33), is íts fu]I realiz-
ation. Taken by themselves both Right and Morality appear as

simply insuffícient manifestations of truly self-determining
activíty. In truth, however, they are abstracted constitutive
elements of Ethical Lífe, and so function to artículate the
essential logical prerequisites that are unífied in it. Again, the

result of any immanent process of self-determination is the ground

of that which precedes it. Hege1 writes:
The right and moral cannot exist independently: they
must have the ethical as their support and foundation ...
OnIy the infinite, the ldea, ís actual. Right exists
only as a branch of the whole or like the ivy which
twines itself around a tree firmly rooted on its own
account. (PR,#1-47, add.p.259) .

Specifically what this means with respect to the notional
reconstruction of right is the following. Firstry, Hegel must

begin by conceiving the most minimal structure of right in which

the will can be said to be self-determining in an infinitely
teleological sense. I¡Ihat qualif ies for this starting point will do

so by presupposing no other structures of right, and by being

presupposed by the subsequent stages. Of course, what ís presup-
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posed ín the beginning is man's first nature a self-conscious
linguistic subject living in a community in an objectíve world.
secondry, the further stages of right are to be developed

immanently, and so can assume no conditions beyond what the most

minimal and subsequently developed modes of self-determination have

articulated. Thírdly, since a structure of right is defined simply
by beíng a mode of self-determining activity, Hegiel's science of
right will be completed only when all the modes have been accounted

for. Finally, as the relations between the stages are immanent,

they are logically and intrinsically related such that each stage

incorporates all the previous ones as a more concrete actualization
of freedom. Hence, Ethical Life and ultimately the constitutional
state, âs the final stage of right, must ground and secure all the

modes of freedom within its own activity i.e. must provide

cLosure to the system of right through íts own unique internal
coherence and dialectical stability.

How and to what extent social activity can to taken to
exemplify this notion of right, as well as the dialectical ordering
of the determinate potentíalities of the free will involved in it,
ís elaborated and fleshed out through the entire course of the

Philosophv of Riqht, and will be addressed in the following
chapters. Nonetheless, the discussion here has resolved the method

by which Hegel proceeds to make knowledge actual in the realm of
objectíve spirit. Applying speculative logic to the questíon of
right is to apply a type of a príori conceptual analysis, irreduc-
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ibl_e to the þisr_sr.' 6f righr*, and yet ímmanently a product of it.
Aq, lTacrel o:¡nl ¡ine..

What we acquire irr this wây, however, is a series of
r-hought-s and- another series of shapes of experíence,. to
which T m_ây adcl. +_hat the time order in whích f_he l_ar_f_er
act-ual lrz aÞDear is ot_her f_han +he looical orrlpr Thrrs_
for example, we eannot say that properf_:, 'exisr_ed' beforefamil-y, yet, in spit-s of that. property must be dealtwith first"... t¡Ihar_ is acf*uaL, r_he shape in which r_he
nof-ion is embodied, is for us f-herefore; the seeondarlz
thing and the sequel , even if it were f irsr- in the a_cr_uaLwor'l-d. The devel-opment u¡e are studlzing is thaf_ wherelry
the abcr-ra.ct I eter^na 1- ] f orns rer¡ea-l themselves nor- asself-subsistent but_ as fal_se. (pR,#32,add.p.233).

It- iq critical. to grasp this rel-ar-ion betq¡een the logical and-

the histoz'Íc¡-l- if Hegel's strat-egy for grounding right is r-¡ be

nronerl v comn¡qhond.ecl-. Beqa-rdl-ess of Heoe'l ' s A¡trra I srrr-r-oqs i n:._._ J_-_ :__J__

esf-abl-ishing a f-rue phiJ-osophical sc.ience of right, f_hat such a-

Sei ence be nossi]:1e is def errninecl oxr-l rrci rzol '.2 l-rr¡ tha r.nc¡i r- I and tr.rF-*-

some ex+-ent in conjuncr-ion r¡rir-h the Phenom.enol-ogrz). For therê pr:re

thnrrcrhf ¿lomnnS+_rated itSel_f in an idoa'l a priOri, and preSumptiOn_, qrru

less ln.ã-nner l--o be both the resul-t and f oundar-ion of the real-, and

as such is necessaril>¡ im:n-anent r-herein. Further HegeJ-'s m-ethod-

ir-se]f contaíns a-l-1 the requisir-e tools to test the va-l-iditlz of it-s

own annlicaf-ion- A tesf- f-hat am-orrnf-s l-o determininrr whofhcr fho_FF 
-

notion a-nd ldea of righr- har¡e been devel-oped in a purel"y im.manent,

sel-f-orounded- and leoí'l--imateri wav: ot¡ino nô ,as,r)er.f nf ifs orricr ñr

content r-¡ ân1z m.ereI-12 given condition or arbif_rar}2 sf_ipul_a-tion.

One m-ust_ "har.ze feith in the Coneept", Hegel Staf_eS in a ¡¡w f¡m¡r-1g

Dessaoe f rnm the Phi'ì ocoohv of Naf rrro - tror.arrsc i f I oc¡i r. haq,L_____'J_:::::___';___¡__::_::_:r_

succeeded in it*s task, then the question abour- the viabil-it--y of its
application ís no longer a quest-ion or rather !q reduced ì-_6 a
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problem of how, and not whether such a task can be carried out.
And so Hegel writes of some of the difficulties encountered in
pursuing this task in the philosophy of Nature;

One must start from the concept; and even íf, perhaps,
the concept cannot yet give an adequate account of the-abundant variety' of nature we must nevertheless
have faith in the concept thorrgh many details are yet
unexplained. The demand that everything be explained is
artogether vague; that it has not been furfirred is noreflection on the concept, whereas in the case of thetheories of empíricar physicists the position is quite
the reverse: they must explain everything, for theirvalidity rest on particurar cases. The concept, however,
is valid in its own right; the particurars will soon find
theír explanatíon'o.



As Hege1's introductory analysis has shown, f reed.om of the
will requires that each individual gives íts will a particular
ob j ective determination determined exclusively through its or^¡n

activity. To overcome the dilemma of a natural wiIl, which always

finds its content burdened with giveness, the individual must

socíaIIy interact ín such a manner as to establish a non-natural or
self-derived determination of his will that is recognized by others
as an objective embodíment of his will. It ís the principle task
of the Phílosophv of Riqht to consider what is involved in
conceiving the possible actua1ization of this grounding notion of
right. of course, Abstract Right, ês the first stage in this
process, resolves what is minimally required for the realizatíon of
this type of freedoml. specífically, Hegel argiues that to be free
individuals must at least interact as persons and property o\^rners.

hJhat is minimally required, that is, is a plurality of choosing

persons who embody theír wiIls in property which is reciprocally
recognized and respected. But this is only a minimal requírement,

necessary but not sufficient for the ful1 actualization of right.
The movement of Abstract Right, then, articulates what freedom is
in its most abstract character ( in the least as it were), the

social institutíons and mechanisms that allow for such abstract
freedom, and its normative failure.

Hegel appropriately begins wíth man portrayed in hís first
nature. Every individual endowed wíth a natural will is in part a

Abstract Right: Negative Freedom Hade Actual

L47
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"negative actuality", "contrasted with the real world" (pR,#34).
Each has the power to abstract and distinguish himself from
whatever given object of his experience or desire as "somethíng
infinite, universal, and free" (pR,#35). This negatíve relation to
the given, however, has a positive significance. As distinguished
from and unconditioned by facticity, the individual can focus
attention upon this formal aspect of the natural wí11, and so can

take an aspect of ítself for its sole object. rnsofar as the
individual conceives itself in this wây, it is a "personality".
"Personarity", Heger states, "begins not with the subject's mere

general consciousness of himself as an egio concretely determined in
some way or another, but rather wíth his consciousness of himself
as a completely abstract ego in which every concrete restriction
and value is negated and without validity.', (pR,#35).

Personality is a form of self-consciousness in which the
individual has its capacity as a negative actualíty for its object.
Since the content of this element of the will is nothing but the

"pure thought of oneself", individuals are necessarily identical in
their capacity as persons. There can be no difference amongst

persons as persons, for as "abstract universaltiy, the self-
conscious but otherwise contentless and simple relation of itself
to itself", all are identical, every transcendental -I' indistin-
guishable from the next.

objectifies the will only in its universal dimension, "there is no

question of particular interests, of my advantage or welfare, âñy

Further, because Abstract Ríqht
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more than there is of the particual-ar motive behind my volitíon, of
ínsight and intentÍon" (PR,#37).

Hegel claims personality is the "basis" or ground of abstract
ríght because it gives individuals an essential "capacity for
rights" wíth the imperative "Be a person and respect others as

persons" (PR,#36). And further, to have a right in this sense is
"on1y to have a permission or warrant", "only a possibility".
HegeI continues;

The unconditional commands of abstract right arerestricted/ once again because of its abstractness, tothe negative: -Do not infringe personality and whatpersonality entails.' The result is that there are onlyprohibitions in the sphere of right, and the positive
form of any command in this sphere is based in the lastresort, if we examine its ultimate content, on prohib-
ition. (PR,#38).

The reasoning here becomes apparent when one considers what it
means for an individual to will for itself nothing other than íts
abstract self-ídentity; what it means for negative freedom to be

positíveIy actualÍzed. Prima facia this seems quite impossible.
For how, if the content of the will is always determinate and

partícular, can the indivídual will for itself that aspect of
itserf defined as the very absence of particurarity. The diffi-
culty 1íes in the radically indeterminate simple character of the

transcendental subject. Again there cannot be any potentiarly
positive differentiation between persons as persons, for they are

identical.

Hegel's solution:

A person by distinguishing
to another person, and it
persons really exist for

himself from himself relates
is only as owners that these
each other Their implicit
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identity is realized through the transference of property
from one another in conformity with a common wirr anãwithout the detriment to the rights of either. (pR,#40).

Negative freedom is actualized socially through the reciprocal
possession and transference of property; where property is recog-
nized as an objectification of the abstract ego; and where this is
possible only if other individuals simultaneously engage in similar
self-determiníng acts that do not conflict with each others
objectifícations. Accordingry, persons are permitted or given

warrant, but not obliged, to acquire, use, and exchange property;
with the only stípulation or prohibition being not to proceed to
the detriment of other objectifying personalíties.

Hegel explains what is involved in this argument as follows.
Personality in order to objectify its freedom must alter the
external world confronting it. And this means nature must be

despiritualized and the external worrd craimed ',as its own"

(PR, #39 ) . Hegel defines thís externality as that which "ís
immediately different from free mind", "the externar pure and

simple, a thing, somethíng not free, not personal, without rights"
(PR,#42). UnLess there ís some reality devoid of intrinsic value

and will of its own, there can be no sphere in which to translate
negative freedom2. simirarily, individuars must be abre to
distinguish themselves and other selves from the natural, respect-
ing personality as an end in ítserf, and things only as means to
this end.

Here Hegel may give the impression that the world is but a

disposable resource to be mastered by man. The real Heideggarian
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truth of modern subjectívizíng thought -- the subject construed as

will in a reality onry for and of the wilr. so read passages such

as this;

A person has as his substantive end the right of puttínghis will into any and every thing and theieby maÊing ithis, because it has no such end in itself and derives itsdestiny and soul from his wilr. This is the absoluteright of appropríation which man has over al1 -things'.
( PR, #44 )

More correctly however, Hegel's position is that serf-
subsístent activity is alone that which is of value. Al1 forms of
actuality, from the inorganic through to the self-conscious exhibít
value, but in díffering degrees. Moreover, the higher forms only
manifest greater value through the lower ones, and are logically
immanent therein, and so dependent upon. Hence Abstract Right as

a type of infinite teleological activity emergingr âs a togical
possibility, from the natural wi11, which itself likewise emerged

from sentient organisms. All forms of actuality are of value
because alI are of the same substance, pure thought. And all forms

accordingly have as it were, a right of appropriation over arr
forms of lesser value because without that right they could not
realize their higher more self-subsistent potential. Of course

inorganic objects as the lowest of the forms have no end in
themsel-ves in this sense. Rather, they deríve their end,, their
-destiny and soul', from the others as the ground of possibility
from whích they arise. In terms of the question of Abstract Right,
íts realization presupposes being able to make this kind of
valuating distinction -- individuals must be able to see themselves

and others as persons, âs entíties of greater subsistence, in a
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manif old of lesser self -subsistence. hlhat it d.oesn't mean,

al-though Hegel fails to make this c1ear, is that man ought respect
all the l-esser forms with equar disregard. on the contrary,
Hegel's criteria of value itself suggests otherwise; and this
because it is not man that resides at the centre of Hegel's
universe but God.

In his discussion of property then, Hegel is demonstrating
how, wíth only the resources of the natural wí11, the individuat is
able to recognize himself as a person in contrast to other persons

and things. The individual can do so by appropriating property in
such a way as to make manifest to other similarly engaged persons

that his ownershíp signifies his personality objectively embodied.

Accordingry, what counts as property is any external, personress

entity that can be acted upon, by either forming, grasping, or
marking (PR,#54), so that others are made aware of its significance
and where each person responds by limiting his own respective
acquisitions to different unclaimed objects.

Heger discusses a variety of points with respect to property,
the most critical of which are as follows: firstly, whatever the
given and natural characteristics a thing may possess, it can only
be considered property if some aspect of its character can make a

person's negative presence apparent: "the form given to a

possessíon and its mark are themselves externalities but for the

subjective presence of the wiIl which aLone constitutes the meaning

and val-ue of externalitíes" (PR, #64) " Secondly, property can

function to individuate persons only íf the marking and appropriat-
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íng activity is mutually recoqnized and respected by other persons

embodiment "involves its recognizability by others" (pR,#51).

Thirdly, an individual's body is a unique and "inalienable"
(PR,#66) type of property insofar as its ownership cannot be fulIy
relinquished without that individual losing the very ability to be

a person and, by that fact, the ability to be self-determined in
any sense whatsoever. If this were otherwi.se, and an individual's
body was wholly controlted by the will of another, then none of his
actions woul-d be recognized as a product of a negatively transcend-
ing subject inhabiting that body, and so none of his actions could
be said to represent its exercise. Accordingly, slavery is not
rejected on the grounds that man is'free by nature", which Hegel

holds he is not, but because it prohibits the recognitive basis
necessary for realizing freedom and the possibility for "transcend-
ing" man's "immedÍate natural existence" (pRr#48).

The objectificatíon of personality is initiated by the natural
will in taking possession of its body and things as property. rt
may be objected that Hegel can only succeed in the moving from the
natural will to the abstractly free will by presupposing the
exístence of abstract right in the first place. The objection is
simple: how can one mark one's body to show it for others as the
object of one's wil}, if the body with which one acts is not
alreadv recoanized as the embodíment of one's wirr? Thus the
emerg:ence of abstract right seems to presuppose itself.

Two points must be kept ín mind; firstly, the natural will can

voluntaríly act independently of its relatíon to others only
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radically self-determininq activity requires a specific type of
social interaction. Potentía1 persons then, can mark themselves,
acquire, use, and alienate property independently of others, prior
to recognítion. secondly, property nonetheless only becomes

socially recognized, becomes a true objectification of personality
in the Hegelian sense, through the socíaI interaction of contract
(as we shall see shortry) when persons are recognized by and

proceed in recognition of other similarily marked and recognízing
indíviduals. Hegel's strategy at this point is only to demonstrate
how individuals endowed with a natural will can ín principle come

to interact as persons through property; the abstract free will as

an immanent logical possibility of the natural will. Hegel's next
move, in his discussíon of contract, is to show how this kind of
interaction actually functions, making possible the objectifícation
of a truly self-derived content of the will.

Despite what Hegel may suggest, that individuals as a matter
of fact in the course of human history, actually come to interact
as persons is a contingent occurrence. Líkewise more generally,
that the rdea comes, as a matter of fact, to full rearization ín
absolute spirit through nature and man is arso a contingency.
Speculative logic commits Hegel to the claim that pure thought is
aLone that which is truly real or present, and that absolute Spirit
emerging in and through nature represents its complete actualiz-
ation, the truth of that presence. To argrue that God so understood

must necessaril_y come in time to, as it were, actually actualize
hímself, undermines the argument that God is real or radically
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self-subsistent in the first place. For it is to argue that God

stands in need of that existent objectification, âs though God

weren't fuI1y objective and logically stable enough. rt may be

countered, as some Hegelians and some of Hegel's passages suggest3,

that it is not the logical Notíon by itself that is reaL, but the
entire system (togic-nature-spirit). This however, sabotages

Hegel's argument for the ídentity of thought and being in the
logical Notion (that all determinateness ís a product of the
Notional activity), the defining basis of objective idealism.
Moreover, given the definition of reaLity as self-subsistence and

not external-ity or apprehendability in sense, it remains problem-

atic how any existent actual-izaton in a worLd of nature and spirit
could make the Notion any more real, âûy more self-determined.

The more tenable position, and one which also can be found in
the science of Loqic and the philosophv of Riqht, is aptly
expressed in Hegel's "owl of Minerva" metaphor which "spreads its
wings only with the falling of the dusk." (pR,p.13). The wÍsdom

that philosophical science offers is a recollection. Like the owl

that flys only at the end of the day, science only makes it
reveLation of the actualization of the eternal in the finite at the
end of history, where this revelation is only possible upon the
occurrence of the eternal-'s complete actualization. And this is
necessarily so because the comprehension of the realm of pure

thinking requires the existence of finite self-conscious thinking
subjects, which simultaneously is its fullest possible actualiz-
ation. In other words, as the Doctrine of the Notíon demonstrates,
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only r^rhen thought comes to ful1y and trury think itself, has the
eternal fulIy actualízed itserf; for again the Doctrine of the
Notion demonstrates the conditions necessary for this occurrence

entail the ideal's ful1 actualization --
itself there must be mechanical, chemical, organic, and ultimately
self-conscious subjects; there must be al_r the types and kinds of
objects possíb1e and conceivable. And consequently "philosophy
paints íts grey in grey", "life cannot be rejuvenated but only
understood" (PR,p.13) .

I^Iith respect to hístory and the Philosophv of Riqht in
particular, this means that the only necessity to be found in
nature and spirit is a recollected necessity. And correspondingly,
the only necessity to be found in the future, a potential necess-

ity. Again the task of the Philosophv of Riqht is to develop a

notion of right that shows loqicallv what is involved in the
actualization of self-determining activity in human community. If
successful, Hegel is then justified in turning to human history
and, in light of this notional reconstruction, interpreting
history's various epochs in terms of their contribution to its
concrete realization. One can look for historical stages in the
development of freedom because one has already found loqícal stages

in the notion of its actualization. Thus one can know necessarilv
that when a particular epoch exhibits an advanced form of ethical
life there must be ín the past a point in which abstract and moral

rights began to be respected -- precisely because the logical form

of ethical life presupposes the abstract and moral. Of course it

i.e. for thought to think
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is strictly a questíon of history, a matter of fact, to determine
whatever length of duration and type of circumstance invoLved in
this actualization process. And so just as the emergence of the
Idea in the world is a notionally determined logical possibility
but otherwise contingent occurence, so too with abstract right from
the natural will (dependent on the concomitant arbitrary choice of
individuals to enter into property relations), and so too with the
subsequent transitions in the development of right, from the
abstract to the moral, and the moral to the ethical.

It is in the contract that freedom can first be said to be

truly realized in an infínitely teleological sense. For it is the
social mechanism whereby negative freedom is fírst made actual.
Hegel defines the contract as the process,

in which there is revealed and medíated the contradictionthat r am and remain the independent owner of something
from which r exclude the wilr of another only insofar asín identifyíng my wirt with the will of anolher r ceaseto be an owner. (pR,#72).

"Each", Hegel continues, "in accord.ance with the common will of
both, ceases to be an owner and yet is and remains one. " (pR# ,74).
rn the contract persons cease being property owners when an

acquisition is reliquished, and continue as owners insofar as they
receive something else of value for it. The key here lies in the
al-ienation of property and the "unity of different wil1s" that
results. In this unity "both surrender their difference and their
own special character", and yet this identity "implies arso that
each will still is and remains not identical wíth the other but
retains from its own point of view a special character of its own. "
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(PR,#73). The alienation of property in contract díffers from the
contingent abandonment of "property as an external thing" Hegel

dicussed earlier in the Property section, and rather refers to the
alienation of property as propertv, a recognized abandonment. This

type of alienation allows the wi11 to become "objective" as

"determinately existent", where "my wirr as alienated is at the
same time another's wi11" (PR,#73). So contractually interrelated
Hege1 argues, individuals are present "to each other as immediate

self-subsistent persons" (pR,#75) .

Negative freedom only becomes objective when the individual
integrates himself through contracts into a community of property
owners. rt ís through the alienation of property as property that
an identíty with other wills is established. Thís identity or
common will is a product of the individual recognizing both his
identitv with other individuals as persons, and. his immediate

difference from them. Again there can be no qualitative difference
distiguishing persons, but only the immediate or quantitative
distinction made by the indivídual of being one formarly equal
person among many in a manifold of personless objects. The

contradiction between being and ceasing to be an owner, that Hegel

sees the contract as mediating, is resolved or rather mediated

insofar as the contract enables individuals to make this kínd of
distinction between themselves and others as identical though

mutually exclusive persons in nature. Hegel's argument is that to
exchange things contractually, is to engage in an activity wherein

the indivídua1 can recognize hímself as an abstractly free
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personality by ídentifying, through an objectívely existent common

wí11, with the abstracting capacity of another. otherwise, to
acquire and alienate property asocially in a community without
contracts is only to act as a person in a subjective sense; and so

personality would fail to become objectively embodied, would. fail
to have itserf as its obiect. Hence, only as a common will is
personality actuala.

This conception of contract can take a variety of forms

e. g. Hegel discusses exchanges, gÍfts, and loans. For our
purposes, however, what ís important is to see how, by engaging in
this kind of activity, man can be said to realize a radically self-
determined independence. Again as Hegel's introductory analysis
demonstrated, the will is self-determined only if it gives itself
a particular content that it derives excLusively from itself in its
own universal character. This can occur only interactively and in
an infinitely teleological manner, where the freedom of each is
instantiated and individuated socially in an act of reciprocal
particuLarizing excl-usion. Abstract Right is a type of this
activity; for it provides an illustratíon of the will willing
nothing but the objective embodíment of its capacity as a negative
actuality or personality. rn Abstract Ríght, the will's particu-
larization, âr individual's property, is irreducible to any given

content alone. It refers only to the objectification of personal-

íty, immediately or quantitatively distinct from other objectified
persons. Further as an infinitely teleological act, there is an

identity between end and mean, form and content. That is to sây,
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right establíshes a mode of self-determining autonomy that operates
only in this rel-ationship that it itself comprises, and whose end

ís this interrelationship itsetf. Neither the wiIl's forrn,

recognized personarity, nor its content, the property distinguish-
ing persons, proceeds its actualization sínce reciprocally in
relation to others one equally determines to become an owner as

what to own.

What marks the defíciency of Abstract Right, as a specifica-
tion of the notion of right, is that its account of self-determin-
ing activity captures only the will's universal dimension; the
particularity, not to mention individuality, of the will is not
accounted for at all. The objectification of personality in right
ís nothing more than the objectification of the wilI's capacity as

a negative actuality -- persons in this capacity are indistinguish-
able; with the recognitive mechanísm of the contract in a manifold
of personless objects allowing only for the objectification and a
immediate distinctíon among persons as Índeterminate transcendental
subjects. This is not to say that persons in right are not
particular persons but that this particularity ís not fulIy self-
derived, rather it is ín part the result of the contrast between

the personLess thing and indetermínate subject objectified in it.
That the absence of self-deríved particularity and indívidual-

ity is in fact a failinq ís shown both in Hegel's discussion of
l{rong, where abstract right ís revealed to be "contingent on might"
(PR,#103), and in the very idea of self-determination itself . lrTith

respect to the latter, speculative logic defines self-determination
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as the particularization of a concrete universal. Thís means that
anything, to be radically self-determined, must: (a) possess an

identity that is present throughout all of its determínations t or
possess universarity; (b) possess determinancy or a particular
content; (c) have its particularity related to its universality in
such a manner that difference subsists only betr^reen the particulars
and not between any particuLar and the universal, or in other words
it must be an indivdual.

artículates what ís involved ín the possibilíty of setf-determina-
tion in exístence or in objective spirit. This lesser degree of
self-determination stipulates, as a restriction to the critería
above (which in fact couLd only be manifest in God or some all-
encompassing reality standing onry in relation to itself), that
infinite teleological activíty on behalf of self-conscious,
socially recognizing subjects in an inorganic manifold is needed.

Abstract Right, then, serves to show what is required for the
objectification of the will's negative universal capacity, which is
itself a condítion of possibility for the objectification of
whatever sel-f-derived particular and individual characterístics the
will may possess. For just as the logical Notion can only
particularize itself if it has a universal self in the first place
to particularizer so too may the will only have a particular self-
derived content if ít has a unj.versal self from which particularity
may be derived. Hence whatever moral and ethical relations may

entail, these modes of right must rest upon the existence of
abstract right. For if individuals do not already have possession

Furthermore, the notion of right
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of at l-east theÍr own bodÍes respected as persons, there is simply
no way they can recognizably express their wills to others as their
own and so participate in any further self-determined objectificat-
ions. rt wourd make no sense, for exampre, to hord a moral subject
responsible for his actions if they could not be saíd to belong to
that subject or rather person.

The normative failure of Abstract Right is demonstrated by its
inabilíty to resol-ve the dilemma of wrong. tts resolution, Hegel

argues, demands the introduction of the will's dimension of self-
derived particularity or moral subjectivity. This moral particu-
larity of the wiIl, âs it were, ís solely a product of the wilr in
its capacity as a person and its absence threatens the collapse of
of any system of abstract right ínto an unjust society governed by

force. Heger explains what the dilemma of wrong is and how it
arises as follows:

rn the bare relation of immediate persons to one another,their wills whíle implicitly identicar, and in contractposited by them as colnmon, are yet particurar. Because
they are immediate persons, it is a matter of chance
whether or not their particular wilrs actualry correspondwith the implicit wilI, although it is only through theformer that the latter has its real existence. rf theparticurar will is explicitly at variance with theuniversal, it assumes a way of 1ooking at things and avolition which are capricious and fortuitous and comes onthe scene in oppositíon to the principle of rightness.This is wrons. (PR,#81).

The common will that comes into existence in the contract,
insofar as it is a product of the particular arbitrary wi1ls of the
participants, gíves rise to the possibility that the abstract right
of personality, the universal it affirms, won't be respected.
In/hile a community of indivíduals endowed with the ability to act
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voluntarily is one of the necessary conditions needed to establish
and exercise the freedom of abstract right, this very capacity of
arbitrariness that enables right to emerge gives indíviduals the
pobter to violate its prescríptive prohibitíorrs. In other words, as

Hegel puts it here, it is only through the particular will that the
universal has real existence. Thus oniy through the arbitrariness
of choice do individuals comrnit wrong.

arbitrariness of choice do individuals àct in accord with thê
principies of right. In the former case, persons violate the
prohibitions that provide for their own respected rights arrd

capacities as personarities in the f irst place. htrorrg, therr,
refers to any act that lies "in contravention of the prínciple of
rightness" (PR,Add.#81-), -be a person and respect others as

pet'sons', anci is an j-mmanent iogical possibitity of abstract right.
Specifically, Hegel systematically introduces three types of

possible infringements -- non-malicious wrong, fraud., and. crime or
coercion. Because right involves the mutual act of recognizing
practices of acquisitiorr, aì.ienation, contractuai obiigations,
etc. . ., it ís possible for individuals to honestly dispute the true
meaning and consequences of the proper interpretation of these
matters. Right, Heger says, can then become a "show" with the
<iisputing parties each presenting different, and so particular,
conceptions of rightness as the true universal. This is non-

malicious wrong. rn fraud, the "outsid.er" exploits this kind of
confused showing over the true character of right, concealing his
own self-interest by presenting himself as an insider whom ,'has the

And only through
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universal will for its aím" (PR,#86). Finally críme is the

outright "infringement of right as right" (PR,#97 ) where individ-
uals openly vío1ate the rights of others, typically by wíthdrawing

recognition of persons, property, and contractual relations in the

pursuit of explicitly partícular ends.

These types of wrong endemic to abstract right undermine its
ability to maintain itself as a mode of self-determining activity,
and so ultimately as a normatively warranted form of social
activity. I¡rlhether in terms of non-malicious wrong, fraud, or

crime, abstract right provides no adequate means to adjudicate

dísputes, punish offenders t or grant victums retribution. For all
abstract right entails is persons interacting as property owners on

the basis of recognized and negatively prescribed, but otherwise

contingent and arbitrary grounds that define the rules of what will
count as legitimate rightful activity. Accordingly, cases of non-

malicious wrong are unresolvable because there is no universally
respected authority to define those contigent and arbitrary
specifics. Similarly, criminal acts can't receive any objectively
valÍd punishment.

functioning to specify a more concrete notion of right (other than

negative prescription), anyone that attempts to punish an offender

can only do so as a particular will acting without recognition, and

rísks committing the further criminal wrong of "revenge" íf that
punishment is not appropriate in a "retributive" sense. To act as

a particular will without recognition, is in a sense to act just as

a criminal . As Hegel explaj-ns:

For again without a universal authority



The annulling of crime ín this sphere where right is
immediate is principally revenge, which is just in its
content insofar as it is retributive. But in its form it
is an act of a subjective will- which can place its
infinity in every act of transgression and whose justifi-
cation, therefore, is in all- cases contingent, whil-e to
the other party too it appears as only particular. Hence
revenge, because it is a positive action of a particular
wi11, becomes a new transgression,' as thus contradictory
in character, it fal1s into an infinite progression and
descends from one generation to another ad infinitum"
(PR, # L02) .

It is because the particularity of the wil-L is not. recognized

in abstract right (onl-y the will's capacity as a transcending

negative actuality is objectified), that wrong cannot be annulled

in any objective way, but. only in a subjective arbitrary form. So

defenceless against the possíbilíties of wrong that it itself gives

ríse, abstract right decays into a world in which "coercj-on is
annulled by coercion" (PR, #93) and justice equated with revenge, in
short a world where right. is "contingent on might" (PRr #103) .

Fundamentally the dilemma of wrong, Hegel claims, "implies the

demand for a will which, though particular and subjective, yet

wíl-ls the universal- as such.rr (PRr#103) . Such a demand is met by

considering personality from the "moral standpoínt" where the self-
derived particularity of the wil-l- ímplicit within personality is
made objective. Moreover, "this concept of Moralitv" or the idea

of a person construed as a mora] subject is, as it were, dialecti-

cally demanded, for "it has emerged in the course of this movement

itseIf." (PRr#103) " fn Hegel's speculative language, Lhe transi-

tion from right to morality runs as follows:
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The wilI's i-mmanent actualization in accordance wit.h its
notion is the process whereby it supercedes its implicit



stage and the form of ímmedÍacy in which it begins and
which is the shape ít assumes in abstract right; t.his
means that it first puts itself in the opposition between
the implicit universal will and t.he single explicitly
independent wil-I; and then, through Èhe supersession of
this opposition (through the negation of the negation),
it determines itself in its existence as a willr so that
it is a free will not only in itself but for itself also,
i.e. it determines itsel-f as self-related negativity.
(PR, #r.04) .

This is to sâyr made explicit in wrong is the partÍcularíty

of the wi11, self-consciousness as a universal subjectivity
preceding the awareness of particularizing subjectivity -- negating

the willt s particularity in the coercj-ve act of revenge only

reassert.s t.his feature of particularizing agency ad infinitum"
Consequently, particularity plays a necessary role in the maintain-

ance of any system of abstract right and through wrong comes to be

acknowledge as such. Hence to conceive a more concrete actualiz-
ation of right, entails resolvj-ng whether and how particularity can

be said to be immanent in personaltiy, self-deríved, and objective.
If unthinkable, right will always rest on the contigent

exercise of force. For any authority enacted to secure abstract

right.s, whether through consensus, tradition, or brawn, could only

introduce particularity in a positive and dogmatic manner. Rooting

the particular norms of right in any given authority would leave

unanswered why these particulars deserve any prescriptive role. To

argue that onl-y in reference to such cu1t.uraI arbitraries can

abstract rights be respected, still fails to establish why these,

as opposed to other, particulars ought to be ethically binding"

Even if the rul-es of appropriation, contract, etc. . ., were

consensually determined, the individual could be given no rational
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justification to respect the abstract rights of others in the

particular manner the community has determined. Likewise appealli-
ng to the considerations of wealth and its equitable distribution
would be illicit. In either case, t.he mechanism through which the

particulars of abstract right are determined stand in need of

further justification; by itself right only demands respect for

'rpersonality and no more". The "independent single will of the

indivJ-dual", Hegel writes, musL be "recognized as actual- on the

score of its necessity" (PR, #104) for only out of the partÍcu1ar

wil-l issues t.he determinate character of any system of right. Tt

is left for Morality to demomstrate how in fact this can be taken

as "a step forward ín the inner determination of the will by the

notiont'.



Morality is a discrete form of seLf-determining interaction in

which individual-s seek to maintain right through their self-derived

particular actions toward one another.

instability of abstract right, individuals or moral subjects

recognize that right is dependent upon the individual's particular

actions, and so is the initiative and responsibility of moral

subjects. So aware, subjects interact with the right.s and duties

implicated in pursuing the good through particular actions.

In Abstract Right, persons individuat.ed themsel-ves through

Morality: Subjective E reodom A,ctual

exLernal things recognized as property.

particular aims motivating the use of property plays no role in

different.iating them as persons. Rather the ground of recognition

is derived exclusively from the abstract immediate rel-ation between

individuals, and between individual-s and things. Correlatively,

that persons require the particularizing capacity of a natural will

to acquire, use, and exchange property has no relevance for the

objectification of personality per se. In Morality, on the other

hand, subjects are fundamentally characterized in terms of t.he

will's particularizing capacity,' the ground of recognition is the

content of the subject's sel-f-derived particular actions; and each

is individuated reciprocally on the basis of these objectifíed

Given t.he internal
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particul-ar acts.

Mirroring the strategy employed in Abstract Right, Hegel

proceeds by showing what is required for the possibility of moral

That persons have
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activity (the kinds of categorical dístinctions involved), how

morality can be said to constitute a new concreter form of self-
determining activity irreducible to .A,bstract Right, and it,s own

internal 1imÍt and normative failure.

Moral subjectivity, like personality, is a type of self-

consciousness. Hege1 defines subjectivity as the 'rreflection of

the will into itsel-f" where I'its explicit awareness of its identity

makes the person into the subjectr' (PR, #105) . This identity is the

"sinqle individual aware of himse1f" in cont.rast to the conmon or

universal will of personaltiy.

whereby the individual i-nteractively objectifies this aspect of hís

identity as a particular subject; resulting in a movement which

sees this subjectivity alienated from the universaL "sinking deeper

and deeper into itself". However, like the Hegelian hand of God

that first harms and then heal-s, this abdication of the particular

from the universal is dialecticalJ-y necessary for the possibility

of Ethical Life:

What happens is that subjectivity, which is abstract at
the first, i.e. distinct from the notíon, becomes likened
to it, and thereby the Idea acquíres its genuine realíza-
tion. The result is that the subjective will determines
itsel-f as objective too and so as truly concrete,
(PR, #106) .

Morality traces the "process"

From the "moral standpoiflt", Hegel claimsr "the will

recognizes someLhing and is something, only insofar as the thing is

its own and as the will is present. to itself there as something

subjective" (PR,#107). The will must be able to translate its

particular rraimrr or "purpose" into object.ivity in such a manner

that it "enshrines for me my subjectivity" (PR, #1"10) . To begin
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with this means that the determinacy of an action cannot be a

matter of its characteristics as an externally given event governed

by causal- relations; for the action, as a particularization of the

subject, must recej-ve its determinacy there from, Hence moral

activit.y entails first of all the distinction between an internal
and external dimension of agency, as well as the distinction,
consequent upon the first, between an rractil and a "deed".

Acts are distinguished from deeds in terms of t.he role of
purpose and responsibility. In Moralíty, the subject determines

itself in an act that pursues some aim or purpose. What is done,

the deed, is the resulting "alteration" in the enviroment, where

"my will has responsibility in general for its deed insofar as the

abstract predicate \mine' belongs to the state of affiars so

al-tered . " (PR, # 115 ) . Of course individual s must be able to

distinguish, out of the "endless number of factorsr', what aspect.s

of the al-teration the subject can be held responsible. Thus the

stipulat.ion of the "actI in the deed; only what can be \reasonably'

forseen in the deed ought be recognízed as the objectificatÍon of

an aim, only the act is to be recognized. rtThe will-'s right",

Hegel states, "is to recognize as its action, and to accept

responsibility for, onJ-y those presupposit,ions of the deed of which

it was censcious in its aim and those aspects of the deed which

were contained in íts purpose." (PRr#117) 
"

According to Hegel, moral freedom involves more than the

reciprocal recognition of acts on the basis of aims or purposes

determined by subjects who establish their respective particulariz-
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ations through them. These acLs have a moraL dimension in the

sense that they have consequences which affect the aims and acts of

others " There arises in this way the question of the particular

content of the aim, and hence of the specific ends of t,hose acts.

Hege1 defínes "intentionsrr as those aims and acts whose end is the

"welfare of aII". Vlhat rought to bet is expressed by intention and

refers to those aims that promote general welfarer' "Lhe universal

implicit in the purpose" (PRrAdd, #I21) Further, because intention

implies only those actions valid for all (meaning "to do the right.'

and t.o strive after welfare, one's own welfare, and welfare in

universal terms, the welfare of others" (PR, #134) ) ' it is not. as

yet specified as having any particular content other than this

universal, formal stipulation.
It is critícal to grasp this argument introducing general

welfare for it invofves the transition from a system of right. based

on negative prescriptions to one which entails the positive as

well.

determine themselves in their particularízing capacity are obliged

to actualJ-y pursue ends that promote the general welfare, and not

simply to aviod those acts detrimental to it " Simply st.ated, this

type of positive prescription is a necessarv condition of possibil-

itv for the objectification of a self-derived particular aim in the

first place. Hege1 makes this argument prínciply in two passagest

both of which need some clarification:

Since in carrying out my aims I ret.ain my subjectivity'
during this process of objectífying them I simultaneously
supersede the immediacy of t.his subjectivity as well as
its character as this my individual subjectivity. But

That is, moral subjects insofar as they object.ively
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the external subjectivíty which is thus identical with me

is t.he wil-l- of others. The willtS g¡round of exist.ence is
now subjectivity and the will of others is that existence
which f give to my aim, therefore, implies this ident.íty
of my will with the will of others, it has a positive
bearing on the wilL of others. (PRr #tI2) .

The individual objectifies his subjectivity in the accomplish-

ment of his aims insofar he knows the result of the action as hís,

signifying a characteristic "mineneSS". Subjectivity then can be

saÍd. to "supersede the immediacy of this subjectivity" insofar as

the pure inwardness of the subject is now present in an external

form. However, Hegel's claim is that this "external subjectivity"

is identíca1 with the external subjectivity of others, such that my

aim existent implies t.his ident.ity, and bearing positively on

others, ought to promote it (i.e. implying positive, not simply

negative prescription) .

In another Passage Hegel argues,'

The subjective el-ement of the wiI1, with its particular
content -- welfare, is reflected into itself and infinite
and So stands related to the universal element, to the
principle of the wi11. This momenL of universality,
þosited first of all within this part.icular content
itself, is the welfare of others alsot oTt specified
completely, though quite emptíly, the wel-fare of aII.
The welfaie of many other unspecified particulars is thus
al-so an essential- end and right of sub jectívity. (PR, #tz-
s) .

Whatever the subject's purpose, good or bad, in virt.ue of íts

being a product infinite self-reflection (radical"ly self-deríved) r

stands related to a universal purpose. This universal "posited

first of all within this part.icular content is the welfare of

a1l. " Thus subjects are obligated and can expect of others to

actively strive to realize universaf welfare in their actions.
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The reasoning here can be explained as follows: firstly' Ít

musL be kept. in mind what the result of the absence of an inter-

subjective identity would mean for the possibiJ"ity of a self-

derived objectified aim. It would in fact render impossible both

any existent subjective objectification and self-derived particu-

larity. Asocially alone, no particular aim could be translatedr as

a subjectíve aim, into objectivity for the subject would always

lack the socially given ground for d.istinguishing a mere alt.eration

of the enviroment from an act enshrining subjectivity. Like the

desiring self-consciousness of the Phenomenoloqv, asocíaI

objectification only "produces the object agaín, and the desire aS

well.rr (Phg, #1-75) .

instantiated, artificial or non-natural persona of moral- subjectiv-

ity, the individual would also lack the form of agency required to

derive a particular aim that was not simply given either through

desire or a react.ion conditioned by the manifold, Consequently one

not only chooses to perform a particular deed that may manifest

subject.ivity interactively,' one must first estabLish the appropri-

ate form of agency by interacting with others who determine their

new form of agency in the same fashion i.e. at hand must be a

system of abstract right. which comes to be socially recognized as

dependent upon particular actions which can promote, maintain t ot

destroy it. Hence, universal welfare is implicit in any subject's

aim because only in virtue of it and in relation to it can the aim

be truly non-natural and self-derived" To acquire a non-nalural

paricular aim is necessarily to aim, at l-east in principle, at the

Further, without the interactively
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promotion, maíntainence, or destruction of the universal. For onty

out of the individual's capacity as a personality does his capacity

as a particularj-zing sub ject arise.

In language cl-oser to Hegel's, subjectívíty can only become

objective if it. stands external to itself in its actions.

Asocially, any existent alteration of objecLivity can never make

the object \minet, in the sense that the altered manifold remains,

despite whatever change, fundamentally differenL from subjectivity.
However, as moral subjects interactively aiming to realize right

through particular actions, this socially originated object.ive

real-m of activity does manifest the requisite \mineness t . f n

morality the subject can become truly other to it.self insofar as

existent subjectivity only is for other subjects, whom likewise

exist and act only for other subjects. Subjective freedom is only

realized interactivety, where each sees his actions only in light

of the actions of others,'thus the "wiLL of others is that

existence which I give to my aim" and my "external subject.ivity" is

" j-denticaf " with "Lhe will of others" (PR, #1,I2) . And just as the

common will- of t.he contract stands as the ground for the actualiz-

ation of negative freedom, so too does universal welfare stand ín

relation to the actualization of subjective or particular free-

dom.

What makes moral action a mode

than an exercise of the nat.ural

capacity, are its characteristics

form of interactíon that real-i-zes a

of sel-f-determinatíon, rather

will in its particularizing

as a reciprocally recognizing

concrete category of infinite



teleological activit.y.
subjectivíty, nor its content, particular acts aimed at each others

right and welfare, are given prJ-or to the actualizaÈion of

subjective freedom. Rather wíth this mode of right end and mean

are identical, and their emergence dependent only on the concomit-

tant arbitrary choice of persons in a system of abstracÈ right to

act morally towards each other"

subjects insofar their particular acts serve to promote universal

right. This is something they can do only in reference to other

subjects fulfilling the same obligation. Correl-atively individuals

have the right to be recognJ-zed as moral subjects responsible for

their acts and can demand simil-ar accountability on the behalf of

other subjects. Why in the fírst place indivídua1s ought act

morallyr âs act as persons, is because it makes possible the

greater realization of the good or sel-f-subsistent activity per se.

WhiIe this analysis of MoraJ-ity suggests how it can appropri-

ately fol-l-ow Abstract Right as a concreter form of self-determina-

tion, it is also t.he case that it suffers from its own int.ernal

limits that threaten its collapse. Specifically, it is as a result

of the requirements of íntention and universal welfare that the

difficulties endemic to moral freedom begin to reveal themselves.

To be moraf subjects, individual-s particularize thernselves through

their intentions and pursuit of universal welfare. fn order that

this may constitute a mode of freedom, t.hese intentions musL imply

the recognitíon of the simil-ar particularizations on the behalf of

other subjects. A particular intention must specify what is good
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Neither the form of the wi1I, moral

Individuals count as moral
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or of value for all to be recognized as valid; that is, as a

distinctively moral intent.ion. However, since the subject only is
a moral subject insofar as he determines his intentions, it follows

that the subject must also provide the appropriatly determinate

standard of universal welfare so as to be able to judge the

validity of the intentions and actions of himself and others. The

problem is that in morality individuals can only privatelv furnish
the objective standard required and this results in a crisis of
recognition.

Hegel introduces this problem in his discussion of "Good and

Conscience" and is developed as follows. "For the subjective

will", Hegel writes,

the good and the good alone is the essenLial, and the
subjective will has value and dignity only insofar as its
insíght and intention accord with the good. Inasmuch as
the good is at this piont still only this abstract Idea
of good, the subjective will has not been caughtup into
it and estabLished as according to ít. Consequently, it
stands in a relation to the good, and the relation is
that the good ouqht to be substantive for it, i.e. it.
ought to make the good its aim and realize it completely,
while the good on its side has in the subjective will it.s
only means of stepping into actuality. (PRr#131).

Because the good or rrfreedom realized" (PR, #129) has no

intrinsic determinate content, contitutively an rought' requiring

action by the subject to determine and bring it into being, it is

left for the subject both to determine a particular content for the

good and strive to realize it. On t.he one hand, the subjectt s

"duty" is to act to realize the good determined only as universal

welfare, and i-s "done for duty's sake" because "r¡rhen I do my duty

it ís in a true sense my own object.ivity which I am bringing to
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realization" (PRrAdd, #1-33) . Freedom, that is, beíng sole1y what is
of val-ue and reality, is an end in itself. On the other hand,

Because every action explicitly ca1ls for a partÍcuIar
cont.ent. and a specific end, while duty as an abstraction
entails nothing of the kind, t.he question arises; what is
my duty? As an answer nothing is so far available
except: (a) to do the right, and (b) to strive after
welfare, one's ov¡n welfare, and welfare in universal
terms, the wel-fare of others. (PRr#L34) .

Even though the abstract rights of property owners have, as we

have seenr âfl objective form t.hat moral subjects must respect

the negatíve prescription to respect personality and property

the entitlements of particular persons remain as problemat.ic as

determining when property rights have been violated or what must be

done to right those wrongs. Hence moral subjects need to take

responsibility for the realizat.ion of the good in their particular

actions. However, as so abstractly universal- and indeterminate,

one's duty needs to be more concretely defined so that "speci-fic
duties" may be derived from this "higher sphere of t.he uncondi-

tioned" (PRr #135) , and so that the good can be striven for in a

meaningfully concrete manner. Because the moral subject has as yet

no valid external authority to appeal, this particularization of

duty "falls within subjectivity" itself and becomes what Hegel

terms a matter of "conscience" (PRr #136) .

Conscience endows the subject with "both the power to judge,

to determine from within itself alone, what is good in respect of

any content, and also the power to which the good, at first only an

ideal and an ought-t.o-be, owes it. actuality" (PR, #138) " Further,

with this ability the subject is given t.he potential t.o engage in
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and recognize explicitly "eví1" acts where individuals "elevate,'
their own particular interests above what conscíence dictates as

universal (PR' #139) " In this respect Hegel also introduces the

possibitity of "hypocrisy", where the individual in bad faith
present his action as motivated by "fine intention", "despite the

fact that., owing to his reflective character and his knowledge of
the universal aspect of the wil-I, he is aware of the contrast

between this aspect and the essentially neqative content of his

action". (PR, #140) . Correlatively, because the actions of others

are justified t.hrough the subjective arbitrariness of conscience,

every act can potentially be viewed as evil- and the authenticity of
conscience merely a show.

Again just as with abstract right, morality needs a mechanism

that can protect the rights of moral subjects from these types of
r^rrong that it itself gives rise. The moral predicament ís that

conscience fails to provJ-de a solution to the problem of evil and

hypocrisy. fn morality subjects have a right to be recognized Ín

their roles as conscience, i"e" as each responsible for determining

for themselves the particular good that should be respected by all.
Yet because each subject individuates his conscience by its

excl-usively particular determination of duty, it is impossible that

there be reciprocal recognition of these particular determinations

as equally valid, when each (albeit different) nevertheless c1aíms

objective validity for itself. The dilemma for morality, then, is

that each conscience can win recognition for it.self only if a]1 the

other determinations are invalid, immoral t ot evil " To view the



others in thÍs way Ís tantamount to

recognit.ion; and to refuse recognition

dest.roy moral freedom altogether "

Philosophv of Mind,

In consequence of the indeterminate determinism of the
good, there are always several sorts of good and manv
kinds of dutíes, the varÍety of which is a dialect.ic of
one against the other and brings them into collision" At
the same time because good is one, they ouqht to stand in
harmony,' and yet each of them, though it ís a particular
duty, is as good and as duty absolut.e. It falls upon the
agent. to be the dial-ectic which, superseding this
abso.l-ute claim of each, concludes such a combinatíon on
them as excludes the rest. (PMr#508).

Of course it is possible that instead such a destructive

confl-ict of particular determinations of conscience, there could

arise a shared or conmon conception of it. In this case it would

just so happen that a communt.iy of subjects, each establishing

their own standards, would have arrived at similar or at least not

incompatable determinations. Public agreement wouLd emerge, given

what.ever historicaL and cultural circumstance, from the essentailly
private decisions of conscience. Nonetheless, morality would

remain suscept.ible to irresolvable dÍsputes and infringements,

unl-ess that conmon standard could be shown to be rationally

objectíve and not simply warranted in virtue of its status as the

aggregate result of particular determinations.

In Ethical- Life, Hege1 claims to conceive just such an

objectiveJ-y rational concrete determination of the good construed

as an institutional system of freedom. Here t.he good is determíned

as the valid aims and purposes which a plural-ity of individuals
pursue together " In this case, individuals are not. moral subjects
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a moral subject withdrawing

of persons as subjects is to
As Hegel explains in the
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each responsíble by itself for determining the ultimate standards

of morally signifícant action; nor is their relation one in which

the individuals are so separated from one another by the privacy of

their particular self-determinations that there is no universal

dimension to their wil1ing. Rather individuals recognize one

another precisely as those whose índividuation is attained through

the particular mode in which each acts to real-ize the universal

dimension which they share

purposes.

Taken tog.ether the limitations of abstract right. and moral-ity

indicate how freedom cannot be rest.rict.ed to personality or moral

autonomy alone. By Lhemselves, the actions of persons and subjects

cannot enforce the very rights of whÍch they are the exercise.

Accordingly their are two al-ternatives:

morality are sustained either by institutions that are not.

themselves wholIy a product of self-determining activit.y, leaving

the right.s of persons and subjects grounded dogmatically on

consensus, tradition, or force t or on the other hand by further

modes of sel-f-determining interaction. Ethical Life is present.ed

by Hegel as this second option, where Lhe recognized realities of

right. and morality are objectively at hand in t.he self-determina-

tion of ethically int.eracting individuals.

namely their common aims and

abstract right and



While the difficulties endemic to morality are clear, Hegelt s

account of the transition to Ethical Life from Morality is somewhat.

dark and obscure. Hegel writes:
For the good as the substantial universaf of freedom, but
as something stil1 abstract, there are therefore required
determinate characteristics of some sort and the prin-
ciple for determining them, though a principle identical
with good itself. For conscience simÍ1arly, as the
purely abstract prÍnciple of det.ermination, it is
requíred that its decisions shal1 be universal and
objective. If the good and conscÍence are each kept
abstract and thereby elevated to independent totalities,
then both become the indet.erminate which ought to be
determined. -- But the integration of these two relative
total-ities int.o an absolute identitiy has already been
implicitly achieved in that this very subjectivity of
pure self-certainty, aware in its vacuity of its gradual
evaporation, is identical- with the abstract unj-versality
of the good. The identity of the good with the subjec-
tive willr âfl identity which therefore is concrete and
the truth of them both, is Ethical Life. (PRr#1-41) .

In morality, conscience and the good are identical Ínsofar as

they are both contentless abstract universals. Not any concrete

aim or set of duties, the good has for its definition only the

universal welfare and universal appropriateness with respect to any

action " Líkewise conscience is empty and contentless for it

consist.s only in the universal power to resolve out of the

subjectt s self-consciousness how to act t.o pursue the good and

judge other actions. Hence in this sense they are identical "

However here Hegel suggests not only that Ethical Life will

provide an objectively rational standard and correspondingly

determinate doctrine of rights and duties, but that somehow this

concrete ethical identity ís already implicit within the abstract

Ethical Life: Freedom Concrete
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ident.ity of morality. Tt may appear that Hegel is i1IícitIy
equivocating the abstract identity with the concrete; as though the

real-ization of the t.ruth of morality, i-ts abstractness, is somehow

the realizat.ion of a new concreLe identity. In fact argument. is
only that morality presupposes ethical life insofar as the freedom

that moral subjectivity gives rise can only be normatively secured

by reason through ethical life. Ethical life is implicit within
morality because it is its logical condition of possibility. Hegel

is only being true to his dialectical method in which the movement

retreats from the abstract to the concrete by revealing the latter
to be both the ground and result of the former. fn this case of
applíed logic, morality temporally precedes or at most is simul-ta-

neous with ethical life and yet remains logically posterior; an

abstraction of it.s concrete presence which bares it explicitly in
its negation. The transition to ethical life, then, does not rest

upon any mysterious grasp of the historical evol-ut.ion of SpirÍt,
but only on the presupposition that Hegel will in fact make good on

conceiving a mode of self-determining interaction that will serve

to ground right and morality. It is in light

recolÌected methodology that Hegel's remarks

understood,'

The details of such a transition of the Notion are made
intelligible in Iogic. Here, however, it need only be
said that it is the nature of the restricted and finite
(i.e. here the abstract good which only ought to be lbut
is notl, and the equally abstract subjectivity which only
ouqht to be good lbut is not] ) to have its opposite
implicit wit.hin it, the good its actualíty, and subjec-
tivity (the moment in which ethical life is actual) the
good; but si-nce they are one-sided they are not yet
posited in accordance with their implicit. nature. They

of this logica1ly

can be coherently



Ethical life is the idea of freedom actualized in human

community. It is comprised of a rational system of inst,itutions,
the family, civil socj-ety, and the state, which toget,her embody

exhaustively the will's potential- for self-determining act.ivity"
As institutional, the freedom afforded individuals is achieved

against the background of t.he universal aims and purposes which

const.itute the conmon practices of the community as wel-1 as furnish
its shared norms and values. Individuals individuat.e themselves by

fulfilling the various particular roles which they assume as

members of these inst.itutÍons; realizing the will-'s sel-f-

determining dimensions of universality, particularity, and

become so posited ín their negation" (PR,#141).

individuality.

accidents to substance" (PR, #145) because it is the ínstitutions
and social roles creaLed through the community's activity that are

essential and necessary, not the particular individual-s who may

occupy them.

What makes ethical- life rational or normatively valid practice

is the fact that the various modes of non-natural autonomy that it
makes possíble exhaust the will/ s potential for freedom in an

infinitely teleological sense, and that the modes themsel,ves are

determined by the very institutional systen that their own exercise

comprises -- i"e. ethical life ís self-grounded in that it has for
its end and mean an activity that contains all of t.he modes of

freedom secured in what is itself a sel-f-determined manner.

Et.hicaI life provides a determinate conception of the good

Individuals are related to ethical life rras

r_83
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determined, as Hege1 puts it, through "a principle ídentical with

the good itself". Imitating the movement of the logical Notion

which finds its validit.y through a recollect.ed path in which its
categories show themselves to be grounded in the Notiont s own

objective actívity of self-determination, the Idea of right, by

applying this retrospective methodology, finds its validíty in
system of freedom that incorporates all the modes of right in an

activity identicaL to the objectification of the ldea of right
itself. The normative validity of ethical life, then, is founded

on speculatively warranted logic resolving an adequate notion of

human freedom and then showing ethical life to fulfill the notional

requirements as its concrete actual-ization.

rationality of ethical- life wilL be demonstrated only to the extent

that. it can bot.h be shown to exhaust the willts capacity for self-
determining activity and be shown to do this in a self-grounded

manner.

Of course the fulI normative rationality of ethical Iífe is

only for the intellectual engaged in philosophical science and not

for the common citizen. Hegel cl-aims that the typical individual

experiences the normative rationality of ethical life as a kind of

"ethical disposition" in which he immediately finds his own desires

and particular interests ín harmony with the sociaL rofes he can

assume and the duties and responsibilities they entail " In ethical
life, universal and particular, right. and duty "coaIesce".

inst itut i ons ,

The objective

are not something alien to the subject " On the contrary,
his spirit. bears witness to them as to Íts own essence ín

Its
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which he has a feeling of his own self-hood, and in which
he lives as in his own element which is not distinguÍshed
from himself. The subject is thus directly linked to the
ethical order by a relation which is more l-ike an
identity than even the reLation of faith or trust..
(PR, #1'47) "

Corresponding to the different moments of ethical life,

conscíousness of ethical substance ís typically immediate and

unreflective in the family, obscured or lost in civil society

(insofar as the reciprocity that mediates its members is hidden),

and refl-ected explicitly, often with a sense of its reasonableness,

in the state.

To what extent an ethical order requires this type of

awareness and uncritical bond on behalf of its members is an

interesting question. At least to some thinkers, modern hístory

suggests it need not be very great. In the classic Weberian

narrative, for instance, Hegelian rectitude reLreats from public

life to be suceeded by t.he sport of economic compulsíon in the

spiritually vacuous cage of rationalized capital-ism.

historicaÌ circumstance may prevent Hegelt s optimistic account of

the immediate spiritual- identity between individual- and communtiy

from being interpreted as inept and naive. Nonetheless from our

perspective, this is simply irrel-evant. Sincer âS vre shalI See'

the actual argument that Hegel presents for the objective necessity

of ethical life involves no requirements of consensus or spiritual

a\^rareness save a strong collective desire to bring a rational state

into being. Once born, the constitut.ional character of a notional

state all-ows for any degree of individual and communal alienation

save an equally pot.ent cotlective will to see its abolition.

Only
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This example serves well to illustrate Hegel/ s tendency to

misplace concreteness (to use Whít.eheadt s phrasel) . Vühat is truly

concrete is unconditionally self-det.ermined or real " In this sense

only pure thought. or the logical Notion is fully concrete. The

task of applied logic is to reveal the presence of the concrete Ín

the world of nature and spirit by showing to what degree their
respective contents mirror or imitate that concreteness. Because

the Notion is nothing but a self-contained necessary process of

universals, imitation involves showing the a priori character of

factual- conLent, i"e. showing what elements of experience, existent

or pot.ential, are inconceiveably otherwÍse. Tn this case as in

many ot.hers, Hegel simply fail-s t.o argue what. t.he logicalIy

necessary role consensus plays in ethical Iife,' and so it is left

to those who demand a more speculative or metaphysical reading of

the text to resofve.

The demonstration of the normatively objective character of

ethical- life is left. to be unfolded in its principle moments.

Initially Hegel only asserts that ethical life "is the good become

alive",' that an "ob jective ethical order", consisting of

"absolutely valid laws and institutions", "comes on the scene in
place of good in t.he abstracL". So rationally warranted, it.s

content is "idependently necessary and subsistent in exaltation

above subjective opinion and caprice" (PR, #LaAl ; "a circle of

necessity whose moments are the ethical powers which regulate the

life of individuafs" (PR, #145) .



states, is "the Family" (PR, #157) .

a) The Famíly

"Ethícal- mind in its natural or immediate phase r' , Hegrel

objectively warranted place in ethical l-ife, it must be

reconstructed as an institution comprising a new mode of autonomy

transcending right and moralÍty and yet distinct from civil society

or the st.ate. Prima facia this may seem improbable, given that
membership in the family has traditionally been root.ed as much in

t.he natural necessity of bírth and gender as in any capacity of the

free will. Hegel's insight, however, is to concieve the family as

an association establ-ished by individuals through mutual consent

wherein they freely unite into a conmon personality with joint

property and welfare, sustained by their reciprocally recognized

desire to make this bond the end of their actions towards one

another2. In forming, as it were, such a notional family, each

individual assumes the rights and duties specific to being a family

member. These rights and dutíes are irreducible to any natural or

arbitrary desire, and consist in acting freely so as to promote the

autonomy of the famity itself. Only as a family member can an

individuat exercise this particular type of freedom, and

correlatively only as a member is one obliged to contribute to t.he

household good in which the similar freedom of the other members is

ground.

According to Hegel, the family institution is established in

the first j-nstance as a re1ation of ethical love that emerges out.

of romant.ic psychological "inclinaLion" or traditional cuLtural

If the family is to have an
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arrangements ín marriage. In order that the marriage tie be raised

to "the level of mind" so that this union may no longer be a "self-
restriction" but rather "their liberation", natural love must be

recognj-zed as an "ethico-1egal love" or as product. of the free will
uniting to realize a higher degree of autonomy (PRr #161) . "The

ethical aspect of marriage", Hegel writes, "consists in the

partiest consciousness of this unity as their substantíve aim, and

so in their love, trust, and conmon sharing of their ent.ire

existence as individuals" (PR, #163)

This scheme should be examined in light of the previously

established rights of personality and morality. As we have seen,

property relations províde aII the necessary resources for

establishing common ownership. Moralityr oD t.he other hand,

furnishes a framework of mutual accountabilíty where individuals

are obliged to act for the sake of universal right and welfare. As

an institution of freedom, the family incorporates both of these

dimensions into conmon household it establíshes.

As with any form of ownership, the joint personality and

property of the famiJ-y objectively exists only through the

recognition of other persons. Consequently, t.he enactment of the

marriage bond musL take a pubJ-ically recognj.zed f orm; i . e. a

marriage must be acknowledged and respected by others and "the knoL

is tied and made ethical" as Hegel puts it, "only after this

Ipublic] ceremony" (PR, #164) . Public recognition signifies that

notional families are situated and emerge within a context of other

individuals, bearing the same rights of o\^inership and moral
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accountability that qualífy one to enter into marriage. Being a

family member invol-ves playing a role with two dimensions; both

acting towards onet s own family members according to the rights and

duties they share, and acting towards other individuals and

famil-ies " With respect to the latter, an individual relat.es to

other famil-ies not simply as group of persons and subjects but as

"a legal entity" (PR, #171) , with each of its membersr ãs an

"embodiment of the substantial personality of the fami1y"

(PR, #1,69) | recognízed as a family representative responsible for
promotíng its right and welfare in t.he community.

On these Lerms, the family is a type of freedom realized

through the recognized commitment of its members. Required for the

notional- family is that bond of marrÍage be based on ethical love,

i.e. as an expression of t.he free will reciprocally pledging to

form a com.mom personality. So united, the family enjoys normative

validity because it is an inst.itution of self -determinat.ion.

Arising out of mutual choice, it has no other normative purpose

than to provide an association entirely determined by the wil-I of

íts members who therein give themselves a form of autonomy whose

reality and end is their association itself.

Unfortunately much of Hegel's own not.j-onaI reconstrucLion of

the family suffers from its frequent introduction of stipulations

that owe t,heir content not to the necessary logical conditions of

freedom, but to the given cultural prejudices of his day. For

example, Hegel's suggestion that. the validity of marriage is t.ied

to procreation is illicit. The relation of parent to child is an
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optional one whose absence in no way threatens the ethical unity
upon which the family's freedom soley depends. Furthermore, whíle

history may favour the modern monogamous nuclear family as most

reflecting the type of egalitarianism needed for t,he reciprocal

rights and duties of notional family life, Hegel has no logical
grounds (only the historical) to canonize this form as

paradigmatíc. Any type of family may be a notíonal family so long

as all of its spouses (however many, and of whichever gender) each

has the same reciprocal rights and duties as Lhe others.

Similarily, gender and sexual orientation cannot prescribe

househol-d rol-es. These kinds of rest.rictions, having nothing to do

with an individual-'s capacity to accept the rights and duties of

family membership, only undermine the family's notional potential

to manifest truly sel-f-determining activity.

Of course, the one naturally given condition that does

rightfutly affect the family is the child. Children have a unique

place in the family insofar as they are not recognized as

autonomous individuals, but only as "poLentially free and their

life directly embodies nothing save potential freedom't (PRr#L741 
"

Because freedom is an end in itself, children have the right to be

socialized to nurture their own autonomous potentiaL; the right to

be raised "out of the instinctive, physical, leve1 on which they

are originally, to self-subsistence and freedom of personality and

so to the level- on which they have power to leave the natural unity

of the famity" (PR, #175) " Children can be right.fully subjugated to

the authority of their parent.s so long as that subjugation has for
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its aim the real ízatíon of their own free potential. Consequently,

the presence of the child in the famíly does not prevent it from

being an instit.ut.ion of f reedom, since being nourished as

potentiaLly free testifies to its legitimacy.

As an ethical institution of freedom, existing for the sake of
the ríghts and duties characteristic of its oþ¡n form of self-
determining activity, the family gives rise to a type of freedom

beyond right and morality" Unlike property relations, which leave

personality particu.l-arized in terms of external things, and unlíke

morality, which leaves good and conscience indeterminate oughts not

yet at hand, the freedom specific to the family member reproduces

t.he same freely est.ablished association that already comprises the

framework in which such action occurs i.e., the family

institution embodies the unity of freedom and realized right for
which morality can only strive but never realize.

Nevertheless, the family by itself is not sufficient for the

full- real-izat.ion of the notion of right. Specifically, it is
burdened by two types of difficulties; firstly, by itself the

family cannot freeJ-y secure its own reality. When disagreements

arise about the wel-fare of the family, another I'ethical authority
is called for to maintain the right of marraige" (PRr#1,76). Here

the mere plurality of persons and families finds no one possessíng

t.he binding authorit.y to establish objectively when rights have

been violated. In the absence of further ethical instítutions the

respect of these rights coul-d only be l-eft to the arbitrariness of

the individual or the contigency of might.
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Secondly, the family only realizes one of the three potential

forms of ethically sel-f-determining activity. While it remains Lo

be seen of what these other modes of freedon consist,, family

freedom is limited to the ext.ent that it has for its sole end the

conmon personality and property of the household. In this ethical

dimension only the welfare of the family is recognized in the

community, leaving free interaction based on the individualt s

private and politicaL interests unacknowledged.

Hege1 introduces civil society as the next moment of ethical

life where the persuit of privat.e interest is reconstructed as a

mode of ethical freedom. True to Hegel's method, civil society

must be shown to incorporate right, morality, and the family, yet

realize a unique form of freedom with rights and duties of its own.

It is often remarked that. Hegel's conception of civÍl society is a

major innovation of the Philosophv of Riqht3. According to this

view, Heget challenges the traditional framework of polit.ical

thought by íntroducing the distinction between civil society and

the state t or depending on ones perspective, between it and the

househol-d. A reflection of liberal capitalism, Hegelt s conception

of clvil- society supplants the classical binary distinction between

the family and the polis t oî between private and public spheres,

and replaces it with a threefold scheme in which civil society is

neither simply private or public, but rather contains elements of

both " Moreover, insofar as civil- society is demonsLrated to

b) Civil Societ,y
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manifest a Lype of freedom unique to itself, it has the effect of

altering the traditional conceptions of household and polis

altogether. For Hegel, that is, the family is not. to be construed

in economic terms al-one and the polis, being displaced by the

state, tikewise must be seen as categorically distinct from cÍvi1

society. For our purposes, however, neither the theorectical nor

historical novelty of civil society is rel-evant. Rather the

question at issue here is how civil society can be understood as a

normat.ively warranted ethical institution; i.e. as a discrete form

of freedom specific to economic interact.ion.

Civil society is an institutional order in which individuals,

the "bourgeois", pursue particular int.erests in public in such a

manner that their pursuits forward and sustain the simíIar pursuits

of other interested individual-s. Hegel's account of civil society

is broken down into three parts: Lhe basic normative reconstruction

construed as a system of needs, the socia] admÍnistration of

justice, and the relations amongst individuals in the form of

organized interest groups or corprations. Our strategy, roughly

corresponding to this division, is fÍrst to demonsLrate in what

sense economic freedom affords a ner^r mode of right irreducible to

the preceding forms, and then, secondly, to articulate the concrete

institutional structure required Èo secure and protect the civí1

domain, and finally to discuss its normative limit "

Again, civil- society must provide a ne\^r mode of freedom that

transcends right, morality, and the family. The freedom of civil

society, the freedom to realize particul-ar ends in reciprocity with
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others, is irreducible becuase it is absent ín the previous modes

of right. Whil-e the rights of persons, subjects, and adult family

members are its logical prerequisites, civil freedom is stil-1

something lacki-ng in these forms.

relations do not by themselves realize any parti-cular interest in
reciprocity with others. Here the i¡rdividual only ob ject,if ies his

capacity as a personality through property. Strickly speaking that
property o$¡ners can pursue particular ends has nothing to do with

that objectification. SimilarJ-y, the aím of moraf action is not

the mutual reafization of part.icular interests, but acting to
promote universal welfare t.hrough a particular determination of

conscience. Of course t.he moral sub ject may privately t.hrough his

conscience resol-ve the good to be freedom of ínterest, buL to be

reciprocal others would have by coincidence to concur. Also, t.he

unity of the family is threatened the moment its members interact

as independent interests. Only outside the family in a distinct

ethical institution can individuals pursue private interests

without deserting family rights and obligations. Finally it might

be added t.hat civil freedom is categorically distinct from the

political, where individuals realize freedom t.hrough self-
government.

Heget defines civil society in the first instance as a system

of needs, "the mediation of need and one mant s satisfaction through

his work and the satisfaction of the needs of all- others" (PR,188) .

UnIike the natural- wil-l-'s asocial capacity to satisfy particular

ends through its negative universality, the social- universality of

Personality and property
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civil f reedom "asserts itsel-f in the bearing which t.his

satisfaction has on the needs of others and their free arbitrary
wills" (PR, #189) . What qualifies a need as a specifically civil
need is it.s character as 'rsomething which has being for others by

whose needs and work satisfaction for afl alike is conditioned'r;
.'it dírectly involves the demand for the equality of satisfaction
with others" (PR, #192) . Civil needs and ínterests are not given in

nature or accessible to the natural- wi11, but are solely a product

of social interaction.
Social- needs have ín them, Hegel says r ân traspect of

liberat.ion" (PR#194) because the reciprocal interplay in which

their ground is a vehicle of self-determining activity. The key to

this argument lies in t.he conceptíon of reciprocity. HegeI writes,

When men are thus dependenL on one another in their work
and satisfact.íon of t.heir needs, subjective self-seeking
turns into the satísfaction of the needs of everyone
else.
subjective sel-f-seeking turns into the mediation of the
particular through the universal, with the result that
each man in earning, producing and enjoying on his oþrn
account is eo ispso producing and earning for the
en joyment of everyone else. (PR, #l-99) "

Each individual satisfies his particular interests only by

real-izing and respecting the simil-ar pursuit of others. Where for

the dialectical- advance to occur, the interests at play must be

realizabl-e only through whaÈ others can supply, and moreover both

parties must obtain some means of satisfaction in any exchange

(rather than using the term \commodítyt as Marx does, Hegel refers

to the \means t of need satisfaction) . A particular interest is

determined by capricíous personal preference, yet can only be

That is to sây, by a dialectical advance,
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satisfied, as a civil need, by what someone else is willing to
offer under the condition that the bearer of the first need own and

agree to trade something satisfying the similarily advanced need of

the ot.her. Only when need is defined under this condition of

reciprocity, irreducible to any natural, biological- r er cultural
given, can subjective self-seeking be said t.o invol-ve the mediation

of particular and uníversal, and the "private becomes something

social" (PR, #192rAdd) .

While it is the case that abstract right ought grant every

person the right to have his needs for biological subsistence met,

for the reason t.hat. the maintenance of life is a precondition for

any exercise of freedom whatsoever, nevertheless this is
irreducible to civil freedom. Civil society legit,imates, above and

beyond the right of biological- subsistence, the pursuit of

reciprocall-y realizable interests whose content, free of any

natural limit, is as artificially diverse as endless. Here, rrLhe

strict. natural necessity of need is obscured and man is concerned

wit.h his own opinion, indeed with an opinion which is universal,

and with a necessity of his own making alone, instead of with an

external necessity, an inner contigency, and mere caprice"

(PRr#1"94) . Accordingly what defines a civil- need is that it is

directed upon means of sat.isfactíon or commodities that can only be

obtained from other needy individuals in conjunction wítfr the

satisfaction of their respective contingently det.ermíned need"

Atthough the particul-ar content of any need is arbítrary and so may

correspond to whatever physical or psychological want, what makes
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others as an exercise of freedom.

For this reason, the possibl-e differentiation and duplication

of needs and commodities is endless, rtthis multiplication goes on

ad infinitum" (PR, #191) . What figures as an object of civil need

is any alienable property (typically a product of work) that. is

socially needed. Hegel must reject as germane the distinctíon

between rational and j-rrational needs or between t.ruly human wants

and superflous needs for items of luxury. Rather here the content.

civíl need is to be determined exclusively through free interaction

as a maLter of entitled preference, and must be so if market

interaction is to comprise a new mode of freedom. That is to sâY,

freedom of self-interest can only be reconstructed as a mode of

right if in its activity both the form and content of the wil-l are

the products of the wilting in which this system of wants and needs

consists. To participate freely, then, individuals must choose to

need a commodity, a choice only restricted to Lhe extent that the

commodity be owned by another and that they themsel-ves own and are
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willing to exchange a similarly desired commodity.

individuals sat.isfy their needs in this reciprocal manner, they are

l-iberated from natural necessity, realizing particular ends of

t,heir own choice in a relat,ion of right that invol-ves the mutual

recognition of each others right to make their self-interest a

f actor in their sel-f -det.ermination.

Although he does not raise the point, this conception of civil

freedom commit.s Hegel to the cl-aim that the exchanqre val-ue of

When
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commodities is not a derívative of theír use value, but dependent

upon the transactions in which they are actuatly exchangeda.

Because commodity exchange is an act of mut.ual agreement, t.he

exchange val-ue is not something reducible to market scarcity, nor

is it strictly determined by anything preceding the exchange act

setting them in their actual relat.ion of equivalence (as Marx/ s

labor theory of val-ue would have it) . Whatever the economic

factors involved in the market place, what ultimately makes two

commodíties exchangeable are the concurring decisions of their
respective owners.

interests in an economically \raLionalt wêyr but. t.he point remains

that for civil society to constitute a distinct mode of freedom

individuals must be free to trade according to whatever mutual

agreement they freely resolve. The only normatively warranted

constraints on economic freedom are those mandated by the Idea of

right itself, such as an individualt s right to biological

subsistence orr as we shal-1 see, public welfare and political

sovereignty.

As a realm of unnatural affluence and luxury, civil society

may appear to potentially provide greater wealth to all-. However,

as Hegel explains, just as wealth is now socj-alIy defined so too is
poverty:

Individuals may typically pursue their

When social conditions t,end to multiply and subdivide
needs, means, and enjoyments indefiniteJ-y a process
which, like the distinct.ion between natural and refined
needs, has no qualitative l-imit.s -- this is luxury" In
this same process, however, dependence and want. increase
ad infinitum, and the materíal to meet these is
permanently barred to the needy man because it consists
of external- objects with the special character of being
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hence from his point of view its recalcitrance is
absofute. (PR,#195).

Although the market's multification and refinement of needs

and commodities gives each individual the opportuníty to choose

from a mass of luxury beyond natural use, i-t also leaves each in a

dependent poverty relatíve to this artificial multificat.ion. Not

only is an individual's need without limit, but it can only be

satisfied by that individual's limited resources and by what others

oï/n and are willing to exchange.

Besides creatíng a culture of commodity deprivation, the

interaction of civil society also entaÍls the formation of economic

classes which generates more serious poverty problem.

explains t.he emergence of class as follows:

The infinitely complex, cr5-ss-cross, movemenLs of
reciprocal production and exchange, and the equally
infinite multiplicity of means therein employed, become
crystallized into general groups. As a resu.l-t' the
entire complex is built up into particular systems of
needs, means, and types of work rel-ative to these needs,
modes of satisfaction and of theoretical and practical
education, i.e. into systems, to one or ot.her of which
individuafs are assigned in other words, into class
divisions. (PR,#201).
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The reciprocal satisfaction of civil need gives rise to a

variety of forms of exchange and production, where different types

of capital accumulation are linked to different types of commodity

ownership and need. As the economic order and the division of

l-abor becomes more complex, man's productive capabilities and civil

needs multiply. This in turn breaks any immediat.e link between an

individualts labor and his particular needs" Unable to produce t.he

needs he desires and confronted by a complex production sysLem, the

Hegel
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individual can freely participate in whíchever form of 1ívelihood

and economic class activity only if he has the appropriate social
resources at hand to do sor i.e. capital, means of product.ion,

labor power, etc... The problem is that an individual,s given

social cÍrcumstance, the divisÍon of labor, and the free

competition in the market p1ace, can resul-t in "disparities of

weal-th" (PRr#200) that hinder fair particípation ín the market.

Even though the freedom of commodity relations offers every

commodity owner the opport.unity to exchange, this same freedom

aIlows for some individuals to amass wealth to such an extent as to
enhance their opportunities while prejudicing the respective

opportunities of others.

There are other difficulties endemic t.o civil society as well.
First, although commodity relations operate in terms of mutual

respect for the ownership of exchanged goodsr coÍurodity

transactions, like the modes of right before it, provide nothing to
prevent violations of the civil rights they presuppose and

incorporate. Secondly, because the transactions of civil socieLy

proceed through free agreement, its members can never be assured of

f inding other commodity o\¡rners who not only have needs and

commodities correlating wit,h Lheir own, but the will to ent.er into
a mutually agreed transactj-on" That is to sâyr in civil society

the satisfaction of need is always dependent on the free and

arbitrary decisions of others, and hence mutual satisfaction is

always only a possiblitity 
"

These problems betray the ability of civil- society to be self-
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sustaining. Hegel íntroduces the administrative institut.ions of

l-aw and welfare or the police, as well as organized social interest
groups in an attempt to remedy to these difficultÍes. To begin

with, the protect.ion of civil rights (which entail abstract, mora1,

and family rights as the basis upon which the civil domain stands)

calls for a social authority empowered to sLand over commodity

owners as a recognized arbíter and enforcer of their civil rights.
This is done in the administration of justíce. Sínce civil rights

are universal, applying equally to all, they are posited as law

(PR, #211) . The social authority enforcing these l-aws faces the

task of applying these general rules to the concrete context of

civil- society. This involves both judging how indívidual cases

fa11 under the law and carrying out whatever punishments and

rest.itutions are due. To "have a binding force" the laws "musL be

made universally knownr' (PR, #215) . To this end the implementation

of law within the community entails lega1 formalities that give

civil- rights a mark as publically recognized.
I'property acquisitions and transfers must now be undertaken and

concl-uded only in a form which makels] ownership capable of

proof and valid in faw" (PR, #217) . Moreoverr âs a result the

administration of justice, the social enforcement of civil- rights

entail-s a new civil right of its own namely, the right of the

individual- to have his f reedom protected and arbitrat.ed by a

policing authority (PR, #232) "

Atthough t.he administration of justice may work to enforce the

rights and duties of civil freedom, it cannot by it.self remedy t,he

For example,
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problem of poverty, nor does Ít secure an indivÍdualt s opportunity

to satisfy his needs through the reciprocal action of choice.

Hegel examines the roLe of organized interest groups or

corporations and the pulblic administ.ration of welfare in Lerms of

a solution to this problem. Again, the aim here is to guarantee

the freedom of the individual to satisfy chosen needs reciprocally.

Hence these institutions will not eliminate the market, for the

free market comprises the very exercise of freedom to which the

economically disadvant.aged should be given fair access.

Individuals in civil- society have the right to join together

int.o economic interest groups to promote their common needs. What

makes these groups legitimate, from a normative perspective, Ís

that they have vofuntary membership, advance particular Ínterests

that. can only be realized in reciprocity with others, and

accordingly pursue their conmon goals so1e1y by participatíon in

civil society. Typica1ly int.erest. groups are a product of the

different shared interests that arise from conmon means of

livelihood by which the classes are distinguished.

collective legal action, collectively securing employment or

exchange transact.ions, communal educational opportunities, etc. " "

membership in interest groups can provide individual-s greater

protection from poverty.

This is, however, no real- solut.ion. Although an interest.

group may suceed in attaining the common goals its seeks, the fact

that it is buL a particular group in the market that can only

satisfy its members needs with the agreement of other owners,

Through
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leaves it unable to ever gaurantee the welfare of its members.

Further, a qroupt s success need not benefit other individual-s or
groups. Just as commodity relat.ions among private individuals
cannot preclude growing disparities in wealth, so market

intervention by interest groups cannot prevent the development of
poverty and social inequalities that prejudice the opport.unity of
all to satisfy their needs. Hence civil society requires more for
its nomative realization than what interest group activlty can

supply.

Another al-ternative is welfare administration where a public

authority extends assistence to al-1 members of civil society in the

interest of securing the equal opportunity to satisfy freely
selected needs in reciprocity with others. Hege1 in fact only

gives partíal consideration to public welfare administration and

finds in the corporation both the best solution to the poverty

problem (at l-east. t.o the extent. that it. can be alleviated) and the

embryonic gierm of the democratic state.

Hegel envisions the corporation as a buisiness association

that functions "fike a second family for its members" (PRr #252) .

By joining a corporation the individual lives within a community

with a distinct. communal way of life. Livelihood protected and

assured (PR, #253) , the individual becomes explicitly conscious of

and strives to promot.e t,he universal reciprocity within Èhe sociaL

group that sustains the corporation. As a private member of civil

society, the individual- while al-so realizíng his particularit.y only

through reciprocal universality, is typícally rtunconscíous" of
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"workinq for others" in his own self-seeking (PR, #255'Add) . In the

corporation, on the other hand, the social whole becomes less

external and formal, and the individualt s particularity now

incl-udes a conscious reference to the universal. For Hegel it is

then only a small step to a polítical community in which a public

economi-c lifestyle will develop into one which strives for the

common politÍcal good.

This argument or rather narrative is inconsequential for

applied 1ogíc and agaín refl-ects Hegel's tendency to misplace

concreteness. Corporations and interest groups realize no greater

degree of self-determining activity than what the privately self-

seeking individual in civil society does. Further there is no

logical or even economic reason to suggest t.hat these groups will

always have the ability to function to promote the equal

opportunity of íts members (let alone non-members) to satisfy their

civil needs. In this respect Hegel under-estimat.es the market's

interminable and íngenious resourcefulness at creating disparit.ies

in wealth and fair opportunity.

difference, normatively speaking, what social circumsÈance may

surround the rise of democracy.

Nonetheless a good argument for the intervention in t.he market

by a public authority is implicitly present in Hegel's dj-scussion.

The key is the principle that legitimates intervention -- equality

of opportuniLy for civil freedoms. The aim of intervention is to

combat economic disadvantage and to secure for all- the same freedom

of int.erest whose realization comprises free market activity.

Finally, it makes little
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Because individuals can satisfy their needs in the market only

if the social- products they need are available and they or¡rn

commodities needed by the owners of what they seek, the public

aut.hority must act on two fronts simult.aneously in order to secure

civil freedom. Simultaneously t.he administration of welfare must.

aim to ensure that the market offers an affordable supply of

commodities needed by every member and that all have commoditÍes

required for the exchanqe of what they need (PR, #236) "

What makes this difficult is that. it involves more than simply

insuring the physical subsistence of individuals, but insuring that.

aIl- can earn a conventional standard of living through their
exercise of economic freedom. Further, sínce welfare (from Hegelt s

perspect.ive) consists in participation in modes of right or

freedom, economic disadvantage cannot simply be removed through

charity or public assistence. I'In either case", Hegel writes, I'the

needy would receive subsistence directly, not by means of their

work, and this would violate the principle of civil society"

(PR, #245) . Direct assistence may help to all-eviate poverty, but if

t.he possession of goods and employment is given without the

mediation of an individual's will then his civil- right to choose

what he needs and how to earn a corresponding livel-ihood in

conjunct.ion with others in undermined.

Similarly, economic disadvantage cannot simply be remedied by

imposing equality of wealth, stipulating either the social- products

or the exchange vafue t.o which each individual is entítled. If

ownership is limit.ed this eliminates rather than secures everyonet s
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freedom of need. By contrast, publically furnishíng aIl, with an

equal amount of exchange value, while leaving all with an equal

opportunity to participate in the market, is not the same as

enforcj-ng everyonet s right to realize interdependent interests "

Since individuals may freely desire both different commodities and

different leve1s of wealth, to restríct either is to restrict civil
freedom. In fact these types of restrj-ctions if rigídly enforced

often do more harm than good -- socialist economic restraint.s, for
ínstance, historically have resulted in decreasing avail-ability of
goods in the market and a declining l-evel of commodity ownership.

Without any direct solution to the problem of securing cÍvi1
freedom, the public authority must take a more flexible approach"

Again what. makes this problem so difficuLt is both the unrestricted

character of civil need and inequalities of wealth and fair

opportunity continually produced in the free market. Since the

markeL's limitless multiplication of goods and needs permits

individuals to choose to need any variet.y and amount of

commodities, welfare administrat.ion cannot eliminate the

discrepancies between the need and supply of commodities.

Nonet.heless, public authority can address both sides of the

dilemma. On the one hand, it can regulate the actual resources of

the economy to furnish the market with some of t.he needed social

products t ê.g. t.he provision of public goods, guaranteeing money

supply, creating public utilities etc" ".. On the other hand it can

supply the economically disadvantaged with the means to better

freely participate in t.he marketr €.g" through the redistribution
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of wealth in progressive taxation, public work, trainÍng, and

education opportunities, etc. . . (PR, #240-45) .

intervention are l-egitímate so long as they functÍon to promote for
all the right to exercise civil freedom where both livilihood and

need satisfaction remain a matter of personal preference. Here

what can reasonably limit and regulate activity within the

marketpÌace is nothíng but what aims at the realization of civil
freedom itself.

Because the workings of the market are contingently determined

by the arbitrary recíprocal decisions of its members, publíc

welfare strategies can at best achieve a relative temporary success

at restoring equality of opportunity for civil freedom. In the

absence of any speculatively warranted a priori solution to this
problem, no public plan to adjust supply and demand or to

redistribut.e income can ever be assured of achieving its ends and

intervention and regulation requires constant adjustment in

reaction to the circumstances of the market. While this l-eaves the

occurence of economic injustice a constant possibility, it also

Ieaves the restoration of civil freedom an endeavor whose part.ial

success can never be excluded" And just as the administration of

civil justice can protect civil- right.s without eliminating the

possibility of criminal violations, so the public administration of

welfare can struggte to ensure economic rights without removing the

conditions from which economic disadvantage arises.

These types of

On these terms, public welfare administration does not

supplant or undermine civil- society, but rather regulates it so
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that civil rights are secured externally by a public authority.
The normative limit of civil- soci-ety, one shared by all- of the

preceding modes of right, is thatr on the one hand, it together

with the preceding modes does not exhuast the will-t s potential for
self-determining activity, and on the oLher, it fails through its
own activity to secure the freedom of which it is the exercise;

requiring foreign int.ervention by public institutions. With

respect. to the l-atter problem, the difficulty here is that the

public instítutions Hegel introduces to secure familial and civil
freedom do not as yet have the ability to legitímate and det.ermine

their o\^rn aut.hority. On their own, the modes of right thus far
considered do not provide public institutions with the power to
furnish the laws they apply and enforce wíth a normatively

warranted obligatory force. The process whereby public l-aws are

concretely det.ermined needs to be rationally certified. By

themselves public institutíons can only enact laws positively by

appealing to either custom, consensus, or force. Hence the mandate

f or the f inal mode of et.hical- life, polítical f reedom and the

notional- state.

According to Hegel, the state is the complete and final

specífication of the ldea of right " It fully realizes the set of

conceptual requirements contained in the notion of right, i.e. the

thought of human practice as radícaIly self-determined act.ivíty.
¡'The sLate", Hegel claims,

c) The St,at,e



is absolutely rational inasmuch as it is the actuality of
the substantial- wil-l which it possesses in the particular
sel-f-consciousness once that consciousness has been
raised to consciousness of its universality. This
substantial unity is an absoluLe unmoved end in itself,
in which freedom comes into its supreme right,.
(PR, #258 ) .

In the notional state, Índividuals as free citizens take as

theír aim the substantial uníversality of political freedom in

which al-I of their other modes of freedom are ground and realized"

Political freedom is an unmoved end in itself because it is

unconditionally self-qrounded, having in its realization both its

own actualizat.ion and end as a distinct and unique mode of right,

and all of the other modes as wel-I. The identity between the

individualt s partícular self-consciousness and the statet s

substantial universalit.y is precisely t,he identity between an

individual-'s capacity for self-determination and the particular

modes of freedom realized through the politically grounded

interrelations of ríght -- where polítical consciousness is raised

to substantial universalíty insofar as citizens make the

community's own free int.errel-ations the aim of polit.ical activity.

Unlike the previous non-political modes of right, political freedom

is sel-f -grounded and self -ref l-exive because it has freedomt s entire

compass as its explicit purpose and act.ivity"

Hegel's discussion of the state is divided into three

sections, consLitutional Iaw, internat.ional law, and world history.

From our perspective, the principle task is to articulate how

political- freedom functions as a self-grounded mode of right, its

relation as a substantial ground to the other modes of right, and

209
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correlatively the specífic activities and ínstitutional structure

required by a notional state. Questions concerning the relations
between states and their historical development are Less pertinent

in terms of applied logic than Hegel's attempted demonstration of

the objective rationality of a constitut,ional state, which will
here be our chief occupation.

The notional state is a "self-dependent organism" and t.he

"actualit.y of concrete freedom" (PR, #259-60) . Specífically Hegel

understands this concretion to mean that "the determinations of the

individual- will are given an objective embodiment through t.he state

and t.hereby they attain their t.ruth and their actual-ization for the

first time." (PRr#261-rAdd). This means not only that the state is

the rationally objective "ground and final truth" (PR, #263rAdd) of

the prior modes of right thus far spelled out, but moreover that

citizens of the state "in the act of willing these [modes of right]

wil-l- the universal in light of the universal, and their activity is

consciously aimed at none but this universal end. " (PR, #260) . The

state both realizes a new mode of freedom which resides in making

freedom the end of it.s activity, t.he universaL in light of the

universal, and in this same newly realized political autonomy,

determines and secures al-l- the previous relations of right.

Just as Hegelt s strategy in speculative logic is to show the

object.ivity of pure thought by revealing its form and cont.ent. to be

unconditionally self-grounded and self-instantiated, so too is it

appropriate for applied logic to seek in the realm of practice the

ability of man's activity to imitate this objectifying rat.ionality.
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It is only in this sense that. Hegel's notorious remarks identifying
the state with "the march of God in the world" must be understood.

The self-subsisting work of HegeJ-'s God in the st.ate is simpty the

a priori "power of reason actual-izíng itself as wi1l" (PRr #258) .

The demonstratíon for the objective rationality of the state

and ultimately ethical life consists in reveal-ing how the state can

be concieved to function as a concrete ground of freedom,

exhuasting the will's self-determÍning potential. Hence the state

is rational insofar as it gives all- the modes of freedom a

necessary realization through its own activity, and insofar as the

organic whole into which it unites them is self-determined.

Since the state can only ground right by employing its own

institutions of political freedom, their structure must be

legitimately established in their own right as the internal basis

not only for its own freedom but also for its relation to the non-

political institutions under its control. How t.he state mediat.es

its own universal rule wit.h the particul-ar political wills of its

citizens concerns the inner constitution of the state.

enumeration of the distinctive por{rers of government, their
interrelated character, as wel1 as the relation between positive

and constitutional law, all fall- under HegeJ-t s theory of

const.itutionality appropriate for a notional design of seLf-

government.

Unfortunately, Hegel/ s constitutional theory is only partíally

adequate and in fact has the effect of throwing the very

possibility of a rationally warrant.ed self-determined ground of

The
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right into questj-on. In truth however, Hegel,s errors are not so

much a product of applied 1ogic, the concluding reductio ad

absurdum of its strategy to ground right, but rather the result of
misplaced concreteness, and poor and often absent argumentation.

Given onty partial textual support for a compelling resolution to
this critical question¡ wê will proceed by turning Hegel against

hímself -- first by giving a bríef synopsis of the weaker elements

of his constitutional theory and then by addressing the possíbility

of a theory truer to the speculative intentions of philosophical

science,' making explicit those aspects of the Hegelian state that
point in that direction"

The internal const.itution of Hegel's state is reconstructed as

follows:
(a) the power to determine and establish the universal --

the Legislature;
(b) the power to subsume single cases and the spheres of

particularity under the universal -- the Execut,ive,'
(c) the power of subjectivity, as the will with the power

of ultimate decision the Crown. (PR, #273).

According to Hegel, this constitutionaL arrangement corresponds to

the logical momenLs of the Notion,' where the legislature as the

source of J-aw, t.he application of t.heses laws through the

executive, and the ratifying will of the monarch, coincíde

respectively with the universal, particular, and individual. Just

as the logical moments of the Notion are interrelated such as they

are simultaneously identical and distinctr so the constitutional

monarchy forms an organic whole with differentiated yet

interdependent parts.

The task of the hereditary monarch is through counsel Lo
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formally sanctíon (but not alter) legislation as constitutionally
legitimate. Other more positive functions include the select.ion of

mini-sters, for whose action and advice he is nevertheless not

responsible, and occasionally grant.ing mercy to condemned

criminals " Through the institutions of the police and judiciary,

the executive branch oversees the enforcement of the past and

present decisions of the monarch"

develops from an already existent body of law and cust^om the new

laws to be submitted for approval by the monarch. Legislative
power resídes ín the interaction of the monarch, executive, and the

Estates. Representing the j-nterests of the different cLasses, the

Estates through the speeches of its representatives bring political

activities of the legislature into public consciousness. With

freedom of speech and religion gauranteed, the public in turn can

influence the legislature indirectly through popular opinion and

through the election of Estat,e representatives.

There is little point in going into much detail here.

Clearly, a notional state cannot be legitimate if it assumes

HegeI's design whj-ch losely mirrors the political arrangements of

his day. Constitutional monarchy is flawed in two basic respects:

firstly, it fail-s to separate civil- societ.y from the state in the

radical way necessary for political activity to constitute a

dist.inct mode of right irreducible to it6. Assigning direct
political functions to the different Estates makes the allotment of

political power a matter of social privilege, reducing politics to

the rule of particular as opposed to universal interesLs.

Finally, the legislature
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Secondly, the organic division of powers, necessary if right is to
ground itself, is violated when the monarch and executive

participate in legislation.

averagie citizen is reduced, not unlike the monarcht s, to ratifying
what is willed by a bureaucratic legislature. Finally, it is not

c1arified how the non-political rigl,ts citizens are to be secured

and g,auranteed through the governing activÍty of the monarchy.

Given the f ail-ure of constitutional- monarchy in terms of
Hegelt s own criteria of rationality, the quest.ion remains whether

a notional state can be reconstructed that would real-ize a truly
self-grounded mode of rightT,

possibil-ity of determining a rationally warranted instÍtutional
structure of political freedom t.hat would function to ground all
the modes of right including itself exclusively through its own

self-determining activit.y. To begin to address this quest.ion it is
besL to start by resol-ving the most general requirements and then

move to the more specific.

For the state to be rational, it must comprise a new mode of

right irreducible to the other modes it grounds and sustains. This

means the state must embody a polit.ical freedom constituted through

a unique type of Ínfiníte teleological activity. Where for this to

occur, citizens must codetermine an order of self-governmenL (the

form of the political will) that is the very framework by which

they exercise their agency as free citizens (the content of t.he

political will) " The state, that is, must be an association

through whose inst.it.ut.ions citizens interact determining government

In this scheme, the role of the

Again the question concerns the
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po1ícy as the aim of t.heir action. For that policy to be something

citizens can wil-l- as their own poIít.ica1 self-determinat.ion, the

state in which they act must be the existing sLruct.ure of their own

pol-itical f reedom to govern themsel-ves.

universal- wil-1 of the state coincides with the particular wills of
its citizens, because the state to whÍch they are subject is the

mechanism of their self-ruIe. In the free act of self-government,

then, the state exhibits infinite teleological activÍty sÍmply by

being the institutional reality of this freedom.

constitutiona] self-government is a unique mode of right distinct
from the previous modes insofar as it explÍcitly has freedom as its
own end and purpose. Such a sel-f-reflexive purpose is absent in

the non-political modes of right where activity is not directed

upon the objectification of freedom per Sêr but only a particular

element of it.
Further as Hegel himself properly argues, the relation between

the state and the other modes of right must be such that,
the state is from one point of view an external necessity
and their higher authority; its nature is such that t.heir
l-aws and interests are subordinate to it and dependent on
it. On the other hand, however, it is the end immanent
within them, and its strenght lies in the unity of its

f n this case, t.he

The key here is to grasp the role the non-political modes of rÍght
pfay as necessary logícal prerequisítes for the possibility of

self-government. Since the modes represent the preconditions of

political freedom, the state must secure these rights in order to

secure its own reality as self-determined. Thus the accommodat.íon

own universal end and purpose with
interest of individuals (PR, #261) .

Further,

the particular
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of non-polítical rights will not l-imít or restrict the legitimate

scope of political freedom, but rather will always be part of its
realization. For example then, in any act of poliÈical self-
determination abstract rights are necessary for all, otherwise

without at least onet s body representing onet s will, recognizable

participation in any further modes of right is impossible. Mora1

rights are equatly indispensable, since without. them one cannot be

held responsib.l-e for one's act.ions. Political- autonomy would also

be undermined, albeit in a different way, if free participation in

familial- and civil domains was not protected by the stat.e. In t.his

case while it. coufd be concievabi-e that aII could particat.e in the

collective political wil-l to annuLl these domains as politicalJ-y

ground and secured, the state woul-d cease to have freedom as its

excl-usive aím, violating the identity between the universality of

political- freedom and the particular, non-political- modes of right.

Atthough the exercÍse of non-political rights is presupposed

as part of the real-ization of political freedom, t.his does not mean

that the state cannoL legitimately impose limitations upon them.

The state has the right to perserve it.s o\^¡n sovereignty and this

may involve preventíng any of its component non-political

inst.ítutions from subordinating the state to its own ends. If

right is to be determined by freedom, the state must ensure for all

property, moral, household and civil rights without letting these

undermine political freedom or their self-determíned ground. The

state cannot legit.imately cancel these modes in their entirety and

still be a notional state for it presupposes them, but it has the
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right and duty to restrict particular aspects of their exercise

when such measures are required to preserve the political
Ínstitutions of freedom that guarantee their general existence,

Thus, for example, the state has the prerogatÍve and obligat.ion to
restrain and punish the arbítrarj-ness of conscience when its moral

acts violate the laws of the state. So too is the state entitled
to tax its citízens to support government endeavors, and solicit
them to risk their lives for the defense of political sovereignty,

which a.l-one protects personhood in general.

More specifically, the regulation of the modes of non-

political freedom by the state can be said to have two basic

dimensions. On the one hand, the state must provide public

institut.j-ons with the .l-aw and authorit.y required to protect family

and civil rights. To this end, the state must. enact adminÍstratj-ve

laws determining the jurisdiction and organization of the public

enforcement. of civil rights and wel-fare and the body of civil- l-aw

that civil institutíons administer in securing non-political
rights. rt must ensure that publÍc institutions obey the laws it
has imposed upon them. Only under this polÍtical supervision can

the state assure that public institutions are able and compelled to

regulate property relations, families, and the economy in
accordance with t.he principles of right.

On the ot.her hand, the st.at.e must. also act to ensure the equal

political opportunity of citizens to rule themselvess. Since

obtaining publicity for political- ideas and programs, organizíng

political groups, and mounting campaigns, all- require financial
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resources, access to communication, freedom of political speech,

etc. . ., particul-ar individuals even in a society with all of its
non-political rights secured may have privileged resources and

cl-out undermining the equal access of citizens to the social tools
needed to engage in politics. Given the possibilities of political
corruptíon and the domination of political affairs by particular
interests, the state must struggle to safeguard the equality of

access to the means of political participation. The state must

undergro t.his regulation for purely political ends if it is to prop

a regime where rul-er and sub ject are not mutualì-y exclusive.

In this general fashion then, the stat.e can secure the

conditions for political freedom by regulating its own relation to
society. Through these two types of j-ntervention, the state may

insure that its citizens/ freedoms as persons, moral subjects,

family members, and civil- agents are realized in unity with their
political self-determination .

It also foLlows from these abstract principles that a notionat

st.at.e must be a constitutional- state. As reason alone determi-nes

what can count as an act of political self-determinatÍon, a

rationally determined constitution is necessary to ensure the state

maintains and wills itself in its polit,íca1 activity. If this r,\rere

otherwise, the endemic arbitrariness of majority rule would not be

restrained to preserve political freedom and the non-political

modes of right. Whether or not non-political modes of right are

preconditions of political freedom and whether or not state

sovereignty may occasionally calL for theír limitat.ion, does not.
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alter the sítuatíon. Theír rightful enforcement can only be

guaranteed under a state if the politÍcal wiIl is bound by

constitutional laws spelling out every right that needs to be

uncondit.ionally upheld, including the state's right to restrict

them when necessary to maintain itself as the bulwark of every

ríght.

Strickly speaking, the enactment or amendment of a

constitution is not itself an act of political self-determination.

For polit.ical activity to be self-determined, the end or content

that citizens will must be the realization of self-government that

comprises the very framework or form of agency in which they engage

in politics. Because political self-det.ermination, like every

ot.her mode of right, is inseparable from the context in which ít
proceeds, a citizen cannot exercise political freedom without

aJ-ready being situated within the constit.utional institutions by

which it operates.

constitut.ion into being, this activity is not an end in it.sel-f but

onty a means for producing a political order that does not already

exist. Enacting and amending a constitution is not a self-

determininq act because end and mean, form and content remain

divorced "

constitutional state can engage in a unique polit.ical form of

infinite teleological activity that resides not in constitution

making but constitution willing -- where the only way citizens can

act in their contitutíonal cont.ext is by governing themselves,

exercising an activity that will-s that context it.self .

Tn contrast., when a community brings a

Nonetheless once founded, citizens of a rat.ional
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This might appear paradoxícal, since Ít seems to deny the

community the freedom to impose upon itself the form of government

in which it participates. However, as reason determines freedom to
lie in infinite teleological activityr so too does applied logic
determine the modes of human practice that can manifest it.
Because a normatively warranted constitution is prescribed by

reason, it is only a matter of choice for a community to determíne

to what extent it.s political order wil-1 conf orm to it and

consequently to what extent freedom will be realized.

Instantiating a constitution is, from Hegel's perspective, by its
very nature an unconstitutional act. Accordingly the occurrence or

realization of right is categorically distinct from the contingent

historical- activity through which it is brought into being. This

is a distinction Hegel- makes cl-ear in speculative logic where the

possible actualization of reason is considered, but which is often

confl-ated in his philosophy of history. The task of applied logic
j-s only to investigate the possibility of a rational staLe or, what

is the same, to explore t.he constitution's potential qualities of

universality, object.ivity, and unconditionality that mirror the

logical Notion qua1ities as a vehicle of truth. The hÍstorical and

sociological conditions that. are 1ikely to give rise to the

actual-ization of right are, in terms of resolving the rationality

of the staLe, irrelevant " That, the emergence or retraction of a

rational constitution is dependent upon cultural tradition and the

arbitrary will of a communmity does not. undermine the status of its

activity (once born) as a self-grounded reality of freedom. For
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what makes a notional state self-grounded is only that it compríses

a constitutional self-governing regime whose citizens freely wi11

the realization of the same institutions through which they

exercise their rights of political self-determinat.ion. Although

the polit.ical participation of every citizen ís constitutionally
restrícted to (as we shall see) positively actualizing the

const.itution, it still realizes the constitution as a political
order existing for no other sake than it.s own self-government.

Thus again, it is precisely by conforming to or imitating a

rationaL constitution that. political- freedom can never bring Ínto
being, but must already possess, that poritical freedom gets

realized as an Ínfinite teleological activityr âs a continual
product of its own activity. In Hegelts system, all forms of
higher actuality are dependent upon and emerge through the lower,

yet nevertheless are higher only insofar as they Lranscend the

forms form which they emerge and depend by realizing a greaLer

degree of self-subsistent act.ivity.
It may be objected that a constitution prescribed by reason,

and that when acLuaLized results in an activity that can only

legitimately aim at realizing itself, leaves litt1e room for the

arbitrariness of the collective political will. In truth, however,

freedom of majority rul-e is only restricted in terms of

constitutional law and has its proper place in det.ermining positive
legislation. Although a rational constitution has an a priori

content that prescribes all those activities and institutions that

are universally and unconditionally va1id, its realízation in
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practice cannot be determined by concepts alone. It also j-nvolves

applying the constítution's prescriptions to a given political
reality whose contingent situation can only be judged through

experience. Thís calls for the legislation, authorization, and

execution of positive laws, not to alter the constitution, but. to
bring it to bear upon the current state of affairs. Alterable,
rescindabl-e positive laws are necessary, for without their
continual enactment in reference to the changing political
situation, constitutional- statut.es cannot be acted upon in any

general, yet determinate fashj-on.

requires fl-exibl-e supervision by public aut.horities t.o struggle to
insure civil- freedom, t.he co-determined polit.ical will is l-eft to

supply the variably conditioned laws (e.9. public economic policy)

which will serve to implement a politically sanctioned state of
affairs that best realizes or at least is not at odds with abstract

const.itutional- guidelines .

The reason that positive J-egislation ought to be 1eft. for
public democratíc discretion, however unreflective, and not to a

professional bureaucracy of experts, is simply because this
democratic exercise is an end in itself " Whíte all- modes of right
depend upon the realization of a rational constitution, this can be

an act of political sel-f-determination, a part.icular mode of right,
only when all citizens participate in co-determining the

legis1at.ion, authorization, and execut,ion of the 1aw that governs

Like civil society which

t.hemselves.

authorizat.ion of law does not benefit from a professional

This is not Lo say that the execuLion and



bureaucracy better suited to
but. that in these spheres

government positions must be

wil-l- of all citizens.
The relat.ion between positive and constitutíonal law raises

the issue of the division of powers. Again as it was pointed out,

a rational state must regulat.e its own relation to society so t.hat

both political and non-political rights are secured and respected.

ft is also the case t.hat the state ought to be internally regulated

to prevent any political institution from having the authority to
easily disregard the constitution. This can be accomplished

through an organic division of powers that separates the principle
functions of political activity into three distinct yet

interdependent branches of government. Subsituting the judiciary
for the monarch and ful1y isolating their functions in terms of
authorization, execution, and legislat.ion, we can easily follow
Hegel's argument for an organic division t.o ensure the state only

can act through the co-determination of atl its separate powers.

For political as we.l-l as non-poritícal rights to be respected, no

institution of the state shoul-d be abl-e to exercise its
characteristic power except in conjunction with the complementary

constitutional actívity of the others. When the legÍslature cannot

make its l-aws valíd wit.hout the assent. of a separat.e aut.horizing

power' when the authorizíng power has nothing to certify without

the preceding legislation of the law-makers, and when the executive

cannot govern without. authorized laws to administer, no particular
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handle the technical duties involved,

and the 1egíslature in particular
in an effective sense mediated by the



polÍtica1 power can substitute itself for
stat.e, separating an institutional_ ruler
self-government .

These considerations, then, ar_row for a preriminary conception
of the principtes invoÌved in determining a politicar ground of
right that could function to legitimate t.he state and ethicar life
as rationally objective. The state is rationar insofar as the
relation between it. and the ot.her modes of right is something
det.ermined and secured by political activity which is itself a
distinct mode of right.
necessary preconditions, their dependence sígnifies that ít is only
through a political ground that they subsist in conformit.y wÍth the
notion of free human practice, free of any dependence on might,
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the universal wiIl of the
and rul-ed and annulling

tradition, or consensus.

determining potentialities into an organic whore, the urtimate
raison d'etre of the Hegelian state is that iL serve as this ground
through its or{rn form as a vehicr-e of ser-f-determination.

Admittedly, thÍs bare out.line of a notional stat.e l-eaves much
of the actual structure of self-government yet to be determined.
whether the ì-egislative power shoul-d involve participatory and/or
representative assemblies, single or multiple chambers,
proportional- or majority representation, a federal or parlimentary
arrangremenL,' whether the head of the state should be an individual
or a collective leadership, directry or indirectly er-ected,. and
which authorizing and execut.ive officials should be elected, are
al-l questions given no immediate answer by the identity of right

While these other modes provide its

Uniting all of the wilI's self-
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and political freedom, and the need for a rat.ional constitution and

division of powers.

rational-ly decided from the perspective of philosophical science,
this wilÌ only occur by thinking through a coherent structure of
political- self-determination, which gives the state legitimacy
while freeing right from force and dogmatism.

Having focussed on the internal rationality of the
constitutional state, there is still a need to consider the
international- rerations bet.ween states. According to Hegel, the
relations between states can either be considered formally or
substantially. On the one hand, the relation between states are

formal because international rel-ationships conform to the logic
abstract right and morality states claim territory as their
sovereign domains, determining for themselves without recourse to
universally val-id standards their own interests and purposes¡ âs

welr as the standard to judge the legitimacy of such

determinations. fnternational 1aw, following this logÍc, is always

restricted to agreements subject to revision and withdrawl of

Neverthel-ess , if these matters can be

recognition.

either that of war or peace.

On the other hand, construed substantially what individuates

st.ates is the degree to which the Idea of right is realÍzed. This

subst.antial mode of particularization Hegel discusses under the

title of world History. what ought to be at j-ssue is not the

chronologrical rel-ation amongst states ¡ ân il1icit. temporal

díalect.ic, but the representation of different hístorically given

Consequently, internat.ionat st.ate relations are
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states in terms of their normative value " Since the modes of right
are logically related such that the more concrete are dependent on

the more abstract formsr ârì a priorí model of the historical
deveropment of right, can be employed to construct a phírosophy of
history the three possible stages in the emergience of freedom

being: abstract right alone, abstract right. and moralíty, and

finally abstract right, morality, and ethical l-ife.
Again, because self-determining human pract.ice is a type of

infinite teleological activity, the historicat emergence of these

forms is necessarilV a cont.ingent occurance. The freedom afforded

through right, by definint.ion as self-determining activity, can

never be given prior to its own realizat.ion and is nowhere present.

except through itself . I¡lhile right must always be collectively
instantíated by a community, that instantiation process is not

itself a self-determined activity, but simply a product of the

natural will's abst.racting capacity to pursue ends with

categ,orically distinct means. If this were otherwise, and the

occurance of one mode of ríght somehow of necessíty led to the

occurance of another (whether as Hege1 suggests due to t.he

causal-\temporal "advance of the sel-f-developing self-consciousness

of the world mind" (PRr #347) or some ot.her less grandiose causation

scheme), then the identity of end and mean in any part.icular mode

of right would be violated, and the sphere of right as a whole

would f ind itsel-f mediated by something other than it.self . Again

the normative, ideal character of the modes of right is predicated

precisely on their ability to lift man's activit.y int.o a realm
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which imítates the absolute fdea's as Ímmediately uncondítioned yet
radically self-mediated.

Accordingry, the proper task of a philosophical scj-ence of
hÍstory is to investigate the sociological conditions and factual
circumstance that surround the emergence of right in history.
Since the ful1 realization of right involves a logica11y determined

development of the Idea of right, a recollected past and potential
future necessity may be found in history -- namely, deducing more

abstract modes in the past when one finds more concrete ones in the
present. t or t correlatively, articul-ating what of necessíty must

occur for right to be more fu1ly real-ized or maintain itself in the
future. rn contrast , by construing the task of world history to
lie in conceiving in an a priori fashion what has occured as the

work of world mind, Hegel commits himself to an absurd position
which is not only at odds with much of western hístory, but

speculative Ìogic as we1l-.



From the outset, the question of this thesis has been to
resolve Hegel's strategy for groundíng a normative conception of
right. As a normative theory, what legitimates the phil-osophv of
Riqht's modes of social practice lies ín the radical freedom or
self-determined activity that they make possible. rn turn, what

legitimates freedom as the ground of normativity is
presumptionless, self-grounded speculative logic.

Since we have proceeded dogmatically -- símply rehearsíng the
chain of reasoning that serves as the basis for Hegel's
understanding the Philosophy of Riqht as a philosophical science --
no definitive conclusion about the success of Hegel's normative

theory and its speculative foundation is immediately at hand. One

has only to be confronted by the long and diverse history of Hegel

interpretation to see the difficulties involved in evaluating his
philosophy. It appears that aI] of Hegel's central arguments have

been interpreted, challenged, and defended from a wide body of
incommesurate perspectives. There are as many 'Hegels' as there
are traditions of Hegel interpretation. Nevertheless, whatever the
difficul-ties Hegel's receptive aftermath poses, the interpretation

of his position presented here offers an approach to normative

theorizing that avoíds the difficulties traditionally associated

with foundationalist projects. This is not to say that the success

of Hegel's speculative logic and its application in normative

theory is unproblematic. But rather that, despite the debatabí1ity

Conclusion

228
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of the actual success of Hegel's position, it does provide a

coherent strategy for resolving a prescriptive conception of right.
criticism, to use carnap's distinction, can be internar or

externaL. In the former case, particular assertions or parts of
arguments are at stake; by contrast, in the latter more radical
case, the unifyíng set of principres or presuppositions, the total
framework, style of reasonÍng, or the paradigm of a theory stands
in question. with respect to our interpretation, for exampre,

Hegel's philosophy of history ís rejected internally as been at
odds with speculative logic, his phirosophy of rogic weakry

defended, or at Least sympatheticarly interpreted, externally
against Kantian and traditional formal logic. In a weak external
sense' the case for the coherence of Hegel's strategy for grounding

right can be made by recounting his position in light of the
foundationaList requirements of natural right theory. such a

relative and tentative concrusion takes the prace of a more

desirable but unavailable authoritative judgment about the promise

of a philosophical science of right.
The contemporary rejection of foundationalist strategies ín

normative theory is based on a perceÍved failure of the two

archetypal traditions in lrlestern political thought, classic and

modern natura] right, to successfurly justify a theory of justice
in a presciptive sense. fn general, the distinction between

classic and modern natural right refers to those (typíca1Iy
ancient) theories that giround right on externally prescibed virtues
and modes of conduct, âs opposed to those that make freedom the
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normative princíple of right. Hegel's theory is a modern

tereological version of naturar right theory that, ât reast in
principre, overcomes the difficulties that either of the
traditional al-ternatíves endemically face.

classically teleological insofar as -nature' or rather reality is
not what is temporally first, but rather stands as the rational
telos of nature and spirit, and insofar as what constitutes reality
is logically first present throughout temporal development in
differÍng degrees of actual-ization. And it is modern or Iiberal at
Least to the extent that what is good by nature is freedom

(although construed as radical self-determination this is not the
'ability to do otherwise' or -absence of coercion'brand. of freedom

traditionally associated with liberalism).
freedom is concieved as man's second nature, a non-natural socía1

product, rather than a given precondition of interaction, normative

theory is for Hegel specifically a theory of right.

Common to a1J- prescriptive natural right theories is the claim
that there is a normative dimension to nature; a dimension to which

recourse is ultimately made in normative justification. The

question whether there is natural right, according to Leo Strauss,
is the axiaf foundational-ist problem for natural right theoryl. To

aviod dogmatism, the natural right theorist must successfully
resol-ve this question ín rationally coherent manner. That is to
sêy, to establísh what is right and true by nature, reasons must be

supplied that are obj ective rather than subj ective and

His position is

Further, because
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unconditionally uníversal rather than conditioned by particular
circumstance. The foundational-ist questíon of natural right can be

broken down into three more specifíc ones: firstly, a metaphysical
question concerníng the existence of naturaL right. secondly,
given an affirmative answer to the firstr êt ontological question
about the whatness or determinate content of right; this amounts to
a question about the meaning of 'nature'.

epistemological question about whether and how it is possible to
know what is required in order to answer the first two guestions;
this amounts to a question about the method of philosophy itself.
The various anti-foundationalist objectíons to and rejections of
natural- right are based upon arguments attempting to show that
there cannot be, or at least have not been, positive, justified
answers to any or all of these guiding questions.

To see in what sense Hegel at least in principle furnishes a

rationally warranted resolution to the question of natural right,
we need first recapitulate the long line of argument that has been

presented to construe normative theorizing as a type of applíed
logic. Then we will be in a position to consider some of the
possible difficurties and limitations of this account.

Following Hegel's phirosophical system, the three questions

are addressed from the last to the first, from method to a

determinate conception of right and finally to íts existential
status. rn brief, Hegel's method ís to concieve substance as

subject or the True as a type of self-determining activíty. rn

terms of the philosophy of logic that is at work ín speculative

And final1y, an
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logic, this means that form and content of pure thought are shown

to be valid or objective when they are shown, without reference to
any given, to be determined excl-usively through themselves. The

intelligibilíty of arr pure thought and thinking can and is only
articulated through the pure thinking activity itself. hJhile the
determinate content of this ideational realm ís origínal1y
available through the giveness of feeling, intuitíon, and

representation, phenomenology shows that no recourse to these types
of experience can explain their determinate content.
determinate character of any experience is rendered intelligible
and, because of phenomenology's negative conclusion, only rendered
intel1ígib1e in the self-explanatory objective reality of pure

thought thinking itself. Regardless of the mode of experience, its
content can be determinate only in accordance with the universal
and necessary rul-es of determinancy self-referencially defined in
speculative logic.

The authority of speculative logic as the absolute ground of
determinancy rests soley on its character as havíng articulated
concepts and principles which can be seen to be the exclusive
determinations of autonmous reason.

feature of this authority is that it is in principle
presumptionLess and obj ective because it can be demonstrated to be

radically self-determined. On its self-determined character alone
does the validity of speculative logic depend, for onry as serf-
determined is thought capable of revealÍng without presumption the
determínate and interrelated character of the thouqht-forms as the

The

The key foundationalist
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product of íts own self-relatíng and self-negating activity. I^tith
both the form and content of the thinkíng activity being a

recol-lectively mediated result and ground of the movement, the
dialectic need not ctaim any predetermined axiomatic principles, or
be tied to any given empirical content, or rest on any relative
presupposítions which operate as the given standard against which
ideas and propositions are tested.

rn this respect speculative togic is superior to the
metaphysics, empiricism, and critical philosophy which preceded

Hegel. As HegeÌ argues of these 'attítudes toward objectivity' in
the Loqic, each resting on a claim to be an account of the truth as

we find it or as it is gíven in thought or fact is open to
sceptical objections. Speculative logic avoids these objections
because it rests on a retrospective account of thought's rational
necessity without these kinds of appeals to non-deducible first
principles. Hegel's objection to traditional methods is that they
are aLl vitiated by their reliance on conceptual distinctions which

they never fundamentally challenge. rndeed, Hegel's objection to
all- non-speculative methodologies is that they fail to sufficiently
examíne the categories and presuppositions underlying their
arguments.

I¡lith respect to the second foundationaList question of right
determining the proper character and prescriptive content of

right Hegel's self-grounded method addresses this problem as a

question of applied logic. Because the logical Notiorr manifests
itself as the only content to which reference can legitimately be
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made (i.e. without recourse to presupposition), its system of self-
ordered thought-forms provides the only resourse for accounting for
reality. conseguently, to this end the task of applied logic,
Hegel states, "is only to recogrnize the logical forms under the
shapes they assume in Nature and spirit" (L,#24). This is an

inherently critical task for it involves more than a descriptive
determination of matters of fact but a determination of the
rationality, actuality, or value of what is found existent. To ask

of any given content whether ít is of value is to ask to what

extent that content mirrors or imítates the self-determining, self-
legitímating activity of pure thought. And in the realm of Spirit,
to ask after value is also to determine how any given reality ought
to be criticised in order to be made more rational i.e. insofar
as reason and normative argumentatíon can only become an effective
force in the spiritual_ wor1d.

i,rihile the a priori determinations of logic do not gaurantee to
what degree the worl-d will be rational-, it does entail an account

of what a fu11y rationar world wourd be. To be fu1ly actuar,
reason must temporally emerge out of nature in spirit in the form

of sentient teleological life. rn turn, rife must pass through
various levels of development untill it reaches complete self-
awareness and self-determination in absolute spirÍt and ultimately
philosophical science (finite seLf-consciousness thinking pure

thought trury and completely). Accordingry, not only does the
occurance of speculatíve logic mark the end of history the
revelation of the truth and value of human activity and its
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reLatlon to the Absolute -- but rt arso signifres the exrstence of
reason's fulL actual-izatron rn the worrci. Thrs is not to say that
phit-osophy might not complete itserf before other forms of absoLute
spirrt, but that a worl-cl with philosophical science exhibits a form
of the highest degree of rationarity possible and that being
conscious of this rnvoLves being conscious of the principJ-es which
ground the crl-t1c1sm of other potentraiL-y J-ess ratronar spheres of
spiritual- activrty. 'l'his is important because in terms ot the
founoational-ist question of naturat rrght, Heger's resolution of
the ontot-ogrcai character of right rs depencient upon the successtul
compretron of phrrosophy or specuiatrve methocl, but not, strickJ_y
speakrng, upon the factuat occurance of rrght.

For ueger, the naturer âs it hrere, of natural rrght is such
that freeclom rs both the normatlve ground and resul_t of ríght.
I''reeclom girounds right because freedom is the form ano value of
specuLatlve truth itself. rt is atso the resul-t of right insofar
as freedom ls a product of sociat interaction whose character is
specÍfrc to the mocies of right. Free human practíce Ís onty gíven
through the structures and institutions of right that rearize
social forms of ínfinite teleologicar activity.
exercise of sel-f-oetermination ís necessarrry accompanied by the
ob¡ectrve recognltlon of rrght" That this r-s necessarilv so

becomes apparent when one consioers what is require<l for a wll_1 to
be ra<licarJ-y seL-f-<ietermined. As HegeJ-'s intro<luctory anaJ.ysís of
the writ ciemonstrates, to be free the wirr must give rtsetf
determrnate form ancl content excJ-usivety through lts own wiJ-1ing

Hencer â[y
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activity. A natural faculty of choice is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for this possibility of self-determination.
ülhat is further required is a plurality of natural witts who

collectively will a mode of right -- a recognitive reLation to one

another in which each is distinguished in an act of recíprocal
particularizing exclusion.

Ïn the Philosophv of Riqht, the emergence of freedom through
right is reconstructed dialecticalty with different modes of right
representing alternative specifícations of the notion of free
practice and with each successively being a more adequate

realizatíon of it. The progressj-on moves from the abstract to the
concrete and serves to articulate the logical constitution of right
or freedom interactively defined. Agaín, what serves ín the first
place as the standard against which the notion of right and its
modes are reconstructed and criticized is speculative logic's self-
determined system of valid reasoning. Right, that is, stands in
critical contrast to the logical Notion; a self-subsisting process

that right at the same time contains wíthin itself or imitates as

its a priori structural element. Hegel's method to resoLve the
ontological character of right is to concieve, from the abstract to
the concrete in the logícar order of its make-up, the practical
conditions necessary for social actívity to exhíbit radically self-
determined activity. A system of right so derived meets the demand

for normative justificatíon insofar as the order it prescribes
actualizes the greatest potential freedom for social activity, and

insofar as the speculative methodology it employs truly furníshes



a self-legitimating discourse that
responsibility for al1 of its terms.

Ethical life is the most ratíonal expression of right because

it is a type of self-determining activity that realízes pratical
freedom in its entire compass. It is a community concieved as a

collectively-determined system of institutions and rights that
orders all of the modes of right into a self-grounded orqanic
whol-e. The state or institutionalized political freedom serves as

the consummate ground of ethical life because its realization
entails, locates, and determines not only a form of freedom unique
to itself, but the realization of the community's non-political
self-determining possibilities as weLl. Moreover, unlike abstract
rÍght and moralíty, the family and civil society, the state need

not depend on practices that are not self-determined for the
maíntenance of its own activity. Rather as concretely serf-
subsistent, Political freedom ís the substance of natural right
fully actuaf.
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takes theorectical_ seff-

I¡lhile reason prescribes ethical life as normatively warranted
free practice, its occurance in history is dependent upon the
contigent collective action of a community to make it actual. A1I

self-determined actions and intitutions are the work of individuals
whose natural- liberty underlies, rather than results from, their
activities. All the modes of right emerge through a collective
exercj-se of the natural wilr. Nevertheress, once actua1 all
realize a degree of autonomy irreducible to the arbitrary activity
through which they were born. Further, that the occurance of
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ethical life is dependent on the occurance of abstract ríght and

morality does not mean that the activity constitutive of these
abstracter modes of right causes the emergence of ethical life.
Rather ethícal life is only factually dependent on these more

abstract modes of ríght because it is logically dependent i.e.
representing the logical conditions of its possibility, the
occurance of abstract right and morality is necessarily implied by

the occurance of ethical lífe, but not the other way around. The

history of right is a result of utterty conventional- social
activíty enacting, perpetuating t or even destroying the modes of
right through which freedom is actual. Just as real-ization of
speculative logic is dependent upon the arbitrary resolve of a

philosophical tradition of culturally situated thinkers to think
purely, so right emerges from a long development of human habits.
Yet in either history, the moral- of the tale remains the power of
reason. Accordingly, the metaphysical status of right is such that
it is a product of social- activity in a variety of degrees of
actualizatíon with its rationality futly and abstractly present to
thought upon the completion of speculative method and its
applícation to practical theory.

This synopsis indicates in what sense Hegel's theory attempts
to provide a prescriptive account of right grounded through a

process of reasoning capable of complete justificatíon. As a

result, a dialecticar analysís of right 1eads to a conceptíon of
ethical life that is neither dogmatic nor culturalry or
historically rel-ative. rts is, however, one thíng to interpret
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Hegel's method in logic and normative theory as an externally
coherent foundationalist strategy, and quite another to demonstrate
the success of this strategy.

I¡lith respect to the scíence of Loqíc, even among those
scholars today who take it seriously, none will defend it as it is
written. Too many categoríes coupled with several- artificially
forced dialectical moves is a common criticism. If speculative
logic is judged to be ultimately untenable, then the system of
right derived from the application of its methodology must find a

new scheme to ground freedom as the just end of practíce.
otherwise, its unconditionally prescriptive status will be

relativised.

i,rihether a self-determined category theory ís possible is a

question about which it is hard to decide. While it is doubtful
that it has been adequately specified by speculative logic, it is
difficult to say anything further. Indeed, the identity of method

and content in any self-determined logic makes an objectíve defense

or refutation an arduous proposition. The reason is as folLows:
in a self-determined system, the method that underlies the
determination process comes only to be defined at the end of that
process as a result of itself. Thus the objectivity of any self-
determíned method is revealed recol-Lectivelv through the very
activity that defines its content and ordering process.

Accordingry, an objective assessment of the method, or any moment

of it, invoLves such an assessment of the whore movement. rt
ínvoIves, in other words, pittíng the method and system against
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ítself or some foreign logic the critic introduces (which in tr_r.rn

stands in need of val-idation) 
"

rt may be suggested that at least the implausibility of
speculative logic coul-d be j nfez'ecl r-nci j rectl_y by an:/ absr_¡rdit j es

res¡-tlting in its a-pplication to t-he sciences of nature and spjrit.
wíth respect- to the philosophw of Fiqht,. the m,ost enclr_¡r:ing

criticisn rs that Hegel a.ccomod_a_tes his theor-12 of right to the
politica] order of hís da1z, the prr_rssia_n state= unrier the gr_ri_ee of
setting forth an increpenclent normative theor'12,- Hegel sr_r-bstit¡_rte-s a_n

apologetic withor-lt a-cknowledging thi s intention. As well ,- r_here

a-re other n-crre specific objection-s to the varior:-s di_c,er:ssion_-s anel

phases of a-rgr-r-r¡ent rn f-he text-; rea--qon r-¡-ncritical-1-y redr-rces itsel-f
to what is; histor-icism is ern-L:ra.eeci.,: civil societlz i-s not
adequateltz cìistrngr-ri-shecl from the sta-te.: a_ <¡forified and even

clerf iecl orga-nrc state slr_ppresses indiwicjua.l f reeclom 
=

interpretation of the phil-osc,phv of Riqht a-s a.pplied 1ogic,-

however, shows that many of these criticisms, if not simply a_

prod-uct of misinterpretation, can in fact be avoided by a strícter
conformity to the dictates of speculative methoci. Hegel's obscure

cl-ains about the historical realit:¡ of world-mind and r-he dated

cha-ra-cter of his constitr-liona.l- m-ona-rch1r,- for exa.mpi-e,- ca.n_ be seen

as icl.ioslzncratic m-isapplicatíons because of an a-ppropriate prior
understa-nding aLrou-t what signifíes vai-id a.pplication= Only when

sueh a- prior und.ersf-a-ndíng is worked or:t is it possible to decíde

v¡het-hez'a pr-ohJ-ern- in a-pplication ís simply a matter of a deviation
from a- coherenf* svstema-tic methorL or whether it trears wit_ness to

Or-r.r
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flaws endemic to the underlying method itself. while our reading
of the Phílosophv of Riqht is sympathetic to many traditional
objections, no case for a reductío ad absurdum is found. Rather it
finds a unique and compelling defense for a society that promotes

sociaL freedom and politicar freedom in particular.
Since ultimate status of specul-ative logic is left here as an

unresolved problem, Hegel's strategy of grounding right can at most

be said to offer the possibility of a foundationally self-grounded
prescriptíve theory. But this result is not gauranteed by this
investigation. yet if specurative rogÍc is not mostly mental_

masturbation, if a foundational- but still critical discourse is
possible, then Hegel-'s system ought to take on new importance. For
his idea of a presumptionress category theory, its diatectical
method and normative applicatíon, suggests a

sophisticated

foundationalist strategies that is typically overlooked by his
anti-foundational ist critics .

rationalist alternative to

subtle and

traditional
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Introductíon

1. Richard Rorty,

2.

3.

Hans Albert, Treatise of Critical Reason

4. see l¡1.v. Quine, "Two Dogmas of Empiricism", in From a LoqicalPoint of View; and T.S. Kuhn, Structure of Scientific nevofution.

Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature

Phenomenology as Introduction

Philosophv and the Mírror of Nature,p.3.

1. Leslie Armour, in Loqic and Realitv, d.iscusses these and otherphilosophies of logic, as well as presents a compelling case for adialectical system of 1ogic. see Loqic and ReaÍitv, ðnp.t.

End Notes

2. Derrida, "Tympan", in Marqins of philosoohv

3. How Kant accounts for the legitimation of reason in theCrítigue of Pure Reason ís a difficult question; ironically sogiven its title and purpose. rn brief, the probrem is as fortbws:if the understanding is the faculty seèuring the unity ofappearances, and reason is the transcendental faculty of principles
securing the unity of these rules of the understanding, then wfratís there to secure these transcendental- principles? For Kant,unlike Hegel, transcendental principles do not sho* themselves tobe secured in an objective self-determined whole. According toKant, the idea that these principles somehow correspond to realityleads to contradictions; specificarly, paralogisms, ãntinomies, -rräimpossibilities. Hence the axial- Kantian suggestion: "The formal
and logical procedure of reason in syllogisms gives us sufficientguidance as to the ground on which the transcendental principle ofpure reason in its synthetic knowledge will rest." (A306/8363).
Kant explains the heart of this foundationarist position:

reason, in its logical employment, seeks to discover theuniversal conditions of its judgment (the conclusion),
and the syllogism is itself nothing but a judgment made
by neans of the subsumption of its condition under auniversal rule (the major premise). Now since this ruleis ítself subject to the same requirement of reason, andthe condítion of the condition must be sought (by means
of a prosyllogism) whenever practible, obviouJly theprinciple peculiar to reason in general, in íts rogical
employment, is to find for the conditioned knowÍedge
obtained through the understanding the unconditionãd
whereby its unity is brought to completion. (A307/8364)

The final ground or supreme principle of pure reason from which alttranscendentaf principles ari-se is its urge or "1ogical percept, to
advance towards completeness by an ascent to even higher conditions

, p.390.

, P.18.

, p.xxii



and so to give to our knowledge the greatest possible unity ofreason" (4309 /8366) . Like Hegel's real Notion, Kant,stranscendental ideal is the ground of determinacy; "this concept iscompletely determinate a priori" (A574/8602) and so is the "idãa ofthe sum-totaj, _of all possibilitv", "the supreme and completematerial condition to which all thought of objeóts, so far as thei,content is concerned, has to be traced back,' (A576/8604). But asconcerns the ontological status of this "being of all beings" __
'rwe are left entirely without knowledge as to the existencõ of abeing of such outstanding pre-erninence" (A579/8607). To make goodon his scepticism, Kant explains the illusion that this mighi beotherwise by refuting the traditional proofs for the existeñce ofGod. The supreme principle of reason for Kant, then, is subjectivewith respect to reality in-itself, but objective with respect tothe structure of the human mind.

4. See Philosophv and the Mírror of Nature
Truth and Method.

5. See "The Hermeneutic Relevance of Aristot1e", ín Truth andMethod pp' 278-89; also "Hermeneutics as a Theoreticaf andPractical Task", in Reason in the Age of Science, pp. l-l_3_38. R.Bernstein offers a similar criticism of Ca¿amêr in Beyond
Obi ectivism and Relativism, pp. 150-65.

6. Habermas, Knowledge and Human Interest, p.13.

7. Ibid., p.B.

8. The transcendental imagrination, for both Heger and Kant, isradically originary. Like the empirical imãgination, *rricr,consists in the ability to intuit in the absence of sensuousgiveness, the transcendental imagination is both receptive andspontaneous; referring both to giveness and free abstraction fromit. with the transcendental ímaginatíon, however, there is nodirect empiricar reference, and its content refers onry to theuniversal and necessary conditions that ground the possi¡ifity ofdeterminate experience. This ability to freery receive andentertain different conceivable grounds is itself a necessarycondition required for the specification of potentially r""igrounds. Of course, speculative logic is such a specification ofgirounds, where the a priori articulation of what iJ conceivable inthis ontological realm (Being and Essence) leads immanently to thearticulation of the meta-ground from which this discourse ofgrounds arose i.e., such an explanation shows the Notion to bethe absolute originary, or the identity of self-negation and self-relation. rn this sense the Notion is the activity of a
s imul- taneous 1y reveal íng and conceal ing transcendental imagination .
see Jacques Taminiaux's Dial_cç!i_q__end Dif{_erence (pp.59-641 , for aninteresting discussior coñception of thetranscendental imagination.

, chp.6, and Gadamer,

9. Pippin, Maker, and Iniinfield all argue that phenomenology
deduces science in the indirect, negative manner suggested freré.



see Pippin's Heqel's rdeal-ism (chp.s 5,6,7), or Maker's "Does Hegerhave a Dialectical Method? " and "Hegel 's phenomenology asIntroduction to Science", or lr]inf ield's "The Route to foundãtion-Free Systematic Philosophy".

10 . This argument can be f ound in both Maker and V,linf ield.
Habermas suggests that because consciousness is doomed to fail fromthe start, fait accompli, that there is "somethíng half-hearted
about the Phenomenologr¡". For, on the one hand, science does notneed phenomenology for its justification, and on the other "itlphenomenologyl is not even capable of such justification"
(Kn.Qlqredqe and Human rnterest, p.10). Habermas, hówever, missesthe point, for it is precisely its inabí1ity to succeed that allowsit to serve as an indirect deduction.

Dialectical Method

1- The following discussion is intended as a general exposition ofHegel's method. Tt is not meant to be an explanation or a defenceof the manner in which Hegel uses the terms involved. Rather thegoal is only to introduce the dialectic by examining in adescriptive way the account that Hegel here provides. Mostscholars typically discuss Hegel's method in conjunction with thefírst movement of the sL, being-nothing-becoming, where he ísperhaps more lucid. often however, this is at the expense offailing to capture the sense in which the method is the rèsu1t ortelos of the movement and not simpry its ground. For a similarinterpretation of the absolute Idea as the logic whereby thought
determines itself, see Burbidge's on Hesel's Losic (chp.1ql; aisol¡linfield's "The Method of Hegel's Science of Losic".
2. Following stanley Rosen, we say A=A impries A not-equal not-A,
for the former does not impry, as the latter might, the viotation
of the law of contradiction and yet stirl conveys the point -- the
essence of A is only disclosed in its relation to not-A. Rosen has
an extended discussion on the question of contradiction in Hegelj'rixtaposed to Plato's, Aristotlê's, and Fichte's understanding(chp.s 4,5).

3. Stace points out that Hegel not only affirms Spinoza's maxim
that determination is negation or identity implies difference, butfurther that "a11 negation is determination" "the positive
nature of an object consists in its determinations and since
aiI determinations are negations, it fol-lows that the positive
nature of the thing consists in its negations. Negation,
therefore, is the very essence of positive being. And for the world
to come into being what is above all necessary is the force ofnegation, 'the portentous power of the negative"'. The phitosophv
of Heqel, p. 33 .

4. winfield, in "The Method of Hegiel's science of Losic", makes
thís point and discusses and relates this identity of Jorm and
content, presumptionlessness, and self-determinatíon with Hegel's



"seLf-constituting",
methodology (p.53) .

6. For thinkÍng to be radicalty serf-regitimating, Hegel iscommitted to the claim that thinking, while being a consciousactivity expressed in language, is not determined or ãonditioned bythis embodiment. Language, that is, cannot rimit or define thêcontent of thought nor what counts as true or false thinking. Ifthis were otherwise, then truth claims could not be justified forone could neíther think independently of language, nor comprehendits distorting influence its is contradiètoiy to assert thatlanguage structures thought without this truth claim itself beingrelative to that very structure, í.e. without itself being ãdistorted product of language. Of course this is an issue of muchcontemporary debate and I only wish to point out that Hegel doesattempt to account, in the section on theoretical mind in the pM,
for al1 the necessary preconditions for the absoLutely spontaneousactívity of thinking. Here Hegel discusseJ intuition,representation, and imagination to show how language through signs
makes possible the reference to thoughts that aie wnotly a product
of thought itself. Since their reference is not restrièted to thegiven representations of experience, their determinacy can only beaccounted by reference to pure thinking activity, unconditioneã byany given order of grammar or -metaphysics of ranguage'. seèBurbidge's study for a sophisticated defence of Hegei's theory oflanguage (chp.s 2,3).

7 - Hegel's criticisms of Kant are considerabty more complicated
and problematic than this account might suggest. The intentÍon,however, is only to address the criticisms of Kant predicated, asHegel sees it, on the failure by Kant to see the neèd or conceivethe possibility of the identity of form and content in pure
thÍnking. Priest's collection of essays on the Hegel\Kant proËlem
serve well to illustrate the diversity of opinions found in the
secondary literature.

8. This synopsis of Kant's project is the "standard picture" asAllison puts it (an Í-nterpretation he argues ought to be rejectedpp. 3-1'4) and appears to be the one Heger accepted. As with mostof these types of problem, however, there is little consensus:Bird, for instance, argues that Hegel grossly distorts and misreadsKant resulting in vacuous and inaccurate criticism. In contrastPippin claims that Hegel while ignoring and accepting uncritically
certain Kantian principres nevertheless has his greatesi
achievement lying in his appropriation and development oftranscendental idealism.

9. This specifiable function, for ínstance, entails the employment
by Kant of the category negation, needed to say of reality in-
itself that it is not the sphere in which the categories ( including
negation) can legitimately be applied. "The neqative
characteristic which this ídentity receíves as an object is also

rbid (p.52).

" self-grounding, and sel f- j ustifying"



enumerated among the categories of Kant" (L,#44)

i.0. Ameriks makes this argument in his article "Hegel-'s Critíqueof l(ant's Theoretical Philosophy".

1-1. I¡lhite in his text,
of Metaphvsics, has an excellent discussion on theffi
logic and metaphysics. The absolute Idea¡ âs i,rihite defines it, is
"the subject determined as the principle of determination" suchthat "Logic itself is in any case a work of transcendental ontologypurporting to present the determinations that ground tñãdeterminacy of anything that is or is thought.... Hegel's scíenceis fundamentally that of the determinations of thougñt that couldnot be otherwise: the absolute Idea is presented as the aggregateof determinations that are constitutive for any ãna at1determinacy" (p.71).

L2- Hegel makes this same argument, albeit in a slightly differentcontext (cognition as opposed to reasoning) in the introduction tothe Phg (#73-74). i¡Ihether cognition is pictured as "the instrumentfor getting hold of absolute being" or as a "passive medíum throughwhich the light of truth reaches üs", knowledge that this ís tñecase implies a contradictÍon. One could not know the effects ofman's cognitive facurty on the truth unless one could grasp, so asto see the difference, 'uhe truth absolutely in an "immediate" and
"effortress relationship"; which is precisery what suchinstrumentalist conceptions deny. of course it is quite
conceivable that our cognitíon, in truth, functions like aninstrument: it ís only inconceivable that if this r^¡ere so r,ve couldever know it.
criticized/ one has to "turn around and mistrust this verymistrust" for "this fear takes something -- a gireat deal ín fact -lfor granted as truth, supporting its scruples and inferences onwhat is itself in need of prior scrutiny to see if it is true. Tobe specific, it takes for granted certain ideas about cognition asan ínstrument and as a medium and assumes that there is adifference between ourselves and this cognition".

l-3. Both Dusing's artícLe and the píppin text (chp.2) discuss
Hegel's críticism of the formal, contentless character of Kant's
transcendental subject which precludes the possibility of grasping
its concrete self-differentíating nature.

1'4 . See Ðusi-ng' s articl-e, "Constitution and Structure of Self -identity: Kant's Theory of Apperception and Hegel's criticism",
p.423 .

he Pr

Accordingly Kant's critique must itself be

l-5. i¡Iinf ield makes this point in his article "The Method of
Hegel 's Science of Logiic", p. 56.

l-6. Harris, An Interpretatíon of the Loqic of Heqe1 , p.290.



Logical Notion as Determinate Foundation

1. Harris,

2- Both Harris and Burbidge present similar interpretations ofthis difficult transition from becoming to determinate being. SeeHarris, rbid. (pp.99-L02) and Burbidge, on Hesel's Loqic qpp.ão-+e;.

3. The phrase "othering relation"
Mure. See Létqdy of Hegel's Loqic

An Interpretation of the Loqic of Heqel

4. Pippin proposes for a similar type of argument, arthough it isdeveloped in a much sophisticated and comprehensive account. See
HeqeI ' s Ideal-ism (pp. 21-B-26 ) .

Ðoctrine of the Notion

1 - This interpretation of the relation between Beingi, Essence, andthe subjective Notion is defended by Burbidge in ñis On Heqel'sLoq'ic. As Burbidge well explains the overalr path of logic;
As -'he rogic proceeds, the attention of pure thought
broadens in scope. At first it ís simply directed
towards categories that result from immediate
transitions. Then as it becomes aware of the negative,
dissolvingi character of its own interlectual activity, it
distinguishes its own reflective processes from the
content of thought. This serf-reflexive act does not
remain simply a negative discounting, but now becomes apositive comprehension of itself as a persistent
totality. The focus is enlarged to include the whol-e
dynamic within which concepts are considered by thought.
p.111.

2. Burbidge, On Hesel's Logíc, p.115.

3. Pippin, in his Neo-Kantian interpretation, explains the self-
differentiation of the subjective Notion as the specification ofthe -rules' of pure thinking:

Hegel ís following Kant here in understanding concepts aspredicates of possible judgements and likewise insisting
that to understand a concept is not to represent some
abstracted common quality, but to understand how to use
it in a variety of judgements. This does not mean that
there cannot be abstracted concepts, but it does assert
that such abstractions cannot origínate a determinate
concept unless there are specific judgemental roles for
that concept to play within a range of judgements
(ultimatery requiring pure categorial distinctions) and
a system of inferences groundíng such possible
judgements. Heqel's Idealism, p"238.

4. rt must be kept in mind that thís does not mean that the

and this argument is made by
, chp. 4.

, P.94 -



exístence of nature and spirit as such is originated by the logical
Notion. The Notion is concrete in existence not becausê itdetermines the existence or occurrence of entities in the firstplace, but strictly because notionaL categories are IoqicalIv
required or presupposed in any empirical determination of any
object or subject.

5. This is a - transcendentai' reading of the Loqic which can befound in Burbídge, Píppin, and hlhite. The diarectic is taken asthe process articulatíng all of the necessary condítions for thepossibility of any determinate experience. The necessity of the
conditions specífied means that they are ever-present or cannot
fail of exemplification in any experience, and. can be defined only,
as Pippín puts it, by initially "accepting and entertaining - 

anotion he considers impossible or inadequate" (Heqel's Idealièm,
p.L83.) This is the case because the only way to determine tttat
which is necessarily present is to juxtapose ít to that which isinconceivabre or no-where present. Thought, that is, must
"hypo*uhetically" (as Burbidge says) or imagínatively supply the
kind of pure differences and contradictions that enable-such a
transcendental order to be defined.

6. Harris makes this argument in his text, An rnterpretation of
the Loqic of Heqel.
universal and necessary Kant's criteria of objectivity and
also in that it is stable and concrete, not subject to whimsical or
arbitrary change.... It is a stable, self-maintaining whole and as
such it is objectively real" (p.252).

7. Harris, ibid, pp.250-52.

B. Michael Rosen's Heqel's Dialectic and Its Criticism contains an
excel-lent discussion on Hegel's Ontological argument. Rosen argues
that Hegel solves the Christian theological problem of creation ex
nilhio. The key is to conceive God non-representationally as the
reason of the world and not its cause, so that one does not have toposit the temporal\spacial being of God existentially preceding
creation. God, for Hegel, is understood supersensually as a serf-
differentiated system of pure thought and exist temporally only as
nature and spirit. God precedes creation only as pure essence, a
tímeless indistinct immediate totality "supersensuous inner
intuition" (SL,p.82B). Vrlhen God actually becomes comprehended in
the world by philosophical science, then the philosopher "looksback" (PM, #573 ) at the world and can say that nature must be God ín
his externality, spírit his self-mediated return to self-awareness.
This is so because logic reveals a priori that pure thought is a
radically self-determined whole and as such, anything determinate
is so in accordance with the rules of determinacy per sê, self-
constitutionally defined in this eternal realm.

The Notion " is oni ective in tfrat it is

mechanical/chemical/teleological because these forms exhaust all
the ways in which determinacy can be manifested by objects in the
thouq'ht of any differentiated manífold. And because the subjective

It is inconceivable that any obj ect be other than



Notion revealed pure thought to be rear, objective, and necessarythis is not simply a reflection of how man perceives determinacylbut of the very nature of determinacy per se. Further, becau-seHegel deduces the thought of teleologicat actuality from that of achemical and then a mechanical object, it folrows that onlyteleological objects are real; mechanical and chemical objectåcannot be thought coherently and are in truth abstrãctedconstitutive elements of teleology. AccordinEry, mechanical_ andchemical objects are not fu1ly real or present ---on1y the absoluteIdear ês the infinite teleological actualíty par excellent itpresent.

10. Heqef: A Re-Examinatíon, p.256. Findlay's
reading of the obj ective Notion and teleology inrefrected in the discussion of this dense section ofpresented here.

11 - This is also what Hegel means by the "Cunning of Reason":
"Reason is as cunning as it is powerful. cunning *ãy be said tolie in the intermediate actíon which, while it permiti objects tofollow their own bent and act away upon each othèr till thóy wasteaway, and does not itsetf directly interfere in the process, isnevertheless only working out its own aims. With this èxplanaiiortDivine Providence may be said to stand in the world and itè process
in the capacity of absolute cunning" (L,#2Og). The Divine andfinite are interdependent such that the absolute only realizesitself as a result of a series of finite phases through which itmanifests itself to itself in increasing degrees of perfection.
The "intermediative action of reason", then, refers to the way inwhich the activity- of the finite brings about this result -- thetgty arbitrarv and continqent character of which being at the heartof thís generative process. What Ís arbitrary and ãontingent isnot whether the Dívine wí11 be actual, but only the deqree tô whichit will be manifest in the worrd. That the Divine iE-fõf us, as amatter of fact, actuar to a high degree is necessarily the case
because for any self-conscious subject to be, is for the ldea to beprofusely actual, and to deny that rdea in this sense is, iscontradictory for it always implies the being of a thinking subjectto effect the denial.

12. The necessity Hegel has in mind is a priori synthetic and notanalytic. "The line of thought here is identical with that ofKant, who arg'ued that the el-ements of universality and necessity inexperience cannot arise, as Hume showed, empirically in experienceand must, therefore, be due to the activity of the sùuject. "Stace, The Philosophy of Heqel , p.289.

i I luminating
particular is
Hegel's logic

System and lilormat,ive Theory

1. See Michael Rosen's Heqel's Dialectic and Its Criticísm(chp.s,3,4) for an excellent díscussíon on thé implic-ations ofHegel's non-representational, supersensuous conception of God.



2. Thís interpretatíon of the end of
Stanley Rosen' s G. i^i. F
Wi sdom:
existence (or in the Parmendean phrase, of the sameness of Being
and Thinking)"(p.36); for the absolute is "the formatiori process b;which everything is what it is" (p.al).

3. Ibid: "Once the truth is revealed, nothing fundamental can
change" (p.45).

"Knowledge of the absolute is the same as a¡sorute

4.

5. KIaus Hartmann, for instance, raises this question by exploring
some of Jean Paul Sartre's insigihts on freedom in the various typesof "socía1 ensembles" in the Critique of Dialectícal Reason ---ãe"
"What is a Social Category".

6. Hege|s aim, in Hartmann's words, "is to transform what is'found', what is 'experienced fact', into a 'presentation andreconstruction' of thought in terms of thought. Thought or reasonhas a craim to satisfaction in point of form: it is the saidtransformation of what is found or granted as a fact as adeliverance of science... into a reconstruction in the form ofrational necessity or in a prÍori form. For this to be possible,
there has to be a vehicle, items of thought, appropríations of thereal by thought and a procedure for relating these ítems. The
vehicle of reconstruction will be concepts or categories; theprocedure wi11 be the diarectic." "Hege1: A Non-Metaphysical
view", p.101. see arso Pínkard's "Hegel's rdealism and Hãgeys
Logic" for a simiLar account to translation and reconstruction.
7. That the eternal necessarily is immanent ín the finite follows
from Hegel's axial claims about the identity of thought and being,
and the Ontological argument -- i.e. all determinacy is grounded ln
the Notion and the Notion is real, object.ive, and necessary:
consequently whatever exists is determinate in accordance with theNotion. Moreover, when philosophy is completed the eternar has
fully actualized itself in the finite, for again as the doctrine of
the Notion demonstrates the conditions necessary for this
occurrence entail the ideal's ful1 realization.

B. The prescriptive character of Hegel's theory of right is
unconditionar insofar as both the end or ground of justice
radically self-determining activity and the system of ríght
which is derived from it, are determined excl-usively by reasón.
Thus reason is the self-legitimating ground of the good and of the
system of right that most manifests it. Hartmann, Kolb, Maker,
Vrlhite, and trlinfield are all sensitive to this relationship for
Hegel between reason and political legitimation.

9. For an excellent account of the role of interaction in Hegel's
conception of freedom and an interpretation similar to the one
presented here, see &'linf ield's "Freedom as Interaction: Hegel 'sResolution to the Dilemma of Liberal Theory".

Heqel and Modern Societw

: An Intr
philosophy can be found in

, Charles Taylor, pp. i.35-39 .

to lence of



10. Thís quote ís taken out of
Modernitv, p.278, and is from Hegel

åbstract Right

1. See Peter Benson's article, "The priority of Abstract RÍght andconstructivism in Hegel's Legal phirosoþhy", for a similarínterpretatíon of the overall logical scope ãna purpose of AbstractRight "as the lexically first part of the -noimative" p.175.Although Benson fails to articulate the role the logical Ñotíonplays as the giround of Hegel's - constructivist' strategy, theidentity of freedom and right, actualization and ideality ïs wellexplained. rn Hegel's conception, Benson writes, "the content ofthe normative is worked out or 'constructed' from a standpoint thatis immanent in and constitutive of responsible agency: normativeconceptions, such as the right or the good, aie.,ãt viewed asobjects that are fixed prior and given to the choosing serfindependent of its activity; rather, they are conceived asentailments of that activity, posÍted by andwrrolly expressive ofthe choosing self as the basic unit of responsible agerrcy" (p.J.75).

Kolb's The Critique of pure
's Philosophv of Nature, #353.

2. Joachim Ritter makes this argument in
Property'r in his book
the Philosophy of Riqht

3. Hegel's most developed argument for conceiving the absolute asthe whore system of rogic, nature, and spirit is found in thesectíon on absolute Mind in the pM (#574-77). MitchelIAlboulafia's The Self-l,rlindinq Circle: A Studv of ileqel's Svstemprovidesaninterestinga]-ternativeaccountffi
hol-istíc conception of system.

4. See Michael Theunissen's "The Repressed Intersubjectivity inHegel's Philosopþv of Riqht for an excellent textuai reading ofHegeJ-'s discussion of contract as the objectificatíon ofpersonality through a conìmon. will (pp.27-3L).

Ethical Life
1. see A.N. l,tthitehead's science and the Modern l¡rorlrl

dt

2. For a
ethical
Between
Political

3. i¡i' Ver Eecke makes this point ín his article "Hegel on Freedom,
Economics, and the State", p. j_52.

4- ü{ínfield makes thÍs argument for equality of civil opportunityin "Hege1's Challenge to the Modern Economy". Others sympathetiãto Hegel's argument for state intervention ín the economy incLude

sophisticated account locating Hegel
life in Western political thought

his essay

Philosophv, chp. 6.
ition and Rev

"Person and
SSA

's differentiation
see Manfred Riedel

r pp .5I-52.
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Ver Eecke, Avineri, Arato, and Hartmann.

5. A major critícism of the PR has been its conflation of thedeterminations of civil socieiy with those of the state,particularly with respect to the role of the Estates in the state.For a sophisticated account of Hegel's theory of the Estates seeAvineri's Heqel's Theorv of the Modern State, chp.s 9,9.
6. In 'rTowards a New Systematic Reading of Hegel's Philosophy ofRiqht", Hartmann addresses thís question of a truer ltegef iar, ,state
set against Hegel's own idiosyncratic theory. Hartmann, forinstance, suggests that the proper concrusion concerning
representation is not a system of Estates but a parliamentary
democracy with political parties. From the perspectíve devetopeã
here, there is much merit in Hartmann's criticisms. The basic Iine
of reproach being a recognítíon of the absence of a sufficient
categorícal distinction between civí1 society and the state, andconsequently an inadequate account of how the state and civilsociety are to interact.

7 . Beginning with l"lax lrleber there has being much sceptícism
concerníng the possibility of meaningful democratic participation
in ratíonarized, bureaucratized mass society. rn this rine of
thought for instance, Habermas argues that the modern democratíc
state reduces political freedom to a device for choosing between
alternative groups of administrators and technicians. Þolitical
issues are reduced to technical problems requiring expertise to
avoid the dysfunctions that threaten the economic system. The
cl-ass interests that the economic system serves, and that often
actually determine economic policy are then concealed behind the
technical- rationalization of political issues. Nonetheless it is
by looking at thinkers like Habermas that the possibitity of the
institutionalization of equality of political opportunity and an
enlightened political will (required in the Hegelian state) can be
meaningfully considered. See Habermas' Toward a Rational Societv
and Theory and Practice.

Conclusion

1-. see Leo strauss, Naturar Riqht and Historv, p.93. rn lrlhat is
Political Philosophv (p.1.2) , Strauss defines the task of political
philosophy as "the attempt truly to know both the nature ofpolitical things and the right t or the good, political order". rn
this formulation the question is not simpty directed toward the
meanings of right and nature, but also inquires whether there are
fundamental principles of normative justification.

2. Burbidge quotes Noer as writing: "As a result there is only one
way to refute a system of logic in the sense that Hegel understood
this word: it is to do it over again; it Ís to formulate a more
profound and more comprehensive one, which contains the first and
surpasses it. Outside of that, outside of a total remaking of the
system when the conserved elements and the modifications penetrate



each other ín
cavilling about

a new synthesis, criticism is reduced
details. " See On Hegel's Logic, p.230.
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